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The future Heterogeneous Wireless Network (HWN) is composed of multiple Radio Ac- 
cess Technologies (RATs), therefore new Radio Resource Management (RRM) schemes 
and mechanisms are necessary to benefit from the individual characteristics of each RAT 
and to exploit the gain resulting from jointly considering the whole set of the available 
radio resources in each RAT. These new RRM schemes have to support mobile users 
who can access more than one RAT alternatively or simultaneously using a multi-mode 
terminal. An important RRM consideration for overall HWN stability, resource utiliza- 
tion, user satisfaction, and Quality of Service (QoS) provisioning is the selection of the 
most optimal and promising Access Network (AN) for a new service request. The RRM 
mechanism that is responsible for selecting the most optimal and promising AN for a 
new service request in the HWN is called the initial Access Network Selection (ANS). 
This thesis explores the issue of ANS in the HWN. Several ANS solutions that attempt 
to increase the user satisfaction, the operator benefits, and the QoS are designed, im- 
plemented, and evaluated. 
The thesis first presents a comprehensive foundation for the initial ANS in the HWN. 
Then, the thesis analyses and develops a generic framework for solving the ANS problem 
and any other similar optimized selection problem. The advantages and strengths of the 
developed framework are discussed. Combined Fuzzy Logic (FL), Multiple Criteria 
Decision Making (MCDM) and Genetic Algorithms (GA) are used to give the developed 
framework the required scalability, flexibility, and simplicity. 
The developed framework is used to present and design several novel ANS algorithms 
that consider the user, the operator, and the QoS view points. Different numbers of 
RATs, MCDM tools, and FL inference system types are used in each algorithm. A 
suitable simulation models over the HWN with a new set of performance evolution 
metrics for the ANS solution are designed and implemented. The simulation results show 
that the new algorithms have better and more robust performance over the random, the 
iii 
service type, and the terminal speed based selection algorithms that are used as reference 
algorithms. Our novel algorithms outperform the reference algorithms in terms of the 
percentage of the satisfied users who are assigned to the network of their preferences and 
the percentage of the users who are assigned to networks with stronger signal strength. 
The new algorithms maximize the operator benefits by saving the high cost network 
resources and utilizing the usage of the low cost network resources. Usually better 
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The Heterogeneous Wireless Network (HWN) [1,2] integrates different wireless networks 
such as IEEE 802.15 WPAN [3,4], IEEE 802.11 WLAN [4,5,6], IEEE 802.16 WMAN [7], 
[8], Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) [9,10] Universal Mobile Telecom- 
munications System (UMTS) [9], Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) [11], and satellite 
networks [12] into one common network. The integrated networks often overlap cover- 
age in the same wireless service areas, leading to the availability of a great variety of 
innovative services based on user demands in a cost-efficient manner. 
Most of the modern wireless terminals have multiple radio interfaces for different 
wireless networks. This type of terminals is called multimode terminals [13]. The user 
with multimode terminal can roam among IIWN with seamless mobility and service con- 
tinuity. Modern multi-mode terminals are Software Defined Radio (SDR) based [14,15]. 
The SDR technology enables a wireless terminal to support various kinds of wireless sys- 
tems and services by reconfiguring the terminal [16], so users can enjoy various wireless 
services in a seamless manner. 
The current Radio Resource Management (RRM) [17,18,19] solutions and mecha- 
nisms for the wireless networks consider only the case of a single Radio Access Technol- 
ogy (RAT) where mobile users can only access that RAT and co-existing sub-networks 
can only be operated independently. The needs for supporting various applications and 
services and for providing ubiquitous coverage in the HWN require more complex and 
intelligent RRM techniques that enable the co-ordination among the different RATs. 
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2 Introduction 
Common RRM (CRRM) [20,21,22,23] and Joint RRMI (JRRM) [16], [24,25,26] are two 
types of the processes that enable the management within a single and between the 
different RATs of the HWN. CRRM is a cooperative RRM architecture proposed by 
3GPP [20,21] to make UMTS and GSM/GPRS networks cooperate. lt is responsible 
for coordinating the individual RRM entities of each RAT. JRRM is another coopera- 
tive RRM architecture and mechanism proposed by IST TRUST [25] and SCOUT [26] 
projects and is similar to CRRM, but it is not restricted to GSM and UNITS. It also 
complements the CRRM with additional features and algorithms. Both JRRM and 
CRRM1 imply the use of some new RRM mechanisms such as Access Network Selec- 
tion (ANS), Joint Admission Control (JAC), Joint Congestion Control (JCC), Joint 
Scheduling Control (JSC), and Vertical IIandover (VHO). 
The thesis concentrates on the first rnechanisrn (i. e. ANS), which decides how to 
select the most suitable Access Network (AN) based on the discovered accesses, Quality 
of Services (QoS) constraints, operator policies. user preferences and available system 
capacity and utilization. In our work, a generic framework to solve the selection problems 
that utilizes the advantages and strengths of the parallel fuzzy logic decision making, the 
multiple criteria decision making and the genetic algorithms is presented. Based on the 
developed framework, several novel ANS algorithms have been designed, implemented, 
simulated and evaluated. Figure 1.1 shows the scope of our research inside the IRVN 
area. 
Architectures & Radio Resource Mobility Security QoS Maragement Planning and Praoools Management Management Management Design 
VHO JAC JCC JSC 
Figure 1.1: The research scope 
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1.2 The Motivations 
Although ANS is one of the key components that must be addressed and considered 
carefully in the HWN environments, not many algorithms for the ANS problem can be 
encountered in the literature so far. 
Most of the existing ANS algorithms [27,28,29,30,31,32,33,35,36,37,39,40,42,43,44] 
do not exploit the advantages of the multi-criteria nature of the access network selection 
that can give better performance than single criterion algorithms due to the flexible 
and complementary nature of the different criteria. Considering only one or two criteria 
in the ANS solution is not sufficient to provide a good solution and usually leads to 
undesirable situations. For example, if the solution is based only on the received sig- 
nal strength criterion, this can easily lead to congested RATs, many unsatisfied users, 
inefficient utilization for the WWAN links, and many other undesirable situations. 
The existed multi-criteria algorithms do not address the ANS as a multi objective 
problem where the operators, the users, the RATs conditions, and the applications have 
their own viewpoints regarding the ANS problem and every party wants to control 
the selection process. Each party has its own metrics to measure the efficiency and 
performance of the ANS solutions. 
They also do not have proper methods to assign the weights of the different criteria. 
The adaptation and learning capabilities of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) tools have 
not been fully utilized in the existing work to solve such drawback. In addition, the 
existing algorithms do not exploit the existing and accumulated human knowledge about 
the importance and sensitivities of the ANS criteria to the different characteristics of 
the HWN. In addition, all the existing AI-based solutions suffer from scalability and 
complexity problems when more RATs or criteria are added. 
There are no clear roles for the users and operators in the selection process. Most 
of the algorithms are user-centric [45,46,47,48], operator-centric [49,50], or service- 
centric [51,52,53]. 
The current ANS solutions also do not provide a realistic architectural framework in 
which the selection mechanism can work. The described use case scenarios are limited 
and not realistic from the perspective of deployment or the expected architecture for 
HWN and do not consider the relationship between the different collaborative or com- 
petitive operators involved in one HWN. As a result, they do not provide complete and 
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deployable solutions to the selection problem. 
Furthermore, some of the current algorithms could not distinguish between the initial 
ANS process (i. e. our thesis subject) initiated for the new service requests and the 
selection process during the VHO process. The two processes have obvious differences 
in the criteria and the performance evaluation metrics. Some other solutions do not 
distinguish between the ANS and JAC, where JAC usually goes one further step and 
allocates the required resources of the new coming or handoll services in the RAT selected 
by the ANS algorithm. 
Even though the problem of network selection across HWNs has recently received 
much attention because of a drive for converged communication systems, to our knowl- 
edge no complete and comprehensive survey that summarizes the state of the art in the 
area of access network selection has been done so far. 
1.3 The Objectives 
The main aims of the investigation are to develop a new class of intelligent, scalable, 
and flexible ANS algorithms that maximize the user satisfaction and the operator benefit 
while improving the efficiency of the user services by providing better quality and re- 
sources utilization over the heterogeneous wireless environments. These aims are fulfilled 
by achieving the following objectives. 
" Analyzing the ANS mechanisms and their functionality and specifying the main 
requirements, complexity and desirable features of the ANS solutions. 
" Formalizing a generic framework that is able to decompose the ANS solutions 
into sub-layers and determine the tools applied to the solution. Practically, the 
framework utilizes the advantages of the application of the Fuzzy Logic (FL), 
Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM), and Genetic Algorithms (GA) to the 
ANS problem. 
" Establishing realistic roles for the users and operators that consider the character- 
istics and type of the HWN and help to give complete and deployable solutions to 
the ANS problem. 
" Developing and implementing a set of new algorithms based on the generic frame- 
work that consider the different viewpoints and distinguish between the initial 
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ANS and the VHO selection. 
9 Demonstrating and simulating the developed algorithms by means of simulation 
experiments. 
9 Evaluating the developed algorithms and demonstrating their potential in improv- 
ing user satisfaction, operator benefits, and QoS. 
1.4 Contributions of the Research 
To provide the best possible solution to the ANS problem, the thesis makes the following 
contributions to the knowledge: 
1. Development of a new class of ANS generic algorithms that are based on parallel 
FL based decision and MCDM systems. This class of algorithms represents the first 
attempt to develop adaptive, flexible, and scalable ANS algorithms that utilize the 
advantages of hybrid parallel FL decision making systems and MCDM systems. 
2. Development of a new class of ANS generic algorithms that are based on parallel 
fuzzy logic based decision, MCDM systems, and GA. To our knowledge, no uti- 
lization for GA abilities for ANS has been carried out so far. Furthermore, we do 
not find any usage for the optimization and search tools that help to find suitable 
criteria weights for all the existing MCDM based ANS solutions. 
3. Designing, implementing, simulating, and evaluating four novel and intelligent 
operator ANS algorithms. Two algorithms are developed for co-existing WLAN 
and WWAN networks and the other two algorithms are developed for co-existing 
WWAN, WMAN, and WLAN. All algorithms outperform several reference algo- 
rithms in terms of operator benefits, user satisfaction and QoS. 
4. Development of a basic simulation test-bed for the performance evaluation of the 
ANS algorithms in the HWN. Our developed simulation environment and models 
for ANS algorithms performance analysis provide a significant foundation for more 
advanced and generic simulation test-bed for the CRRM mechanisms in the co- 
existing RATs of HWN. 
5. Conducting a comprehensive experimental study for the effect of the different GA 
parameters and operators on the GA performance when dynamic components and 
variables dependency are existed in the fitness function. 
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6. Presenting new and fair roles for the operators and users in the access network 
selection process and identifying the effect of coupling level between the RATs in 
the access network selection process. To the best of our knowledge, these two issues 
have not been touched carefully in the previous work. In addition, thorough study 
of the ANS related aspects is presented, where a comprehensive foundation for 
ANS related issues is created mostly from scratch. To the best of our knowledge, 
no complete and comprehensive survey that summarizes the state of the art in the 
area of ANS has been done so far. 
1.5 The Research Methodology 
The adopted research approach consists of five main steps. The research study was 
initiated with a theoretical literature review. This review was conducted for the identifi- 
cation of a specific research problem. It also served the purpose of identifying potential, 
new, and novel solutions for the identified problem. The focus was in understanding 
CRRM mechanisms on the HWN and more specifically the ANS mechanism. A compre- 
hensive and extensive study for the previous related works to identify their drawbacks 
and limitations and consequently determining the exact objectives, aims and expected 
contributions of our work was carried out. This step was conducted continuously and in 
parallel with the other steps throughout the period of this research. This was necessary 
to ensure that potential developments in related areas could be continuously fed back 
to the other activities throughout the research period. 
In the second step, the ANS solutions blueprints in the different coupling scenarios 
of the HWN were presented. After that, the different cases that could trigger the ANS 
module or the VHO module were presented. The details of our conceptual intelligent 
framework to solve the optimized selection problems were described and the strengths 
and advantages of the developed framework were identified. 
In the third step, four novel ANS algorithms that are based on the framework de- 
veloped in the second step were implemented using the Matlab FL and GA toolboxes 
with a suitable Matlab code. Extensive experimental study were carried out to find suit- 
able parameters' settings and to choose suitable operators for the GAs. Based on these 
experiments, the most attractive parameters and operators for our developed objective 
functions were suggested. 
The next step was to carry out the simulation and performance evolution. This step 
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started with the building of the simulation environment and models. This consists of 
building the system, mobility, propagation, services and traffic models. Then, a set of 
new performance evaluation metrics were identified for the ANS algorithms. Three dif- 
ferent reference algorithms were identified, simulated and evaluated. Their performance 
was compared against our developed ANS algorithms performance. 
In the last step, findings were documented and reported. In addition, a number of po- 
tential extensions for this study were also identified for future research and development. 
Note that, in practice, this process is inherently iterative. 
1.6 The Thesis Outline 
This thesis is organized into eight chapters. The following paragraphs present the out- 
lines of the remaining chapters of this thesis. 
Chapter 2: presents a comprehensive description for the most relevant aspects of the 
ANS problem and a brief description for the different AI tools that are utilized in this 
study to solve the ANS problem. The chapter starts with a brief overview about the 
HWN characteristics, features, coupling levels, and multi-mode terminals. In the next 
section the main JRRM and CRRM mechanisms (i. e. JAC, JCC, VHO, and JSC) in the 
HWN are introduced. The main aspects of the ANS problem including the ANS phases, 
desirable features, complexities, general requirements, and criteria are introduced in the 
third section. Intensive study for the related work is discussed in the forth section. In 
addition, the chapter gives a brief introduction to the AI related tools that are used in 
this research (i. e. FL, GA, and MCDM). In particular, the main concepts of FL, GA, 
and MCDM are explained in the fifth section. 
Chapter 3: provides a comprehensive analysis for the ANS problem. It discusses the 
roles of the operators and users in the ANS process and suggests new roles for both of 
them. The different cases and 'scenarios that could trigger the ANS module or the VHO 
module are presented. The details of the proposed intelligent framework to solve the 
optimized selection problems are described. At the end of the chapter, the strengths of 
the proposed framework are discussed. 
Chapter 4: presents a novel ANS algorithm based on the generic framework developed 
on chapter 3 that contains only the first and the second components of the framework 
with MCDM weights that are assigned manually. The developed algorithm works on an 
IIWN that contains co-existed WWAN and WLAN networks and use parallel FL and 
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Simple Multi-Attribute Rating Technique (SMART) MCDM method. The components 
of the algorithm are described in detail. 
Chapter 5: presents a novel ANS algorithm based on the generic framework presented 
on chapter 3 that works on an HWN that contains a co-existed WWAN, WMAN, and 
WLAN networks and uses the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) MCDM method. Suit- 
able structures for the FL decision based systems and the AHP MCDM component are 
proposed. 
Chapter 6: presents the usage of the GA to optimize the weights of the SMART and 
AHP MCDM tools used in the ANS algorithms that are developed in chapters 4 and 5. 
This chapter carries out a big number of tests to determine good GA parameters and 
operators settings for the developed objective functions. Based on the conducted tests, 
the most suitable population size, crossover fraction, mutation rate, and elitism account 
for our application are suggested and the best selection, crossover, and mutation opera- 
tors are specified. 
Chapter 7: builds out the different simulation models that are used in this research. 
Practically, the system, mobility, propagation, services and traffic models are described. 
A new set of performance metrics and a set of reference algorithms are suggested in 
this chapter. Then, the chapter simulates and evaluates the developed algorithms in 
the previous chapters using the developed simulation models. The results achieved by 
the developed algorithms are compared with the achieved results by the reference algo- 
rithms. 
Chapter 8: discusses the significant conclusions of our research and proposes several 
major areas and new directions of future research. 
Chapter 2 
Foundation of ANS Problem and Al 
Tools 
Even though the problem of network selection across the Next Generation Wireless 
Network (NGWN) has recently received much attention because of a drive for converged 
communication systems, to our knowledge no complete and comprehensive survey that 
summarizes the state of the art in the area of ANS has been done so far. This chapter 
presents a comprehensive description for the most relevant aspects of the ANS problem 
and the different AI tools that are utilized in this study to solve the ANS problem. 
The chapter starts with a brief overview about the characteristics and features of the 
Next Generation Wireless Network (NGWN) and Multi-Mode Terminals (MMT). In the 
second section, the main JRRM and CRRM mechanisms in the NGWN and the different 
types of RRM and JRRM coupling levels are introduced. The ANS phases, desirable 
features, complexities, general requirements, criteria, and related work are discussed in 
the following section. After that, the chapter gives a brief introduction to the AI related 
tools that are utilized in this research (i. e. FL, GA, and MCDM). In particular, the 
main concepts of FL, GA, and MCDM are explained. 
2.1 Next Generation Wireless Networks 
A brief theoretical background about the NGWN (also called LIWN, 4G, or B3G) related 
aspects are presented in this section. It is worthy to state that the terms {NGWN and 
HWN} and {CRRM and JRRM} are used interchangeably in this study. 
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2.1.1 NGWN Characteristics and Features 
Different NGWN definitions can be found in the literature so far [54,55]. Always Best 
Connected (ABC) paradigm [56,57] defines the NGWN from the user perspective. In 
this paradigm, NGWN is defined as a new type of wireless networks where anyone 
can communicate with anyone else, anywhere and anytime, or enjoy any service of any 
network operator, through any network of any service provider in the most efficient and 
optimal way according to the user criteria. 
The leading Japanese mobile communication operator, DoCoMo, introduces the con- 
cept of Mobile multimedia; Anytime, anywhere, anyone; Global mobility support; 
Integrated wireless solution; and Customized personal service (MAGIC) for the vision of 
NGWN [58]. This definition treats NGWN as the extension of 3G cellular service. Also, 
the European Commission (EC) definition for the NGWN focuses on ensuring seamless 
service provisioning across multi wireless systems and networks and providing optimum 
service delivery via the most efficient network available [59,60,61]. 
The following points extend the above perspectives and summarize the main expected 
features and characteristics of the NGWN. 
" NGWN will combine a diversified and multi Radio Access Technologies (RATs) 
(e. g. WWAN, WLAN, WMAN, WPAN networks) to be integrated into one com- 
mon network. 
9 NGWN will be all-digital and all-IP communication based with complete support 
for end-to-end QoS guarantees. 
" NGWN will provide a large set of quickly deployable user services (i. e. anytime, 
anywhere and from any device) in a cost-effective manner under one billing mech- 
anism. 
" NGWN will support huge multimedia traffic (from several tens of megabits per 
second to 100 Mbps for outdoor and up to 1Gbps for indoor environments). 
" NGWN will guarantee seamless and transparent user roaming with full support 
for various vertical handovers. 
" NGWN will integrate the navigation and communication systems in order to offer a 
variety of location/situation/context aware services. It will support more advanced 
mechanisms for resources and mobility management. 
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" NGWN will support increased user personalization that enables the user to con- 
figure the operational mode of his/her device and pre-select the content of the 
services according to his/her preferences. 
From the perspective of our study (i. e. the RRM perspective), the NGWN environments 
are defined as a very complex environments that need a new set of RRM mechanisms 
that work under very high complexity and uncertainty and utilize the advantages of 
the complementary characteristics of the different RATs to achieve anywhere, anytime 
services and bring benefits to both end users and operators. 
2.1.2 Multi-Mode Terminals 
According to [13], the multi-mode User Equipment (UE) is a terminal with at least one 
UMTS radio access mode (FDD and/or TDD) and it supports one or more other 2G 
RATs (e. g. GSM, cdmaOne, GPRS, etc. ). On the contrary, the single-mode terminals 
are those terminals that support only one type of RAT. Moreover, 
[13] defines several 
types of UEs, namely Type 1 through Type 4. Type 1 of UE operates in each of the 
supported RATs as a single mode terminal and in one mode the UE does not scan 
for or 
monitor any other RAT. The change into another RAT is based on a manual selection. 
Type 2 of UE can perform monitoring and reporting of another RAT, while utilizing and 
working under another RAT. However, Type 2 does not have the capabilities to support 
simultaneous reception or transmission through the respective RATs. In addition to 
the capabilities of Type 2, Type 3 of UE can receive simultaneously from more than 
one RAT, but not transmit simultaneously in more than one RAT. However, to utilize 
these additional capabilities, a more complex UE structure has to be considered due 
to the cross impact of the two receptions. Type 4 of UE can receive and transmit 
simultaneously from more than one RAT. Utilization of the additional capabilities of 
the Type 4 UE compared to the Type 2 and Type 3 UE is considered too complex due 
to the cross impact of the two or more receptions and/or transmissions. 
It is clear that, the categorization proposed by 3GPP assumes that there will be usu- 
ally a cross impact of the multi receptions and/or transmissions of the different modes, 
which is true for voice communication services and not usually true for other type of 
services. For example, if a terminal with 3G and WLAN capabilities is considered, the 
3G could be used for voice communication and the WLAN for Web browsing simultane- 
ously without any considered cross impact. The considered multi mode terminal in our 
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study is a terminal that could support more than one RAT, with at least one cellular 
RAN (e. g. 2G, 3G, etc. ). 
2.2 Radio Resource Management in NGWN 
The current RRM solutions and mechanisms [17,18,19] for the wireless networks con- 
sider only the case of a single RAT where mobile users can only access that RAT and 
co-existing sub-networks can only be operated independently. NGWN will be composed 
of multiple RATs and domains, therefore new RRM schemes and mechanisms are nec- 
essary to benefit from the individual characteristics of each RAT and to exploit the 
gain resulting from jointly considering the whole set of the available radio resources in 
each RAT. These new RRM schemes have to support mobile users who can access more 
than one RAT alternatively or simultaneously using a multi-mode terminal. Common 
RRM (CRRM) [20,21,22,23] and Joint RRM (JRRM) [16,24,25,26] are two types of the 
processes that enable the management within a single and between the different RATs 
of the NGWN. CRRM is a cooperative RRM architecture proposed by 3GPP [20,211 to 
make UMTS and GSM/GPRS networks cooperate. It is responsible for coordinating the 
individual RRM entities of each RAT. JRRM is another cooperative RRM architecture 
and mechanism proposed by the IST TRUST and SCOUT projects [25,261 and is similar 
to CRRM, but it is not restricted to GSM and UMTS and complements the CRRM with 
additional features and algorithms. 
The benefits provided by CRRM and JRRM are commonly agreed and fully described 
in [19,20,21,62,63]. The availability of multiple Radio Accesses (RAs) usually permits 
to do radio resource management in a more efficient way. For example, balancing traf- 
fic among different RAT, based on the radio cost and traffic load of each RAT, allows 
higher trunking gain [64]. In [65], the financial advantages of the multi-access networks 
are investigated and the results show that there is no significant cost in adding hot 
spots like subsystems (e. g. WLAN) to legacy cellular networks (e. g. UMTS). In such 
a hybrid network, dual-mode mobile equipment will access the service via a hot spot 
when inside the hot spot, or cellular system otherwise, which allows a better utilization 
for the high cost resources of the cellular system by increasing the usage of the low cost 
resources of the hot spot. Based on an analytical approach for a combined WCDMA 
and GSM/EDGE multi-radio access systems, I. Koo et al. in [66] highlight the amount 
and type of gain that is due to the aggregation of the system specific resource pools 
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and the service-based assignment gain that is due to the assignment of services to sys- 
tems where they are most efficiently handled. H. Liu et al. in [67] report a significant 
capacity increase (compared with a stand-alone UMTS system) when UMTS coverage 
is combined with WLAN hotspots. The capacity increase depends on the service type 
and percentage of WLAN coverage. [68] addresses the JRRM capacity gain. It shows 
that Joint Admission Control (JAC) algorithms for JRRM schemes can reach 60%-80% 
traffic gains when compared to the non-joint scheme. [22] shows that there is a capacity 
gain by sharing the resources from several overlapping layers/networks. The advantages 
of distributing the load among different networks to increase flexibility and reduce net- 
work equipment costs are addressed in [69]. Finally, L. Badia et al. [70] deal with the 
comparison between a non-cooperative and a cooperative approach between RATs and 
explore the possibilities of improvements achievable by allowing allocation on different 
RATs. 
2.2.1 CRRM and JRRM Mechanisms 
Both JRRM and CRRM imply the use of some new RRM mechanisms such as Access 
Network Selection (ANS), Joint Admission Control (JAC), Joint Congestion Control 
(JCC), Joint Scheduling Control (JSC), and Vertical Handover (VHO). The following 
paragraphs introduce a brief description about JAC, JCC, JSC, and VIIO mechanisms. 
The ANS mechanism is introduced in section 2.3 in more comprehensive way. 
Joint Admission Control (JAC) 
JAC handles all new or handoll service requests in the NGWN. It checks whether the 
incoming service request to the selected RAT by the initial ANS or the VIIO selection 
can be admitted. Then, it allocates the required resources and guarantees the QoS con- 
straints for the service. The relationship between JAC and local admission controls of 
the involved RATs is highly dependent on the level of coupling and type of relationship 
between the CRRM entity and RRM entities of the coupled networks [71]. JAC algo- 
rithm, which considers the users preference in making an admission decision is proposed 
and a specific case where the user prefers to be served by the RAT which has the least 
service cost is modelled and evaluated by 0. Falowo et al. in [72]. In [73] a JAC scheme 
for multimedia traffic that maximizes the overall network revenue with QoS constraints 
over coupled WLAN and CDMA cellular network is considered. Wang et al. [74] propose 
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an adaptive call admission control for integrated cellular and WLAN network. In the 
proposed scheme, call admission decisions are based on requested QoS and availability of 
radio resources in the considered RATs. Karabudak et al. [75] propose a call admission 
control scheme for the heterogeneous network using genetic algorithm. The objectives 
of the scheme are to achieve maximum wireless network utilization and meet QoS re- 
quirements. A network capacity' policy based joint admission controller is presented by 
K. Murray et al. [76], [77]. 
Joint Congestion Control (JCC) 
With the information of estimated loads in all the coupled RATs, JCC (also called 
Joint Load Control (JLC)) is responsible for managing jointly (i. e. taking advantage of 
the JRRM concepts) the situation when one or more RAT load exceeds the pre-defined 
threshold(s). It ensures that the whole NGWN or any part of it is not overloaded and 
remains stable. When overload is encountered in one or more RATs, the JCC returns the 
congested RAT(s) quickly and controllably back to their targeted thresholds using new 
congestion resolution methodologies such as VHO. In [78], X. Gelabert et al. present a 
framework for JCC taking into account a scenario where CDMA and TDMA technologies 
were deployed. Some congestion resolution methodologies are presented taking advan- 
tage of the JRRM concepts. In particular, a congestion resolution method using VHO 
is presented and evaluated. This method proved to be suitable in scenarios where only 
one of the RATs is in a congestion state. In [79] the same authors extend their work and 
address the problem of congestion control in a scenario where the two available RATs (in 
particular, GSM/EDGE Radio Access Network and the UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access 
Network are considered) undergo simultaneous congestion situations. For this case, a 
congestion resolution scheme based on VIIO jointly with a Bit-Rate Reduction (BRR) 
scheme is proposed and evaluated for a mixed services scenario considering voice and 
data users. 
Joint Scheduling Control (JSC) 
JSC is responsible for scheduling and splitting the traffic streams of a given user over mul- 
tiple RATs (e. g. video stream with, basic layer and enhancement layer being transmitted 
over different RATs individually). It helps to optimize utilization of radio resources in 
the whole system. It also synchronizes the stream being split. [80] proposes schemes to 
control and distribute traffic over two different radio access networks, namely GPRS and 
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UMTS, with the aim of optimizing spectrum efficiency. K. Chebrolu et al. [81] address 
the access selection from users perspective and describe an approach to handle the jitters 
incurred by transmission on multiple interfaces. In [82], B. Xing et al. examine cases 
where an application is partitionable in flows of different demands, in terms of delay 
and bandwidth. They also consider the possibility of splitting this traffic in more than 
one path. In [83], the problem of multiuser scheduling with multi-radio access selection 
is addressed. That work assesses the performance gain due to multiuser diversity with 
respect to the single radio interface case, where users are constrained to connect to the 
same single radio access. In [84] a joint scheduling algorithm splitting traffic between a 
UMTS and HiperLan/2 systems is proposed. L. Qiang et al. in [85] address the signifi- 
cant and non-tolerated synchronizing delay that is caused by the independent scheduling 
of different RATs. Then, a JSC algorithm that can reduce synchronization delay in the 
case of a large amount of users by considering other RATs' scheduling situation is pro- 
posed. In [86] a joint scheduling mechanism allowing traffic to be split over a tightly 
coupled radio network is discussed. 
Vertical Handover (VHO) 
VHO is the common term given to handovers between the coupled access networks 
in the NGWN [87]. VITO (also called inter-system handover) is the capability to switch 
on-going connections from one Radio Access Network (RAN) to another. It enables 
users to access several networks such as WLAN, WMAN, WPAN, and WWAN in paral- 
lel. It allows the applications even the real time application to be seamlessly transferred 
among different networks. In order to achieve seamless vertical handover in heteroge- 
neous network environments, it is necessary to guarantee service continuity and QoS, 
which means low latency and low packet loss during handover. [88] presents an FL based 
IP-centric vertical handoff decision algorithm and execution scheme between a WWAN 
and WLAN. In [89,90], a cost based function that effects the characteristics of different 
networks is used in the handover decision algorithms and a network elimination factor is 
introduced to exclude those networks that cannot meet the QoS constraints for specific 
services. Several VIIO schemes are proposed in 191,92] trying to reduce the latency, 
packet loss and generally optimize the handover procedure. 
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2.2.2 Coupling Levels in NGWN 
The term "coupling level" can refer to two different issues. In the one hand, it can refer 
to the extent of coordination and collaboration across different RATs involved in the 
NGWN and it indicates the type of relationship between CRRM entity and local RRM 
entities [93,94,95]. On the other hand, the term "coupling level", as used in 3GPP [96], 
mainly defines the reference point and interface in the network architecture where WLAN 
and 3G networks are connected. In our study, the first definition is used to define the 
functional collaboration between different RATs and the type of relationship between 
the CRRM entity and the local RRM entities. The following paragraphs summarize four 
possible coupling levels between RATs in the NGWN. 
No Coupling 
In this case, it is considered that, although different RATs operate in a heterogeneous 
scenario, there is not any collaborative RRM across the RATs and no specific function- 
alities are associated to the CRRM level. The local RRM entities are totally responsible 
for the management of the RRM resources of their RATs. Figure 2.1 shows this type of 
coupling level. 
Local RRM Entity 
I Local Admission Horizontal 
Control Handover 
Local Con`estlon Packet 
Control Scheduin` 
Power Control 
Loral RRM Entity 
LocalAdmission Horizontal 
Control Handover 
Local Congestion Packet 
Control Scheduling 
Power Control 
Figure 2.1: No coupling level 
Loose Coupling 
Collaborative RRM is performed across the RATs via a simple CRRM entity. The 
CRRM acts as a coordinator of the RAT-specific RRM functionalities. The CRRM en- 
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tity is supplied with some measurements from the local RRM entities including the list 
of candidate cells for the different RATs and cell load measurements to perform CRRM 
mechanisms such as initial ANS or VHO. After the suitable network is selected, the 
local RRM entity of that network deals with the connection using local RRM mecha- 
nisms such as admission control, packet scheduling, congestion control, power control 
and horizontal handover. Figure 2.2 shows this type of coupling level. 
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Figure 2.2: Loose coupling level 
Tight Coupling 
The CRRM acts as a coordinator of the RAT-specific RRM functionalities. This is 
achieved via interworking between the CRRM and the RAT-specific RRM entities. In 
this coupling level, some of the RRM functionality for the different RATs are integrated 
into the CRRM. For example, some local RRM mechanisms that operate on a long- 
term basis, like the admission and congestion control algorithms, can be moved into the 
CRRM level while keeping in the local RRM level the functions that operate at the radio 
frame level or below like the packet scheduling or the power control. Figure 2.3 shows 
this type of coupling level. 
Very Tight Coupling 
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Figure 2.3: Tight coupling level 
This level of coupling represents the highest degree of coordination between the dif- 
ferent RATs. Collaborative radio resource management is performed across the RATs 
via a CRRM entity. The CRRM acts as a coordinator of the RAT-specific RRM func- 
tionalities. Once again, this is achieved via interworking between the CRRM and the 
RAT-specific RRM entities. In this coupling level, all RAT-specific RRM functionalities 
are integrated into the CRRM. Figure 2.4 shows this type of coupling level. 
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Figure 2.4: Very tight coupling level 
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2.3 Access Network Selection Problem 
Access network selection is responsible for selecting the most optimal and promising AN 
for a new service request in the NGWN. This type of selection is also called the initial 
ANS to distinguish it from the ANS that happens when a VHO criterion is fulfilled. 
Another two reasons that initiate the ANS process are a) when the user changes his/her 
profile or b) when the availability of a new AN is detected. It is worth mentioning 
that the initial and vertical handover ANS are performed using different modules and 
algorithms. Our study concentrates on the initial ANS. In this thesis, the term "ANS" 
is used for initial ANS unless otherwise stated. 
ANS is one of the key components that must be addressed and considered carefully in 
the NGWN environments. Selecting the most optimal and promising AN is an important 
consideration for overall networks stability, resource utilization, user satisfaction, and 
QoS provisioning. Choosing a non optimal network can result in problems such as the 
use of expensive access types or poor service experience. However, choosing the best 
RAT is not a trivial task and there are many parameters, criteria, and viewpoints to 
take into account when selecting the best AN. The ANS complexities, phases, desirable 
features, general requirements, and criteria are studied in this section. 
2.3.1 ANS Complexities 
There are several factors that complicate the ANS process and necessitate the design of 
better ANS algorithms. The following paragraphs summarize the complexities associ- 
ated with the ANS process. 
Multi-RAT Environments 
NGWN will solicit the cooperation of heterogeneous Radio Access Networks (RANs) 
in order to enable the users to access information and services from anywhere, at any 
time over the coupled RATs in a very cost-effective manner from the users and operators 
perspectives. However, on the down side, the lack of uniformity in network character- 
istics (coverage, service capabilities and compatibilities, security, power consumption, 
bandwidth, delay, etc. ) leads to very dissimilar, imprecise and contradictory data in- 
puts for the ANS solutions. 
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Multi-Criteria Problem 
The ANS is a multi-criteria problem in nature. This nature has to be utilized to provide 
a multi-criteria based solution that can give better performance than the single criterion 
based algorithms due to the flexible and complementary nature of the different criteria. 
Considering only one or two criteria in the ANS solution is not sufficient to provide a 
good solution and usually leads to undesirable situations. For example, if the solution 
is based only on the received signal strength criterion, this can easily lead to congested 
RATs, many unsatisfied users, inefficient utilization for the WWAN links, and many 
other undesirable situations. 
Multi- Objectives Problem 
The operators, the users, the RATs conditions, and the applications have their own 
viewpoints regarding the ANS problem and every party wants to control the selection 
process. Each party has its own metrics to measure the efficiency and performance of 
the ANS solutions. Any efficient solution has to resolve the complexity that arises from 
the conflict objectives of all parties and give each side a fair role in the selection process. 
Multi-Operators Environments 
The NGWN is a composition of multiple types of RATs that are owned by a single 
operator or multi-operators. The multi-operator could be collaborative or competitive. 
In each case, different sets and levels of roaming, billing, authorization and authenti- 
cation agreements between the different operators have to be settled. Any complete 
ANS solution has to treat the complexity that arises from the NGWN multi-operator 
environment. 
Complex Services 
NGWN supports a wide variety of services that enable increased user personalization 
where the user is able to configure the operational mode of his/her device and pre- 
select the content of the services according to his/her preferences. A variety of loca- 
tion/situation/context aware services that are not defined in 3G systems will appear 
due to the integration of the navigation and communication systems in the NGWN. 
These heterogeneous services have their own QoS constraints and requirements that add 
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a new dimension of complexity that has to be treated by the ANS solution. 
2.3.2 ANS Phases 
The ANS procedure can be divided into three phases, the initiation phase, the decision 
phase, and the execution phase. In the initiation phase, the need for ANS is recognized 
and subsequently the ANS process is initiated. In the decision phase, a comparison of 
information and measurements from a variety of sources including networks measure- 
ments, QoS requirements, user preferences and operator policies is carried out. This 
comparison leads to the identification of the best available AN according to the defined 
performance evaluation metrics. The objective of the execution phase is to select the 
best AN in the initial ANS case or to change the cell, code, technology, mode, or AN 
in the VHO case according to the details resolved during the decision phase. Figure 2.5 
shows the ANS procedure phases. 
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Figure 2.5: The ANS phases 
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2.3.3 ANS Criteria 
To reflect the different viewpoints of the users, the operators, the QoS requirements 
and the networks conditions, different criteria can be applied to select the best network. 
The most important ANS criteria found in the literature so far can be categorized into 
operator criteria and user criteria. 
The operator criteria reflect the operator policies. Usually these criteria are objective 
and quantitive criteria that are measured in the networks or retrieved from a pre-defined 
database. The most important operator criteria can be summarized as follows: 
" Received Signal Strength (RSS): it is usually better to connect the user to 
the network with the strongest received signal, because weak received signal can 
cause unnecessary handover, call drop, and packets or bits errors. 
" Mobile Station Speed (MSS): to avoid unnecessary handover overhead when 
moving from the ANs with small coverage area such as WPAN or WLAN to ANs 
with larger coverage area such as WMAN and WWAN, the low speed users are 
usually connected to the ANs with small coverage area and the high speed users 
are connected to the ANs with large coverage area. 
. Service Types and QoS Constraints: due to the different QoS architectures 
and schemes used by the different networks, some networks such as WLAN are 
preferred for data, bursty services, and streaming multimedia services and other 
networks such as 3G networks are preferred for voice and conversational multimedia 
services. 
" Resource Availability (RA): to avoid any network congestion and to keep a 
balanced load between the co-existing networks, the new or handoff calls are usually 
connected to the network with higher available resources. 
" Signal to Interference Ratio (SIR): to guarantee better link quality and lower 
error rate, the network with the higher SIR has to be selected for the user. 
" User Preferred Price: the operators assign the links of high cost networks (with 
better QoS) for users who are willing to pay more and the links of low cost networks 
to other users. 
" User Priorities: the operators can set a priority for each user to reflect his/her 
Service Level Agreement (SLA) with the operator. For example, golden users 
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are assigned to the network with the best condition. Silver and bronze users are 
assigned to networks with worse conditions. 
The user criteria reflect the user preferences. Usually these criteria are subjective and 
qualitative criteria. These criteria are not directly measurable, but a scale of degrees 
(levels) to measure each criterion can be used. The most important user criteria can be 
summarized as follows: 
" User Preferences (UP): the user may prefer to use one network more than the 
others due to the price, the type of service, or due to the degree of his/her previous 
satisfaction and experience. 
" Price: the users may prefer to select one network among others due to its low 
price. 
" Terminal Type (TT): some terminal types such as laptops prefer to connect to 
specific networks such as WLAN. Other types of terminals such as PDAs prefer to 
connect to other networks such as WWAN. 
. Battery Status: with a low power battery, the user may prefer the network that 
can save the power of the battery over the other available networks. 
" Service Type (ST): the users may prefer one network for specific type of services 
and prefer other networks for other types of services. 
" Subjective Network Reliability: the users may prefer one network over the 
others because their previous experiences shows that this network offers more re- 
liable service than the others. 
2.3.4 Desirable Features for the ANS Solutions 
In general, any ANS solution has to satisfy the following desirable features. 
" The solution has to allow any type of inputs even the inputs with imprecise and 
dissimilar information and it has to be applicable to any type of ANs. 
" The solution has to solve the ANS problem in a simple way with a low number of 
operations to ensure real time processing and to give a reasonable and acceptable 
delay before the decision appears. 
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" The solution has to react to the changing environment conditions and the accu- 
mulated human knowledge about the problem. 
" The solution has to be scalable. The solution has to handle the increasing number 
of RATs and it also has to be able to handle a large number of criteria with a 
controlled complexity. 
. The solution has to be complete and deployable in the environment where the 
selection mechanism can work. 
" The solution has to cope with the different viewpoints and goals of the operators 
and users and to give both parties the right and fair roles in the selection process. 
" The solution has to keep the required signalling overhead as low as possible. 
2.4 Related Work 
The problem of network selection across heterogeneous wireless networks has recently 
received much attention because of a drive for converged communication systems. The 
ANS solutions can be categorized into several categories in different dimensions based 
on different categorization criteria. Based on the number of decision criteria, the ANS 
solutions can be categorized into single-criterion based and multi-criteria based solu- 
tions. The ANS solutions can be categorized based on their orientation into user-centric, 
operator-centric, and services-centric solutions. The user-centric solution takes into ac- 
count the user needs and satisfaction degree from the selection process. The operator- 
centric solution reflects the operator needs and benefits from the selection process and 
takes into account the network conditions. The service-centric solution reflects the QoS 
constrains and requirements of the different service types. 
The ANS solutions can be categorized based on the centralization of the decision 
making as centralized, distributed (i. e. decentralized), and hybrid solutions. In the 
centralized mode (also called network-controlled mode), one CRRM entity controls the 
ANS decision or both the CRRM and local RRM entities control the selection process. 
In the decentralized mode (also called terminal-controlled mode), the ANS decision is 
controlled by the user equipment. In the hybrid solutions the decision process is either 
done by the terminal with the network assistance (called network assisted terminal- 
controlled mode) or done by the network with the assistance of the terminals (called 
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terminal assisted network-controlled mode). In the hybrid solutions, some measurements 
are provided by one side to the other side to make the final processing of the ANS. 
Based on the used problem solving method, the ANS solutions can be categorized into 
conventional (traditional methods based) and intelligent (AI methods based) solutions. 
The AI based solutions are much preferable in a very complex, changeable and uncertain 
environment such as the NGWN. 
2.4.1 Single-Criterion based ANS Solutions 
In the context of the single-criterion based ANS solutions, Y. Gwon et al. suggest dif- 
ferent signal thresholds for each AN. The mobile terminal compares the RSS with the 
signal thresholds and decides the vertical handoff procedure [27]. M. Ylianttila et al. 
in [28] propose that the mobile nodes maintain connection with the higher throughput 
network until RSS goes below a threshold. Service types are considered and differenti- 
ating service is achieved by different levels of RSS [29]. In [30] a simple RAT selection 
for the WLAN and WWAN scheme where the user is sent to the WWAN for real time 
services and to WLAN for non real time services is proposed. In [31] user throughput 
based ANS algorithm is proposed, where the mobile station selects the network with 
the highest per user throughput. A network selection algorithm that is based on the 
distinct features of voice and data traffic is proposed in [32]. In this algorithm, the new 
calls prefer the cellular network for voice services and WLAN for the data services. Ac- 
cess selection mechanisms that determine which access network is best suited for a given 
application traffic flow is proposed in [33]. [34] proposes and evaluates a set of single crite- 
rion based access selection for data services in multi-access WCDMA-WLAN networks. 
In [35] M. Liu et al. propose a network selection for VIIO based on an RSS estimation 
algorithm. In [36] Zahran et al. propose an adaptive VIJO decision algorithm in which 
the application specific signal strength threshold is introduced. In [37] that relates to 
an UMTS-WLAN environment, the VHO decision is based on both RSS and distance 
criterion. J. Hultell et al. in [38] investigate two different strategies; one in which users 
connect to nearest AP and one more advanced strategy where the users select an AP 
so that the average user bit rate is maximized. Integrated heterogeneous networks by 
a UMTS network and one WLAN hotspot are studied in [39], where the voice services 
blocked by UMTS are converted into Voice over IP (VOIP) and directed to WLAN, while 
data services are served by WLAN if inside the coverage, otherwise by UMTS. A general 
framework for a policy-based RAT selection with some specific examples are proposed 
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by P. Romero et al. [40]. A selection decision based on the service type criterion is used 
in [41]. More access selection for VHO algorithms that use RSS as the basic criterion can 
be found on [42] and [43]. In [44] a utility-based access selection algorithm targeted to 
achieve load balancing between UMTS and WLAN networks is developed. The utility 
functions are constructed so that each networks capacity is considered to achieve the 
load balancing. 
In general, the current conventional single criteria based algorithms such as those pro- 
posed in [27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44] are rigid and take 
only one criterion, which is not sufficient to make a network selection in heterogeneous 
networks. This type of algorithms cannot react easily to the changing environment 
conditions and the accumulated human knowledge. Usually they cannot cope with the 
different viewpoints and goals of the operators, users, and QoS requirements, which make 
them inefficient for a multi criteria problem such as ANS problem. In addition, single 
criteria based algorithms are usually designed for specific types of networks, because 
the single criterion that is important for one type of networks may not be so important 
for other types of networks, for example the interference parameter in CDMA based 
networks is much more important than in TDMA based networks. 
2.4.2 Multi-Criteria based ANS Solutions 
The ANS decision deals with making a selection among a limited number of candidate 
networks from various service providers and technologies with respect to different crite- 
ria. Hence, it is a typical multi criteria decision making problem and it is more practical 
to apply multi-criteria based solutions to such a problem. Multi-criteria based solutions 
can be further categorized into user-centric, operator-centric, and services-centric solu- 
tions or into network-controlled, terminal-controlled, and hybrid solutions as described 
in the following paragraphs. 
User-Centric, Operator-Centric, and Services-Centric ANS Solutions 
A number of multi-criteria user-centric network selection algorithms have been proposed 
in the literature. A dynamic user-centric network selection decision which optimizes 
VHO selection across heterogeneous networks is proposed in [45]. The proposed network 
selection utilizes user-defined policies and cross-layer information including physical, link 
and application layer. Venom et al, [46] propose a user-centric selection approach that 
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estimates user satisfaction regarding the selection of radio links in heterogeneous wire- 
less networks. A simple user-centric VHO selection system across heterogeneous wireless 
networks is presented in [47], which allows users to express policies on what is the best 
wireless system at any moment. A policy-based VHO selection mechanism for mobile 
multi-homed hosts is presented in [48] by Ylitalo et al. The selection decision is based on 
explicit user defined policies and considers different criteria in the order of user defined 
priority. 
The proposed user-centric schemes allow the users to access any preferred networks 
on the assumption that users' requests are all accepted and maintained by the preferred 
networks. This is much suitable for loose or non-coupled HWN. However, this assump- 
tion is not realistic in tight-coupled HWN since network operators have their own policies 
and could reject or terminate a less-valuable call in order to accept or maintain another 
more-valuable call. As a result, the user-centric network selection schemes apply users 
preferences to networks, but fail to guarantee complete success in assigning the user to 
the selected networks. The user centric solutions ignore the benefits of the operator 
that have to be considered. They also do not consider the accounting, roaming, and 
authorization agreements between the different operators who are sharing the ownership 
of one NGWN, which have considerable effect on the acceptance of user selection. 
A number of operator-centric access selection algorithms have been proposed in the 
literature. The operator-centric soultions are usually a network-controlled or terminal- 
assisted network-controlled solutions. However, a network-controlled solution is not 
usually operator centric. In [49], G. Koundourakis et al. introduce a network-controlled 
approach for access selection in the context of resource management in heterogeneous 
wireless environments of co-existed UMTS, WLAN and DVB-T. The proposed approach 
focuses on the optimization of the resources, while ensuring acceptable QoS provision 
to the end users. H. Jia et al. in [50] propose a low complexity, centralized network- 
controlled selection scheme, aiming to optimally distribute the end users to the networks 
of the heterogeneous wireless system to maximize the global spectrum efficiency. 
The operator centric solutions care about the operator benefits and ignore or under- 
estimate the user preference, which is unacceptable on the NGWN that is based on the 
service personalization concept. In the pure network-controlled approach, the operators 
keep tight control over users to achieve the most beneficial utilization of their spectrum. 
In this selection mode, the client makes no measurements. This mode results in in- 
tensive network signalling and wasted radio resources and leads into high latency and 
long decision times. The centralized structure of the network-controlled mode means 
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limitations in scalability and flexibility since the network entities can only handle up to 
a certain amount of traffic. However, we usually can say that the centralized mode is 
more efficient in terms of the availability of global information and can easily overcome 
any limitation on the user terminal. The network-controlled mode can be enhanced with 
the assistance of the user terminal. In the mobile-assisted network controlled mode, the 
network entity decides on the selection based on the measurement result from the mobile 
terminal. 
Some service centric solutions can be founded in the literature so far. [51] describes 
the adaptation of ELimination and Choice Translating REality (ELECTRE) MCDM 
tool for ranking the network alternatives during the network selection process. The 
network selection is depending upon the QoS requirements of the service being requested 
by the user device. In [89], several optimizations are proposed for the execution of 
vertical handoff decision algorithms, with the goal of maximizing the QoS experienced 
by each user. [52] applies Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution 
(TOPSIS) MCDM tool to the problem of network selection. The algorithm depends 
upon the QoS requirements of the service being requested by the user device. J. Noonan 
et al. in [53] examine the ANS decision and propose that it is made by the client 
application while considering the RATs characteristics and costs. The criteria used in 
the QoS centric are not sufficient to guarantee the user satisfaction or to maximize the 
operator benefit. 
A few solutions consider the different viewpoints for the operators, the users, and/or 
the QoS constraints. In [97] A. Iera et al. present a multi-criteria network selection 
algorithm that relies on a suitably defined cost function, which takes into account met- 
rics reflecting both network related and user preference related objectives. In [83] R. 
Veronesi et al. propose two ANS strategies: a network-controlled strategy where each 
RAT chooses the user to schedule at each time, based on channel conditions and the 
requested QoS, and a terminal-controlled strategy, where each terminal chooses the pre- 
ferred RAT, based on RAT capacity and channel condition. A network selection scheme, 
which decides an optimum network through discovering a trade-off among users prefer- 
ences, operators benefits, network conditions and application requirements, is developed 
in [98]. [99] proposes a net utility-based network selection algorithm, where a utility func- 
tion is used to reflect the user satisfaction level to QoS and a cost function is used to 
reflect the cost for service. Q. Song and A. Jamalipour [100,101] propose the combined 
application of two mathematical techniques in an algorithm for network selection be- 
tween UMTS and WLAN, where the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) and the Grey 
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system theory are used to evaluate the users preferences and service requirements, and 
combine the priority settings of the QoS attributes with the performances of the network 
alternatives to make the network selection decision. [63] builds a database that consists 
of user/service preferences and technical parameters, to make the selections decision. 
In [102,103], an ANS algorithm for combined HSDPA and WLAN systems is investi- 
gated. Terminal type, traffic specification, user preference and mobile speed are used as 
selection criteria. 
Terminal Controlled ANS Solutions 
The user-centric solution is usually a terminal-controlled or a network-assisted terminal- 
controlled solution either explicitly or implicitly. An explicit terminal-controlled solu- 
tion, which focuses on utility functions that describe the user preferences is introduced 
in [104]. A comprehensive terminal based decision making process to rank candidate 
networks for service delivery to the terminal is described in [105]. In [106] the imple- 
mentation of decentralized RAT selection strategies at the mobile terminal in a IIWN 
is addressed. A specific RAT selection strategy for co-existing CDMA/TDMA networks 
that aims to reduce interference by allocating users according to the measured path loss 
is analyzed. In [107] Q. Nguyen-Vuong et al. propose an effective terminal-controlled 
and user-centric network selection policy that gives the users the freedom to select the 
best access network that maximize their satisfaction degree. A terminal-controlled net- 
work selection scheme for NGWN, where a price mechanism guides the users to select 
the most efficient network and controls the allocation of network resources is proposed 
by Ii. Chan et al. in [108]. 
The main idea behind the terminal-controlled selection is to utilize the growing ca- 
pabilities and computational power of current mobile terminals, to remove some of the 
management overhead from the network equipments and to distribute it to the power- 
ful terminals. Moreover, the mobile terminal is in a strong position to make selection 
decisions since it has access to the information and measurements relating to its capac- 
ity, user preferences and user profiles and it has the knowledge of neighbouring access 
networks. Accordingly, the terminal will be able to select the most efficient access net- 
work in terms of user satisfaction and preferences and perform the ANS in a scalable 
and flexible manner. However, terminal-controlled ANS is claimed to be inefficient in 
doing the selection based on the operators policies and benefits, because of the limited 
information available at the terminal side to make such a decision (e. g. the terminal 
does not know what the cell load is). Nevertheless, this can be avoided if the network is 
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able to provide some information or guidelines to the terminal assisting its decisions. In 
the network-assisted mobile-controlled mechanism, the network assists the terminal in 
the selection process by performing data collection and analysis to provide the network 
ranking. Again, the pure mobile-controlled solution is mainly a user-centric solution 
which still suffer from the shortcomings of the user-centric mechanisms stated above. 
AI based ANS Solutions 
All the above mentioned conventional multi criteria based algorithms do not take into 
account the complexities and uncertainties that arise from the different characteristics 
and natures of the different RATs. For these algorithms, it is not an easy task to in- 
corporate the accumulated human knowledge about the problem and the only method 
to adapt the algorithms is to change the criteria weights randomly to get better re- 
sults. In addition, these algorithms have not a proper method to assign the weights of 
the different criteria. To overcome these potential drawbacks in the conventional multi 
criteria based algorithms, several Al based ANs are proposed. CRRM strategies based 
on reinforcement learning mechanisms that control fuzzy-neural joint admission control 
and bit rate allocation algorithms to ensure certain QoS constraints are presented by 
L. Giupponi et al. and R. Agusti et al. [109,110,111]. The same authors extend their 
algorithms to VHO for real time services in [112]. A. Wilson et al. [113] propose a de- 
cision strategy for optimal choice of wireless access network using FL as the inference 
mechanism. A selection algorithm based on the fuzzy multiple objective decision making 
system is presented by P. Chan et al. [114]. 
The above algorithms do not address the effects of the user and operator roles on 
the selection decision making. They do not consider the trade-off between the criteria 
of the ANS problem and do not specify the importance and sensitivity of each criterion 
to the selection problem. The current intelligent multi criteria based algorithms suffer 
from scalability and modularity problems. Usually they cannot cope easily with the 
increased numbers of RATs and criteria in the NGWN. The intelligent multi criteria 
algorithms such as the proposed ones in [109,110,111,112,113,114] take all inputs from 
the different RATs to one traditional fuzzy system, so they will suffer from scalability 
and complexity problems when more RATs or membership functions are added due to 
the expected huge number of complex inference rules. 
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2.4.3 Additional Shortcomings on Previous Work 
In addition to the shortcomings that are pointed out separately for each solution and for 
the different types of algorithms in this section, all the above algorithms do not address 
clearly the roles of the users and the operators in the selection process. Also, all of 
the existed work does not find out the effects of the coupling level in the NGWN on 
the ANS solution. Furthermore, most of the current RAT selection algorithms could 
not distinguish between the initial selection process for the new service request and the 
selection decision during the VHO process. In addition, the previous work does not 
provide a realistic architectural framework in which the selection mechanism can work. 
The use case scenarios described are limited and not realistic from the perspective of 
deployment or the expected architecture for HWN and do not consider the relationship 
between the different collaborative or competitive operators involved in one HWN. As a 
result, they do not provide complete and deployable solutions to the selection problem. 
2.5 The Al Tools 
The main concepts of the utilized Al tools in this research (i. e. fuzzy logic, multiple 
criteria decision making, and genetic algorithms) are explained briefly in this section. 
2.5.1 Foundation of Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy Logic (FL) [115,116] is a problem solving method based on the theory of fuzzy sets, 
where variables can have different degrees of membership in different sets. A universe 
of discourse is defined as the whole range of fuzzy sets to which a variable can belong. 
Each set on this universe is referred to as a membership function and is often described 
using a linguistic variable. On the universe of discourse, a variable has a degree of 
membership on each membership function that varies between 0 and 1. FL uses rules 
with antecedents and consequents to produce outputs from inputs. The antecedents are 
the inputs that are used in the decision-making or control process or the IF parts of the 
rules. The consequents are the implications of the rules or the THEN parts [117]. 
Fuzzy Logic Control (FLC) is based on the principles of FL. FLC is a non-linear 
control method, which attempts to apply the expert knowledge of an experienced user 
to the design of a controller. Figure 2.6 shows a typical fuzzy control system. The fuzzy 
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control system contains four main parts, the fuzzifier, the fuzzy rules base, the fuzzy 
inference engine, and the defuzzifier. The fuzzifier maps the real valued numbers into 
a fuzzy set, which is the input to the fuzzy inference engine. The fuzzifiction process 
includes the definition of the universe of discourse and the specification of the linguistic 
variables, the fuzzy sets for the linguistic variables, and the membership functions for 
the specified fuzzy sets. The fuzzy rules base consists of a collection of fuzzy IF-THEN 
rules to represent the human knowledge about the problem. The fuzzy inference engine 
maps the input fuzzy sets into output fuzzy sets and handles the way in which the rules 
are combined just as humans use many different types of inferential procedures. The 
defuzzifier task is the reverse operation to the fuzzifier. It maps the output fuzzy sets 
into real valued numbers. 
Crkp Vabue FUZZY Sbt Fuw Set Cdv Yam 
Fuzzifler 1 to Fuzzy Inference Engine 10 Defuzziner 
Fuzzy Rule Base 
Figure 2.6: A typical FLC system 
2.5.2 Foundation of Multi Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) 
A good definition provided by Harris [118] for decision making as 
"Decision making is the study of identifying and choosing alternatives based 
on the values and preferences of the decision makers". 
Making a decision implies the existence of different alternatives to be considered and the 
decision makers have to choose the alternative that best fits with their goals, objectives, 
and desires. Figure 2.7 shows an eight-step decision making process. The process flows 
from top to bottom can be described as follows [119,120]: 
Step 1: Define the problem: this step defines the multi-criteria issue in a clear prob- 
lem statement that describes both the initial conditions and the desired conditions. 
Step 2: Determine the requirements: this step defines the conditions and con- 
straints (i. e. the requirements) that any acceptable solution to the problem must meet. 
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Step 3: Establish the goals: this step defines the objectives and the goals that have 
to be achieved by the solution. 
Step 4: Identify the alternatives: alternatives offer different approaches to achieve 
the objectives subject to the defined constraints. The decision makers evaluate the con- 
straints and goals defined in the previous two steps and suggest alternatives that meet 
the requirements and satisfy as many goals as possible. 
Step 5: Define the criteria: this step defines the decision criteria that discriminate 
among the alternatives based on the goals. Usually no one alternative will 
be the best 
for all defined criteria, which necessitate the usage of the multi criteria. 
Step 6: Select a decision making tool: the MCDM tool selection is highly depen- 
dent on the complexity of the considered problem and on the experience of the decision 
makers. Usually the decision maker starts using simpler tool and more complex analyses 
and tools can be added later if needed. Two important MCDM tools have been used 
in our study namely the Simple Multi-attribute Rating Technique 
(SMART) and the 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method. The two methods can be described briefly 
as follows: 
" Simple Multi-attribute Rating Technique (SMART) [121]: SMART is one 
of the simplest and most efficient MCDM methods. This method utilizes simple 
utility relationships. Each alternative Af has a ranking value Xj that is obtained 
simply as the weighted algebraic mean of the utility values as j associated with it 
according to equation 2.1. 
xj=ýmj=1,2,.... n (2.1) Flt=i Wi 
" The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [122,123,124]: AI1P is a well-organized 
MCDM method for representing the elements of any problem hierarchically. AIM 
is based on a set of pairwise comparisons between the alternatives on each of the 
decision criteria and a similar set of pairwise comparisons that are made to deter- 
mine the relative importance of each criterion. At the end, the total weights for 
each alternative with respect to all criteria is produced. The pairwise comparisons 
are made using a nine-point scale, where 1= equal importance or preference, 3= 
moderate importance or preference of one over another, 5= strong or essential im- 
portance or preference, 7= very strong or demonstrated importance or preference, 
and 9= extreme importance or preference. 
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Step 7: Evaluate the alternatives against the criteria: alternatives are evaluated 
using quantitative (i. e. objective) criteria, qualitative (i. e. subjective) criteria, or a 
combination of both types. The criteria are weighted and used to rank the alternatives. 
Step 8: Validate the solutions against the problem statement: after the eval- 
uation process selects a preferred alternative (or ranks the alternatives) in the previous 
step, the solution should be checked out to ensure that it truly solves the identified prob- 
lem by fulfilling the desired conditions, meeting the requirements, and best achieving 
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Figure 2.7: General decision making process 
2.5.3 Foundation of Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic algorithms (GA) [125,1261 are general purpose search algorithms that are based 
on the principles of the natural genetics theory to evolve solutions to a wide range of 
problems. According to this theory, in a population evolving in a particular environment, 
only the fittest individual is able to reproduce, while the less fit is exterminated, due to 
environmental constraints. The GA solving method is applied to problems that have no 
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efficient solution with the aim of coming up with a good, but not necessarily optimal 
solution. The basic idea of GA is to maintain a population of chromosomes representing 
candidate solutions to the problem being solved, which evolves over time through a 
process of competition and controlled variation. A GA starts off with a population of 
randomly generated chromosomes, and advances toward better chromosomes by applying 
genetic operators modelled on the genetic processes occurring in nature. During the 
successive generations, chromosomes in the population are rated for their adaptation 
as solutions, and on the basis of these evaluations, a new population of chromosomes 
is formed using a selection mechanism and specific genetic operators such as crossover 
and mutation. An evaluation or fitness function must be identified for each problem to 
be solved. Given a particular chromosome (i. e. possible solution) the fitness function 
returns a single numerical fitness, which is supposed to be proportional to the utility 
or adaptation of the solution represented by that chromosome. The GA algorithm 
is stopped when it reaches to a satisfying result, when a predetermined number of 
generations have been created or when the time limit has been reached. The final 
solution is an individual with the best (i. e. maximum or minimum) value of fitness 
function. Figure 2.8 shows a block scheme of a basic GA. The main components of a 
typical GA are summarized in the following points. 
. Encoding: in order to implement the GA algorithm, the set of parameters that 
give the best solution in optimization must be encoded into a suitable format so 
that crossover and mutation operations can be applied. Encoding depends heavily 
on the problem. The most famous encoding methods are real, integer, and bit 
string encoding methods. 
" Fitness Function (Objective Function): the role of the fitness objective func- 
tion is to represent the requirements to adapt to. It forms the basis for selection, 
and thereby it facilitates improvements. 
" Selection Function: the parents of the next generation are selected based on 
their fitness function value. The function that performs the selection is called the 
selection function. Many selection functions are proposed so far such as stochastic 
uniform, remainder, roulette, and tournament selection functions. To ensure the 
survival of the best individual so far, elitism is used. Elitism is the process of 
selecting the better individuals of the previous generation and copying it to the 
new members of the population in the new generation. Elitism is important since it 
allows the solutions to improve over time. Besides, it helps to speed up convergence 
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Figure 2.8: Typical GA components 
of the GA. 
" Crossover Function: crossover combines two individuals, or parents, to form a 
new individual, or child, for the next generation. The function that performs the 
crossover is the crossover function. Many crossover functions are proposed such as 
scattered, single point, two point, intermediate, heuristic, and arithmetic crossover 
functions. 
" Mutation Function: to provide genetic diversity and to enable the GA to search 
a broader space, small random changes are made in the individuals in the popu- 
lation. These small changes are called mutations. The function that performs the 
mutation is called the mutation function. Different mutation functions are pro- 
posed so far such as uniform, Gaussian and adaptive feasible mutation functions. 
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" Stopping criteria: to determine what causes the algorithm to terminate, different 
stopping criteria can be used such as number of generations, time limit, fitness 
limit, stall generations and stall time limit. 
2.6 Summary 
Access network selection (ANS) is the radio resource mechanism that is responsible 
for selecting the most optimal and promising access network (AN) for a new service 
request in the Next Generation Wireless Network (NGWN). ANS is one of the key 
components that must be addressed and considered carefully in the RRM of the NGWN 
environments. Choosing a non optimal network can result in problems such as the use 
of expensive access types or poor service experience. However, choosing the best RAT is 
not a trivial task and there are many parameters, criteria, and viewpoints to take into 
account when selecting the best AN. 
There are several factors that complicate the ANS process and necessitate the design 
of better ANS algorithms. The first factor is the lack of uniformity in RATs character- 
istics that leads to very dissimilar, imprecise and contradictory data inputs for the ANS 
algorithms. The second factor is the multi-criteria and multi-objective nature of the ANS 
problem, where several criteria and conflict objectives of operators and users have to be 
reconciled. Third factor is the complexities that arise from the NGWN multi-operator 
environment nature, where a different sets and levels of roaming, billing, authorization 
and authentication agreements between the different operators have to be settled and 
considered by the ANS solution. A forth factor is the new set of heterogeneous services 
that are not defined in 3G systems and that have their own QoS constraints and require- 
ments. These new services add a new dimension of complexity that has to be treated 
by the ANS solution. 
The current algorithms do not address the effects of the user and operator roles on 
the selection decision making. They do not consider the trade-off between criteria of the 
ANS problem and do not specify the importance and sensitivity of each criterion to the 
selection problem. The current intelligent multi-criteria based algorithms suffer from 
scalability and modularity problems. Usually they cannot cope easily with the increased 
numbers of RATs and criteria in the NGWN. The business scenarios described are limited 
and not realistic from the perspective of deployment or the expected architecture for 
HWN. In the next chapter a conceptual framework for the ANS solutions is developed. 
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The framework is based on parallel FL, MCDM and GA. In addition, the ANS process 
in the different scenarios in the NGWN is discussed extensively. 
Chapter 3 
ANS Scenarios, Cases and Solving 
Framework 
The existed ANS algorithms do not address clear roles for the users and the operators 
in the selection process. The use case scenarios described are limited and not realistic 
from the perspective of deployment or the expected architecture for HWN and do not 
consider the relationship between the different collaborative or competitive operators 
involved in one HWN. 
In addition, the adaptation and learning capabilities of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
tools have not been fully utilized in the existing work to exploit the accumulated human 
knowledge about the importance and sensitivities of the ANS criteria to the different 
characteristics of the HWN. 
This chapter presents and discusses (a) The roles of the operators and users in the 
existed ANS solutions, (b) A new set of roles for both users and operators, (c) The ANS 
solution blueprints in the different coupling scenarios of the HWN, (d) The different 
cases that could trigger the ANS module, (e) The details of our developed intelligent 
framework to solve the optimized selection problems, and (f) The justifications and 
feasibility for the framework design. 
3.1 User-Centric or Operator-Centric 
For any ANS solution, the actors who are the responsible for the ANS procedure have 
to be addressed carefully. The operators, the users and the applications have their own 
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viewpoints and objectives regarding the ANS process and each party want to control 
that process. 
In fact, the roles of the operators and users have not been investigated clearly in the 
existing ANS solutions so far. Who has the right to select the best access network is still 
an unsolved question, because there are many definitions for the word "best" and many 
definitions for the term "NGWN". It has been found that all the proposed works either 
give the total right of the selection to the users (i. e. user-centric solutions) or to the 
operators (i. e. operator-centric solutions). In both cases, this is unfair and unrealistic. 
In the one hand, the NGWN allows the users to enjoy a wide range of high quality and 
low price services and applications by controlling the selection of the best network for 
them. On the other hand, the operators are expecting to gain more and more profits and 
benefits by saving their high cost networks resources by utilizing the resources of other 
low cost networks and by jointly considering the whole set of available radio resources in 
all RATs. Hence, both the users and operators need to share the rights of selecting the 
best ANs and apply their own definitions for the word "best". A new set of operators 
and users roles that are based on the type and level of coupling between the networks 
involved in the NGWN are suggested on this chapter. 
Another important issue that has to be considered is the difference between the initial 
ANS and the vertical handover selection. This difference affects the decision criteria and 
the performance metrics. The operators and users roles are also different in both VHO 
selection and initial ANS. Two different modules and solutions have to be considered, 
one for the initial ANS and another one for the vertical handover selection. 
3.2 ANS in the Different NGWN Coupling Scenarios 
This section discusses in details the ANS process in the different NGWN coupling sce- 
narios and presents our suggested fair and new roles for both operators and users in the 
selection process. 
3.2.1 Scenario I: A User with Multi-Mode Terminal in a Non-Coupled 
Multi-Operator NGWN 
In this type of environments, each RAT works independently and no CRRM function- 
alities exist because no interconnection between RATs exists. In a non-coupled multi- 
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operator environment, the user terminal is the only entity that is aware of the surround- 
ing networks and the only one entity that is able and authorized to collect the required 
information from the different RATs. It is fair and more efficient to give the user the 
total right to control the selection. In addition, the user subscribes at these different net- 
works owned by multi-competitive operators to get a better and wider range of services 
at a low price and he/she has the total right to make the selection decision. In this case, 
it is recommended to use a network-assisted terminal-controlled ANS algorithm that 
mainly depends on the user preferences and some networks measurements (to reflect the 
RATs conditions and characteristics). The ANS solution helps the user to select the 
best RAT according to his/her preferences. 
It is worth mentioning that the considered type of NGWN in this subsection does 
not satisfy most of the characteristics of the NGWN, but nowadays this scenario is too 
common due to the existing commercial multi-mode terminals. 
To illustrate this scenario, assume a user with a multi-mode terminal that could 
support GSM, UMTS, Wi-Fi, and WiMAX. With a new service request a menu with 
two options appears in the user terminal. The two options are the manual selection 
and the automated selection. If the user selects the manual selection option, a menu for 
the list of available RATs appears. If for example the UMTS network is selected, the 
request is sent to the local RRM entity of the UMTS network that takes the required 
actions to admit the user and allocate the resources. If the user selects the automated 
selection option, the network-assisted terminal-controlled algorithm that resides in the 
user terminal is activated. The selection algorithm selects the best network and sends 
the service request to the RRM entity of the selected network that takes the required 
actions to admit the user and allocate the resources. 
3.2.2 Scenario II: A User with Multi-Mode Terminal in a Loose 
Coupled NGWN 
In this type of environments, the ANs do not have anything in common, but the core 
networks are connected together using a public Internet Protocol (IP) based network. 
Collaborative radio resource management is performed across the RATs via a simple 
CRRM entity. The CRRM entity acts as a coordinator of the RAT-specific RRM func- 
tionalities, but without any integrated functionality for JAC, JSC or JCC. For VIIO, 
loose coupled NGWN cannot support the service continuity to other AN without a very 
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high delay and big packet loss. However, for initial ANS the case is a little bit different 
because it is mainly triggered due to a new service request, where more delay can be 
accepted. 
Loose coupled environments can be categorized based on the ownership into three 
types. The first type is owned by multi-competitive operators. The second type is 
owned by multi-cooperative operators (i. e. there are billing, authorization and roaming 
agreements). The third type is owned by a single operator. For the first type, there are 
no agreements between the operators and the only place to make the selection decision 
is the user terminal, because it is the only entity that has (and is able to collect) the 
required information to make the decision. Hence, the solution for the first type should 
be similar to the solution in the first scenario and it is fair and more efficient to give the 
user the total right for the selection. 
For the second and third types of the loose coupled NGWN, both the CRRM and 
user terminal entities have the abilities to make the decision because both entities have 
the abilities and authority to collect the required information. Hence, the ANS solution 
should contain two modules. The first module resides in the user terminal. It contains a 
network-assisted terminal-controlled algorithm to reflect the user viewpoint in the selec- 
tion decision and it is the same as in the non-coupled environment. The second module 
resides in the CRRM entity. It contains a terminal-assisted network-controlled algo- 
rithm to reflect the operator viewpoint of the selection decision. The terminal-assisted 
network-controlled algorithm is mainly based on the operator policies and network con- 
ditions and it takes into account the user selection sent from the user terminal. All the 
used criteria values are collected from the local RRM entities and from the user terminal 
and sent to the CRRM entity. Hence, for the second and third types of NGWN, the 
selection rights are shared between the users and operators. 
3.2.3 Scenario III: A User with Multi-Mode Terminal in a Tight or 
Very Tight Coupled Multi-Operator NGWN 
In this type of environment, the different ANs are connected to one common core network 
through common interfaces using special interworking units and the ANs are connected 
to each other through a well defined interface. The CRRM entity acts as a coordinator 
of the RAT specific RRM functionalities, with some or full integrated functionality such 
as JAC, JSC, VHO or JCC. Our proposed ANS solution in this case is similar to the 
solution of the second and third type in scenario II. To illustrate this scenario, assume a 
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user with a multi-mode terminal that could support GSM, UMTS, Wi-Fi, and WiMAX. 
With a new service request a menu with two options appears in the user terminal. The 
two options are the manual selection and the automated selection. If the user chooses the 
automated selection option, the network-assisted terminal-controlled algorithm, which 
resides in the user terminal is activated and ranks the available networks. If for ex- 
ample the networks are ranked as UMTS, WiMAX, GSM, Wi-Fi, the request is sent 
to the CRRM entity and activates the terminal-assisted network-controlled algorithm 
that takes the user selection into account and ranks the networks again, for example in 
the order UMTS, WiMAX, GSM, and Wi-Fi. Hence, the UMTS is selected as the best 
network for both user and operator and the local UMTS RRM entity is asked to take 
the required actions to admit the user and to allocate the resources. 
3.2.4 The Whole Picture 
This subsection tries to put everything together and give a brief summary about the 
proposed ANS solution. On the user side, the multi-mode terminal has a special module 
for the initial ANS that cares about the selection of RAT for a new service request and 
it is based on network-assisted terminal-controlled ANS algorithm. Another module is 
used for the VHO that cares about the selection of RATs when the VIIO criterion is 
fulfilled. 
On the operator side, if the CRRM entity exists (no CRRM entity in loose coupled 
multi-competitive operators and non-coupling levels), a special module for the initial 
ANS and another module for the VHO module are existed. The initial ANS module is 
based on an terminal-assisted network-controlled ANS algorithm. 
Both algorithms (user and operator) have to interact with each other to select the 
best RAT. They also have to interact with the other modules for the rest of CRRM 
mechanisms such as the JAC and JSC. In addition, the operator algorithm has to interact 
with the local RRM of the selected network if it is still existed (no local RRM in very 
tight coupling). It is important to note that the initial ANS is not responsible for the 
allocation of the required resources for the services. The local admission control of the 
selected network or the JAC module is directly responsible for the resources allocation. 
In any scenario the user can select the network using a special Software Assistant (SA) 
in his/her terminal based on the user algorithm. However, the affect of this selection 
depends on the type of NGWN environment. In a non-coupled multi-operator NGWN 
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environment or in a none collaborative multi-operator loose coupled NGWN, the user 
selection controls the ANS. In a collaborative multi-operator loose coupled NGWN or 
in the tight/ very tight NGWN the user selection is sent to the initial ANS module on 
the CRRM entity. The user selection is considered as an important criterion of another 
selection SA on the operator CRRM. The operator SA is based on the operator 
ANS 
algorithm. 
3.3 The ANS Cases 
In each scenario, four main cases could happen. In the first case, the initial ANS module 
is triggered due to a new service request. In the second case, the VIlO module is triggered 
when the VHO criteria is fulfilled. In the third case, the user changes his/her preferences. 
In the forth case, the availability of a new AN is detected by the user terminal. Figure 3.1 
shows the possible ANS scenarios and cases and the following subsections describe in 
details the different cases. 
Figure 3.1: ANS scenarios and cases 
3.3.1 Case 1 in Scenario I and Scenario II 
In this case, a new service request in a non-coupled or multi-operator loose coupled 
environment NGWN triggers the initial ANS module in the user terminal. The main 
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steps and interactions in this case can be shown in figure 3.2 and are explained as follows: 
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Figure 3.2: New service request in a non-coupled or multi-operator loose cou- 
pled environment NGWN 
1. When the MT is turned on, a list of the available networks is detected. While 
roaming in the HWN, any new detected RAT is added to the available list. 
2. When the user asks for a new service, the user has two available options. 
(a) In the first option, the user selects the AN from the list of the available net- 
works manually. After the authorization of the user on the selected network, 
the local admission control of the selected network takes the next action by 
accepting or rejecting the allocation of the needed resources. 
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(b) In the second option, the user activates the User Software Assistant 
(USA) 
that resides in his equipment to select the best AN according to a pre-specified 
weighted criteria. The selection has to be sent to the selected network to 
authorize the user and allocate the required resources. The weights of the 
criteria can be assigned manually or automatically using an optimization 
component on the USA. 
3. If the user request has been blocked, the user has to send his/her new selection 
again. 
3.3.2 Case 1 in Scenario 11 and Scenario III 
In this case, a new service request in a single operator loose coupled or tight/ very tight 
coupled HWN triggers the initial ANS module. The main steps and interactions 
in this 
case can be shown in figure 3.3 and are explained as follows: 
1. When the MT is turned on, a list of the available networks is detected. While 
roaming on the HWN, any new detected RAT is added to the available list. 
2. As in scenario I, when the user asks for a new service, the user has two available 
options, either manual or automated selection. In both cases, the user is authorized 
and the selection is sent to the CRRM or the JRRM entity in the IIWN. 
3. The user selection is sent to the Operator Software Assistant (OSA) resides in the 
CRRM or JRRM entity. At the same time, the user selection is used as one of 
the criteria inputs in the OSA. The importance of the user preferred selection is 
specified using the weight of the user preferences criteria in the OSA. Furthermore, 
the operator can set the weights for the input criteria either manually or optimize 
the weights automatically using the optimization component in the OSA. Actually 
the weight of the user preferences criteria in the OSA can be different from one 
user to another according to his/her priority and a Service Level Agreement (SLA) 
with the operator. 
4. The OSA chooses the most suitable AN and assign it to the user. Then, the OSA 
asks the joint resource allocation module or the local resource allocation module 
of the selected network to assign the required resources to the user. 
5. If the user request has been blocked, the OSA has to find another possible selection. 
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Figure 3.3: New service request in a single operator loose coupled or tight/ 
very tight coupled NGWN 
3.3.3 Case 2 in all Scenarios 
In this case, the VHO module is triggered when the VHO criteria is fulfilled. In no- 
coupled or loose-coupled NGWN, VHO is not possible. In the tight or very tight coupled 
NGWN, the process of selection in the VHO case is usually transparent from the user. 
The decision is taken in the CRRM/JRRM entity, but the VHO solution has to take 
the user preferences into account. This case is not addressed because VHO is out of this 
study scope. 
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3.3.4 Case 3 and Case 4 in all Scenarios 
In case 3, the user changes his/her preferences. The user can change his/her preference 
in his/her equipment at any time using a suitable Graphical User Interface (GUI). In 
a non-coupled or loose coupled NGWN, if there are such changes, this affects the new 
service requests from the next request. For already running services, since no VHO is 
available, the change may drop the service and then the user has to select a new network 
according to scenario I. In a tight or very tight coupled NGWN, if there are such changes, 
this affects the new service requests from the next request. For already running services, 
this change is sent to the VIIO module in the CRRM entity to check the possibility of 
VHO. 
In case 4, the availability of a new AN is detected in an NGWN. This availability 
affects both the initial ANS and vertical handover selection from the next new service 
or VHO requests. 
3.4 The ANS Problem Solving Framework 
A generic and novel framework to solve the ANS problem and any other similar optimized 
selection problem is presented in this section. The framework consists of three main 
components, the first and second components are mandatory and the third component is 
optional. The first component contains a set of small and parallel FL systems that receive 
the measurements of the different ANS criteria from the different sources including 
the operator policies, the user preferences, the QoS requirements, and/or the RATs 
conditions. The second component is a Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) 
system and the third component is a GA component to assign weights for the criteria 
in the second component. 
Although Figure 3.4 shows the generic framework when applied to the ANS problem, 
the framework can be used for any type of optimized selection problems and the changes 
will be on the input criteria only. The proposed framework can be used to build several 
user or operator ANS algorithms with several sets of criteria and different number of 
RATs. The framework can be described in more details as follows. 
" The framework considers a heterogeneous wireless environment that contains up 
to n RATs (RAT,, RAT2, .. RAT, 
). The solution that is based on the frame- 
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Figure 3.4: Generic ANS problem solving framework 
work has to select the most promising RAT or rank the RATs according to their 
attractiveness. 
. In the initiation phase, the need for ANS is recognized and subsequently the ANS 
process is initiated and the required information and measurements are gathered 
from the suitable sources including the operator policies, the user preferences, the 
QoS requirements, and the RATs conditions. 
" The first component of the framework contains i parallel FL systems (FLS1, FLS2, 
.. 
FLS; ). Each system is used to rank the RATs based on one single criterion. The 
selection depends on multiple criteria up to i (cl, c2, .. c; 
). Each criterion value 
is measured in the initiation phase and passed to its corresponding FL system. 
Every FL system gives an initial score for each RAT (dsej1, d,, t2, .. dseti) to reflect 
the attractiveness of that RAT according the FL system criterion. 
" The different sets of initial scores (d8eti, d, et2, "" deets) results from the first com- 
ponent are sent to the MCDM in the second component. The MCDM has n 
alternatives (i. e. RAT,, RAT2, .. RATS) and i criteria (i. e. cl, c2, .. c; 
). The 
criteria values are the initial alternatives scores given by the first component (i. e. 
d, etl, dset2, .. d, et; 
). The MCDM selects the most promising RAT or ranks the 
available RATs according to their attractiveness. 
" The weights of the criteria in the MCDM component can be assigned manually 
or using the GA ability in the third component. The GA component assigns 
suitable weights (w1, w2,.. wi) for each criterion according to objective functions 
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that reflect the importance and the sensitivities of ANS criterion to the different 
characteristics of the wireless heterogeneous environment. 
3.5 The Justifications of the Framework Design 
This section justifies the usage of the parallel FL control, MCDM, and GA in our frame- 
work. It summarizes the main advantages of applying such AI techniques to the ANS 
solutions. 
3.5.1 The Usage of FL in the ANS Solutions 
The framework utilizes the advantages of the application of FL to the ANS problem that 
can be summarized as follows: 
. The data, information, and measurements that have to be taken into account in 
the ANS are in general very dissimilar, imprecise, contradictory, and coming from 
different sources. For example, some input parameters such as the received signal 
strength, the cell loads, and the SNR from different RATs, are not directly com- 
parable. FL is tolerant of imprecise data and it allows imprecise and contradictory 
inputs. As a result, an FL based solution is thought to be a good candidate for 
reaching suitable ANS decisions from such imprecise and dissimilar information. 
" Because of the complex nature of the NGWN, any proposed ANS has to allow the 
solution of the ANS problem in a simple way and to avoid the complex analytical 
and mathematical equations used in the conventional solutions. FL is conceptually 
easy to understand and easy to apply. The mathematical concepts behind fuzzy 
reasoning are very simple. The simplicity of the FL helps in providing the required 
simple ANS solution. 
" FL reconciles the conflicting objectives of the operators, users and applications 
about the ANS. 
" The ANS solution has to response to the changing conditions of the NGWN envi- 
ronments and to the accumulated experience of the operators and users. The FL 
based solution is easy to modify by tuning and adjusting the inference rules or the 
membership functions. 
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" The use of linguistic variables and inference rules makes the FL based solution 
similar to the way humans think, which makes it more intelligent and powerful 
than the conventional algorithm. This also can help in easy incorporation for the 
accumulated operator and user knowledge about the ANS problem. 
3.5.2 The Usage of Parallel FL in the ANS Solutions 
Applying the parallel FL rather than the traditional FL has some advantages when ap- 
plied to the ANS problem. The expected huge complexity involved in the heterogeneous 
environment is greatly reduced using the idea of the parallel FL systems that reduce the 
number of needed inference rules and the complexity of each rule. We avoid the expo- 
nential increase of the rule base and thus the increase in the complexity of the system, 
when the number of input variables increases. To illustrate this point, assume that we 
have only two RATs, five inputs per RAT to one fuzzy control system and every input 
has 3 membership functions, then we will have up to 310 inference rules. In our scheme 
if we use five parallel FL systems with the same inputs and number of RATs, we will 
have up to 5*32 rules only. 
In addition, the idea of the parallel FL reduces the complexity of the inference rules 
used in the fuzzy based solutions. To illustrate this point, assume that we have five 
inputs per RAT to one fuzzy control system in an NGWN that has two RATs. The 
most complex inference rule is in the form as IF C1/N1 AND C1/N2 AND Cl/N3 
AND C1/N4 AND Cl/N5 AND c2/N1 AND c2/N2 AND c2/N3 AND C2/N4 
AND c2/N5 AND c3/Ni AND c3/N2 AND c3/N3 AND c3/N4 AND c3/N5 
AND c4/N1 AND c4/N2 AND c4/N3 AND C4/N4 AND C4/N5 AND C5/N1 
AND c5/N2 AND c5/N3 AND c5/N4 AND C5/N5 THEN D1 AND D2 AND D3 
AND D4 AND D5, where Ci/N j means network j rating value against criteria i and 
Dj means initial score for network j. However, using our parallel FL systems, the most 
complex inference rule could be built as IF C1/N1 AND Cl/N2 AND Cl/N3 AND 
cl/N4 AND Cl/N5 THEN D1 AND D2 AND D3 AND D4 AND D5. 
Furthermore, the outputs of the parallel FL systems that are in the range [0,11 
provide already normalized inputs (i. e. RATs rating against criteria) for the MCDM. 
This provides great advantage over the previous MCDM based solutions that need to 
normalize their input data with some inappropriate methods. 
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3.5.3 The Usage of MCDM in the ANS Solutions 
Our framework utilizes the advantages of the application of MCDM to the ANS problem 
that can be summarized as follows: 
" In a very complex and uncertain environments such as NGWN, MCDM can suf- 
ficiently reduce the uncertainty and doubt about the alternatives and allows a 
reasonable choice to be made from among them. 
" The ANS decision deals with making a selection among a limited number of can- 
didate networks from various service providers and technologies with respect to 
different criteria. Hence, it is a typical MCDM problem and it is not practical to 
apply a single criterion based solution to such a problem. 
" The ANS problem is a multi-criteria problem in nature and the flexibility and 
complementary ANS multi-criteria have to be utilized to provide a solution that 
can cope with the different viewpoints and goals. If suitable weights have been 
assigned for each criteria using GA, the user satisfaction average and the operator 
benefit can be maximized at the same time. This makes the proposed solution more 
efficient than the traditional algorithms that are either user-centric or operator- 
centric. 
" The MCDM is a flexible tool, because the weights of the different criteria can 
be tuned easily. If the operator or user gains more knowledge about the ANS 
problem and its sensitivity to the different criteria, it will be easy to incorporate 
this knowledge to the existing ANS solution. 
3.5.4 The Usage of GA in the ANS Solutions 
In our study the GA is used to overcome one of the MCDM drawbacks, which is the 
finding of suitable weights for the different criteria. The following points summarize the 
main advantages of applying the GA to the ANS problem. 
" GA can deal with the large number of variables and the complex search space 
included in the ANS criteria weights with high probability of success in finding an 
optimal, near optimal or at least a good solution. 
. GA can handle the different constraints and objectives of the ANS criteria weights. 
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" GA does not require derivative information, which can help in the user ANS algo- 
rithm where not enough data exists due to the limitation of storage in the mobile 
terminal. 
" GA is less likely to be trapped by local optimal minima or maxima. 
" GA works with numerically generated data, experimental data, or analytical 
func- 
tions. This can give different options when designing the ANS algorithm. 
3.6 Discussion 
In the first part of this chapter, a comprehensive analysis for the ANS process in the 
different HWN coupling scenarios is provided. At each scenario, the roles and rights of 
the users and operators are clarified. Then, the different cases that could trigger the 
ANS module are presented. The blueprints of the ANS process in each case are drawn. 
It is obvious that both the user and operator want to control the process of the ANS and 
their roles have to be different according to the coupling degree between the co-existing 
RATs in the NGWN. 
In the second part of this chapter, the details of an intelligent and generic framework 
to solve the optimized selection problems are described. The new framework is feasible 
in terms of adaptability, scalability, simplicity, overhead, and generality. 
In terms of adaptability (i. e. learning); the framework can react to the NGWN 
changing environment conditions and accumulated human knowledge using different 
methods. One method is by tuning the FL rules and membership functions, where 
neural networks (NN) or GA can be used. Another method is by adapting the weights 
of the MCDM system that are assigned either manually or using GA. To use GA in the 
weights adaptation, the operator can build any objective function and the GA could find 
suitable weights. In the terminal-controlled algorithm, the user could be offered several 
built-in objective functions where the user can choose the suitable one for him/her. 
With respect to scalability; the framework tries to achieve scalability by reducing the 
number and complexity of FL inference rules. Hence, increasing the number of RATs 
or number of criteria could be easy and the framework can achieve a large number of 
inputs and criteria. To illustrate this point, assume that we have a user ANS algorithm 
based on four criteria and two RATs. Let's assume first that we need to increase the 
number of criteria to five, what is needed here is a new and small FL system that will 
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not affect the other existing FL modules in the parallel FL system. The MCDM needs 
no change, because the number of criteria i can be set as a variable integer number in 
the programming code and the decision matrix dimensions (i. e. i and number of RATs 
j) are also integer variables. The GA number of variables and objective functions could 
be built to be adaptive and scalable. 
The complexity of the framework can be measured by the number and type of the 
calculations required to achieve it. The number of the operations in our selection decision 
is low enough to ensure operation in real time by means of software approaches. The 
types of calculations are essentially comparisons and summations with a small number 
of multiplications and divisions. 
In terms of the required amount of overhead (signalling); big overhead results from 
signalling whilst collecting the required measurements from different sources. Additional 
overhead results from transferring the control information between the CRRM, user 
terminal and local RRM entities to finalize the selection decision. The framework tries 
to minimize this overhead by dividing the selection process into two algorithms. It 
allocates the user algorithm on the user terminal and the operator algorithm on the 
CRRM entity. If the selection criteria are chosen carefully in both algorithms, the 
required signalling for collection the measurements can be greatly reduced. 
In terms of generality; the framework is applicable to any type and number of ANs. 
Any type of criteria either subjective or objective and any kind of inputs either quantitive 
or qualitative could be used. In addition, the framework could be used for any other 
type of optimized selection problems. 
In the next two chapters, two operator ANS algorithms are developed. Both algo- 
rithms are based on the developed framework in this chapter. The efficiency of both 
algorithms is addressed by means of performance metrics that reflect the user satisfac- 
tion, the operator benefits, and the QoS conditions. 
User ANS has not been built in this study. In fact, the user ANS algorithm is much 
easier to evaluate and simulate than the operator ANS algorithm because it depends on 
user subjective criteria where no need for complex simulation and evaluation environ- 
ments. 
Chapter 4 
Combined FL and SMART MCDM for 
Operator ANS Algorithm 
Based on our developed framework on chapter 3 and based on the new roles that are 
suggested for both users and operators in the same chapter, a User Software Assistant 
(USA) with suitable input criteria can be developed and used in the UE. An Operator 
Software Assistant (OSA) based on the same framework with suitable input criteria can 
also be developed and used in the operator CRRM or JRRM entity. Both OSA and USA 
are based on the same framework and the main difference is in the used input criteria. 
Since the user has the total right to make the selection in both non-coupled and multi 
operator loose coupled HWN, only the USA is needed in this type of environments. As 
both the user and the operator share the rights for selection in the single operator loose 
coupled, cooperative multi-operator loose coupled, and in the tight or very tight coupled 
HWN, both USA and OSA are needed. 
OSA based in our framework (that is outlined in chapter 3) is developed in this 
chapter. The developed OSA deals with a wireless environment that contains a co- 
existed WWAN and a WLAN networks and are based on parallel FL and SMART 
MCDM tool. Four criteria are used in the OSA, namely, the Received Signal Strength 
(RSS), the Mobile Station Speed (MSS), the Service Type (ST), and the User Preferences 
(PRICE). The RSS criterion reflects the networks conditions viewpoint because weak 
received signal can cause unnecessary handover, call drop, and packets or bits errors. 
The MSS criterion reflects the viewpoint of the operators because connecting the slow 
users to the small coverage area ANs and the fast users to the larger coverage area ANs 
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will avoid unnecessary handover overhead and will save the networks' resources. The 
ST criterion reflects the viewpoint of the application and services requirements. The 
PRICE criterion reflects the user viewpoint because the users may prefer to select one 
network among others due to its low price or their previous satisfaction. 
An important consideration when selecting the criteria was to ensure that all im- 
portant criteria related to the ANS are included. We have tried to keep the number of 
criteria to the minimum consistent with making a well-founded decision. The criteria 
that have been judged relatively unimportant (i. e. all of the alternatives are likely to 
achieve the same ranking when assisted against it) or to be duplicated have been avoided. 
Mutual independence between criteria has been considered, where the preference score 
of alternatives with respect to one criterion is assigned, without knowing the preference 
scores of alternatives with respect to the other criteria. 
It is worth mentioning that the PRICE criterion could be the output of another 
USA that reflects the user point of view on the selection process. The weight of this 
criterion also can be controlled by the operator according to an SLA between both user 
and operator (i. e. the more important user can be given high value for the weight of 
PRICE criterion and the less important user can be given lower value). 
Resource Availability (RA) is another important criterion that could be considered 
when accepting or rejecting the new or handoll service request. However, RA is usually 
considered at the admission and resource allocation stage by the local or common admis- 
sion and load control algorithms. In fact, we think it would be more desirable to consider 
the RA criterion at both the initial selection stage and the resource allocation stage. In 
the initial selection stage, the network with more available resources has more credits 
to be selected for the new service request. In the resource allocation stage, the required 
resources for the new or handoff service are allocated from the low congested network. 
However, our developed algorithm assumes that this criterion is usually treated by the 
local or common admission control and our solutions do not consider it. 
The details of the developed OSA are shown in Figure 4.1. Our OSA contains four 
parallel FL based systems. Each system considers one of the ANS proposed criteria. The 
four FL systems are the RSS system to consider the received signal strength criterion, 
the MSS system to consider the mobile station speed criterion, the ST system to consider 
the service type criterion, and the PRc system to consider the user preferred PRICE 
criterion. The outputs of the four parallel systems are used as the preference scores 
for the alternatives in the SMART MCDM component. The following sections describe 
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the four FL components and the MCDM component. The last section of this chapter 
illustrates the developed ANS algorithm by means of several numerical examples. 
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Figure 4.1: ANS OSA for co-existed WWAN and WLAN systems 
4.1 The RSS FL based System 
The RSS FL based system considers the RSS criterion. The RSS criterion reflects 
the networks conditions viewpoint because weak received signal can cause unnecessary 
handover, call drop, and packets or bits errors. Figure 4.2 shows the RSS FL system. 
The figure shows that the system has two input variables "RSSI" and "RSS2" and it 
has two output variables "RSSc1" and "RSSS2" . 
4.1.1 The Inputs Definition 
The input variable "RSSI" describes the received signal strength from the W WAN and 
the input variable "RSS2" describes the received signal strength from the WLAN. The 
universe of discourse contains all the inputs and outputs that can come into considera- 
tion. The universes of discourses of the input variables are selected based on the manuals 
and operation instructions of existed networks such as IEEE802.11, UMTS, GSM, and 
GPRS. The universe of discourses of "RSSI" and "RSS2" start with the weakest sig- 
nal that could be sensitized by mobile terminal (i. e. -110 dBm). They end with the 
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Figure 4.2: The RSS FL system 
strongest signal that could be received by the mobile terminal and transmitted by the 
base station (i. e. -70 and -50 dBm). 
Two important considerations are considered when deciding the universe of discourse 
of the input variables. The first consideration is to make sure that the universe is not 
too small, so the input will not be off the scale. The second one is to make sure that 
the universe is not too wide, so the membership function in both left and right will not 
affect the overall system performance when trying to capture the rare extreme input 
values. Any data out of the range are quantized to the nearest value at the most right or 
most left of the universe. Each universe of discourse is described using three linguistic 
variables {Low, Medium, High}. The linguistic variable "Low" indicates low signal 
strength, the variable "High" indicates high signal strength, and the variable "Medium" 
indicates medium signal strength. 
4.1.2 The Membership Functions of the Inputs 
In the membership function choice, one has to solve a few problems: how to choose the 
number of membership functions to describe all the values of the linguistic variable on 
the universe, the position of different membership functions on the universe of discourse, 
the width of the membership functions, and the shape of a particular membership func- 
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tion. In this subsection, we present suitable answers for the above questions. We develop 
the most suitable membership functions that reflect the desirable features and goals of 
the ANS process. The number, the position, the width, and the shape of the member- 
ship functions have been illustrated mathematically by means of sutiable mathematical 
equations. 
Due to their computational simplicity, the used membership functions in our solution 
(to describe the linguistic variables) are triangular or trapezoidal shaped. These types 
of shapes are a standard choice used in many industry applications due to their simple 
expressions. A symmetric triangular membership function is shown in Figure 4.3, where 
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Figure 4.3: A symmetric triangular membership function 
A symmetric trapezoidal membership function is shown in figure 4.4, where L and U 
are the lower and upper bounds, respectively, C is the centre, and W is the width of the 
top side of the symmetric trapezoid. 
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Figure 4.4: A symmetric trapezoidal membership function 
Both input variables have three membership functions {Low (L), Medium (M), and 
High (H)}. The membership functions of the variable "RSSI" are described mathemat- 
ically as in equations 4.1,4.2, and 4.3. Figure 4.5 shows the membership functions of 
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the variable "RSSI" . Certain amount of overlapping between the membership functions 
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Figure 4.5: The membership functions of the input variable "RSSI" 
1 if RSS1 < -100 
aL(RSS1) _ -100-Rss1 -95+100 if -100 < RSS1 < -95 (4.1) 
0 if RSS1 > -95 
0 if RSS1 < -100 OR RSS1 > -80 
RSS1+100 if -100 < RSS1 < -95 QM(RSS1) _ -95+100 (4.2) 
1 if -85 > RSS1 > -95 
-80-RSS1 if -85 < RSS1 < -80 -80+85 
0 if RSS1 < -85 
CW(RSS1) = Rs5 if -85 < RSS1 < -80 (4.3) -80+85 
1 if -80 > RSS1 
The membership functions of the input variable "RSS2" are described mathemati- 
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cally as in equations 4.4,4.5, and 4.6. Figure 4.6 shows the membership functions of 
the variable "RSS2". Again a certain amount of overlapping between the membership 
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Figure 4.6: The membership functions of input variable "RSS2" 
1 if RSS2 < -100 
aL(RSS2) _ -100-RSS2 if -100 < RSS2 < -90 (4.4) -90+100 
0 if RSS2 > -90 
0 if RSS2 < -100 OR RSS2 > -60 
RSS2+100 if -100 < RSS2 < -90 am (RSS2) - -90+100 (4.5) 
1 if -70 > RSS2 > -90 
-60-RSS2 if -70 < RSS2 < -60 -60+70 
0 if RSS2 < -70 
aN(RSS2) = RSS2+70 if -70 < RSS2 < -60 (4.6) -60+70 
1 if -60 > RSS2 
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4.1.3 The Fuzzy Inference System and Rules 
The Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) of the RSS system and all other systems has the 
following common characteristics. 
" It uses the Mamdani style FIS [127,128]. 
" It uses the Min operation for AND method. 
" It uses the Max operation for OR method. 
" It uses the Min operation for implication. 
" It uses the Max operation for aggregation. 
A careful design of the rule base is done based on two goals. The first goal is the 
completeness of rules, which means that all kinds of situations of system behaviour are 
taken into consideration, i. e. all kinds of combinations of input variables results in an 
appropriate output value. The second goal is the consistency of the rules, which means 
that the rule base does not contain any contradiction. A set of rules is inconsistent if 
there are at least two rules with the same antecedents-part and different consequent- 
part. This is an obvious mistake and one of the rules must be excluded. The relationship 
between the inputs and the output is mainly based on intuitive understanding and 
considerations of the ANS goals and desirable features. The rules are tuned manually 
from offline system behaviour observation. Figure 4.7 shows the rules viewer that is used 
to tune the fuzzy inference rules. 
In all systems the maximum number of inference rules are used (this is possible 
because the maximum number is still so small thanks to the parallel FL idea), which 
increases the accuracy of the approximation and yields an improved control performance. 
The RSS fuzzy system rules have been built with the aim to assign the user to 
the network with a better signal strength. Weak received signal can cause unnecessary 
handover, call drop, and packets or bits errors, which in turn reduce the user satisfaction, 
the operator benefit, and degrade the QoS. Table 4.1 shows the nine inference rules of 
the RSS fuzzy system. The same form of the IF-THEN control rules has been used for 
the rest of the FL systems. 
For example, the third inference rule illustrates that when a user is receiving a high 
signal from the WWAN and low signal from the WLAN, the user should be totally 
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Table 4.1: 'I'lse inference rifles of the 1{SS FL tiystenº 
Rule No. Rule 
1 If RSSI is high AND RSS2 IS high 'I hen (I? SS(. 1 is TA) (l? SS,. 2 is 'I'A) 
2 If RSS1 is High AND RSS2 IS Medium Then (I? SS,. l is TA) (I? S. S2 ,, is PA) 
3 If RSS1 is High AND RSS2 IS Low Then (RSS,. 1 is TA) (I? SS,,, ) is P11) 
4 If RSS1 is Medium AND RSS2 IS High Then (l1SS,. i is I'A) (RSS(2 is'FA) 
5 If RSS1 is Medium AND RSS2 IS Medium Then (RSS,. j is PA) (/1SS(. 2 is PA) 
6 If RSS1 is Medium AND RSS2 IS Low Theis (I? SS(. i is PA) (IISS,. 2 is PH) 
7 If RSSi is Low AND I? SS2 , IS High Then (RSS, i is 111t) (I? SS(, 2 is TA) 
8 If RSS, is Low ANI) RSS2 IS Nlediulu Tüeu (]? SS(-] is PH) is PA) 
9 If RSS1 is Low AND USS> IS Low Then (RSS(. 1 is PR) (RSS(. 9 is TA) 
accepted (TA) in the \VWAN and should be rejected in the WLAN wit Ii high probability 
(P11). 
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4.1.4 The Input-Output Mapping Control Surface 
The uonlinem mapping from input to output implemented 1)y the FL system iý called 
the control surface. This mapping can be visualized by a nonlinear surface plot, where 
the system output is plotted against its inputs. The surface represents in a compact 
way all the information in the FL system. The rippled surface is created by the rules 
and the membership functions. There is a type of interpolation between the rules that 
is performed by the fuzzy logic system. The output is an interpolation of the effects of 
the rules that are activated at the current time. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show the control 









Figure 4.8: The control surface of the output 
Figure 4.8 shows that, with iººcrea. se(1 value for "I? SSº" the chance of Select ing the 
W WAN network's becoming higher (i. (!. "RSS,. º" increase) on t lie of her hand Figure 4,9 
shows that, with increased value for "fRSS)" the chance of selecting the WLAN network 
is becoming higher. These are the expected hehavionrs from t he R** Fl, svsteºn. 
4.2 The MSS FL based System 
The I\ISS system considers the iiwbilc 5tatio»1 speed criteria. MSS criterion rellec t, the 
operators viewpoint because connecting the slow users to) the small coverage area ANs 
RSS2IdBmI > 11-i RSS1ldomi 








Figure 4.9: The control surface of the output, variable 
and the fast users to the larger coverage area ANs avoids the unnecessary 1ºunclover 
overhead and saves the networks resources. Figure 4.10 shows the MSS system . 
'l'lºe 
system has one input variable "MSS" and two outt)nt. variables and 
4.2.1 The Inputs Definition 
The \IS5 -v"t&'nº las uuIV O11(' input viel-la )l( t() do. "(ril, ( IIw ilmhi1( "I, it](M 
speed. The universe of discourse is selected to represent, the expected speed o fa Milking 
user. The universe begins with 0 km/hr (Kilonºeter per hour) to rel>retiº1ººt the stationary 
user and ends with the 10 km/hr to represent, the speed of a running user. Three linguis- 
tic variables have been used to describe the universe of discourse { Low, Medinºu, and 
High}. The linguistic variable "Low" indicates low NIS speed, the variable "l\leditill " 
indicates inediunº NIS speed, and the variable "High" indicates high ISIS speed. 
4.2.2 The Membership Functions of the Inputs 
The membership function of the input variable "JI5'$ ' call be (l(Seril)V(I ºuuºtlºeºnat i- 
cally as in equations, 4.7,4.8, and 4.9. Figure 4.11 shows the tºicnºberslºil) fºuºº t. iouti oft Ile 
"MSS" variable. The significant overlapping between the first and second ºnº'nºbershilp 
function and between the second and third membership function imply smoother and 
RSS2[dBml 110 RSS1(dBml 



















Figure 4.10: The MSS FL system 
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Figure 4.11: The membership functions of the iut>ui, variable "A/, 5,5" 
easier to implement, control surface for cmt, put, variables. In miiiitiulº, it ýi(Iiiev('s rO1)rIst 
iuufereim, SIIIC(' in the overlapped area at least two rules are usually a 1)1)lue(1. 
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Table 4.2: The inference rules of the MSS FL based system 
Rule No. MSS MSSSI MSSc2 
1 Low TR TA 
2 Medium PA PA 
3 High TA TR 
1 if MSS <2 
aL(MSS) =5 5'2 S if 2< MSS <5 
0 if MSS >5 
r0 if MSS <2 0R MSS >8 
MSS-2 







0 ifMSS<5OR, MSS>10 
MSS-5 if 5< MSS <8 8-5 
1 iflO>MSS>8 




The MSS FL based system has three simple inference rules as shown in Table 4.2. The 
inference rules of the MSS FL based system are designed with the aim of minimizing the 
handoff rate in mind and consequently utilize the networks' resources in more efficient 
way. The slow users are attached to the small coverage area ANs and the fast users to 
the larger coverage area. For example the first rule can be read as " if the mobile station 
speed is low then totally reject the WWAN and totally accept the WLAN". 
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4.2.4 The Input-Output Mapping Control Surface 
Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the control surfaces for the output variables "MSS,, i" and 
"MSSc2" respectively. Figure 4.12 shows that when the mobile station speed increases, 
the value of "MSSI" increases smoothly. On the other hand Figure 4.13 shows that 
when the mobile speed increases, the value of "MSSc2" decreases smoothly. 
These 
behaviours satisfy the goal of the MSS subsystem, which is avoiding the unnecessary 













Figure 4.12: The control surface of the output variable"MSSI" 
4.3 The ST FL based System 
The ST FL system considers the service type criterion. ST criterion reflects the viewpoint 
of the application and services requirements. Figure 4.14 shows the ST FL system. The 
figure shows that the system has two input variables "DelayReqc" and "RateRegc" and 
two output variables "STTl" and "STc2" . 
4.3.1 The Inputs Definition 
The ST system has two input variables, the first is "DelayRegc" to describe the end-to- 
end one way delay needed for the required service and the second variable is "RateReqc" 












Figure 4.13: The control surface of the output variable"MSSc2" 
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RateRegc[kb/s] (3) STc2 (4) 
System STc: 2 Inputs, 2 outputs, 9 rules 
Figure 4.14: The ST FL system 
to describe the bit rate needed for the required service. The universe of discourses for 
both input variables have been specified by considering the most sensitive service for each 
123456789 10 
MSS[km/hrl 
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input variable (e. g. voice call is the most sensitive service for the delay requirements) 
and the least sensitive service for each input variable (e. g. non-real time data traffic is 
the least sensitive service for the delay requirements). Each universe is described using 
three linguistic variables {Low, Medium, High}. The "DelayRegc" universe begins with 
a delay between 0 and 200 ms (milliseconds), which is suitable for conventional real- 
time voice services and it ends with delay of more than 800 ms which is suitable for 
background non-real time data services. The "RateReqc" universe starts with a bit rate 
requirement less than 80 kbps, which is suitable for low bit rate services such as voice 
call and low bit rate video and data. It ends with a bit rate requirements of more than 
320 kbps (kilo bits per second), which is suitable for high data and video traffic. Any 
data that comes out of the range is quantized into the nearest level. 
4.3.2 The Membership Functions of the Inputs 
The membership functions of the input variable "DelayReqc" can be described math- 
ematically as in equations 4.10,4.11, and 4.12. Figure 4.15 shows the membership 
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Figure 4.15: The membership functions of the input variable "DelayRegc" 
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1 if DelayReqc < 200 
aH (DelayRegc) = 
400-DelayRegc if 200 < DelayReqc < 400 (4.10) 400-200 
0 if DelayReqc > 400 
0 if DelayReqc < 200 OR DelayRegc > 800 
DelayRegc-400 if 200 < DelayReqc < 400 
am(DelayRegc) = 400-200 
1 if 600 > DelayRegc > 400 
800-DelayRegc if 600 < DelayReqc < 800 800-600 
(4.11) 
0 if DelayReqc < 360 
aL(DelayReqc) = 
DelayRegc-600 if 600 < DelayReqc < 800 (4.12) 800-600 
1 if DelayReqc > 800 
The membership functions of the input variable ' RateRegc" can be described math- 
ematically as in equations 4.13,4.14, and 4.15. Figure 4.16 shows the membership 
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Figure 4.16: The membership functions of the input variable "RateReqc" 
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aL(RateRegc) = 
aM(RateRegc) _ 
1 if RateReqc < 80 
160-RateRegc if 80 < RateReqc < 160 160-80 
0 if RateReqc > 160 
0 if RateReqc < 80 OR RateReqc > 320 
RateRegc-80 if 80 < RateReqc < 160 160-80 
1 if 240 > RateRegc > 160 
32 -Raten 9c if 240 < RateReqc < 320 320-240 




40 if 240 < RateReqc < 320 
1 if RateReqc > 320 




The ST FL based system has nine rules as shown Table 4.3. The inference rules of the 
ST system are designed to assign the service requests with strict propagation delay time 
requirements to the WWAN networks and to assign the services request with high bit 
rate requirements to the WLAN network. To reflect the operators benefits, the rules can 
be tuned to assign more services types into the WLAN. For example, the first inference 
rule can be read as "If the delay requirement is high and the rate requirement is low 
(e. g. voice call) then totally accept the WWAN and probability reject the WLAN". 
Also, the ninth inference rule can be read as "If the delay requirement is low and the 
rate requirement is high (e. g. data traffic) then totally rejects the WAN and totally 
accepts the WLAN'. 
4.3.4 The Input-Output Mapping Control Surface 
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the control surfaces for the output variables "STc1" and 
"STc2" respectively. Figure 4.17 shows that by decreasing the value of "DelayReqc" 
or the value of "RateRegc", the chance of selecting the WWAN network increases (i. e. 
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"ST., " increases). If both variables are decreasing together, the chance of selecting the 
WWAN network becomes higher. On the other hand, Figure 4.18 shows that by iiicrews- 
ing the value of "DelayRegc" or the value of "RatcRegc", the chance of selecting the 
WLAN network increases (i. e. "ST 2" increases). If' both input variables are increasing 













Figure 4.17: The control sm-face cif the output, vuriuhie "ST, I" 
Table 4.3: T}ie inference rules of' the S'l, I'l, 1)aise(l system 
Rule No. Dc-lr,. rjRegc STi 5'7(.., 
1 IIig1i Low TA IT 
2 high AlNN<litiu, PA IT 
3 fligh High PA PA 
4 1\lc(Iiluii Low PA PH 
5 NI( Iiuiri Medium PA PA 
6 Medium high PR PA 
7 Low Low PH 'I'A 
8 Low IV1ediiunº PIS 'I'A 
9 Low high, '1'ß 'I'A 








Figure 4.18: The control surface of the Output variable "SZ',. 2" 
4.4 The PRc FL based System 
The Pß. c system considers the user preferred price (i. (,. PRICE) criteriuºº. I'l(ICI 
criterion reflects the user viewpoint because the users may prefer to select one network 
among others due to its low price or their previous satisfaction. Figure 1.19 shows the 
Pß. c FL system. 'nie figure shows tl14 the system has oonww input v, iriiibl .. l'i. ir. r ,. mid 
two output variables "PR(. º" and "PR, 2" . 
4.4.1 The Inputs Definition 
The Pl c systeitº has only one iººpitt, variable `; 1'!. icc', to describe the ººser preferred 
price. The universe of discourse scales the "Pi ice" variable into ten degrees between 0 
and 10. A higher degree represents a higher price that, cmild be paid by user. Three 
linguistic variables have been used to describe the universe ofd discourse {Low, Medium, 
and Iligh}. The linguistic variable "Low" iudic"iºtes a low price preferred l, y the utter, 
the variable "Nlediunº" indicates that the user prefers it, medium price, and the variable 
"lligh" indicates that the user can pay a high price. 
RateRegc[kb/s) DelayRegc[ms] 







System PRc 1 inputs, 2 outputs, 3 rules 
Figure 4.19: The PRc FL systein 
4.4.2 The Membership Functions of the Inputs 
75 
The me1nl)ersliit) [unctions of the input variable ,. Pi. rcc" can be described iuatheniati- 
cally as in equations 4.16,4.17, and 4.18. Figure 4.20 shows the inernbersliip 6uictions of 
the "Price" variable. The significant overlapping between the first and second I1len1l)er- 
ship functions and between the second and third iuembersliil) f»nct ions imply siiioot her 
and easier to implement control surface for both output variables. In addlition, it achieves 
robust inference since in the overlapped area at, least two rules are usually applied. 
oIJI'I'I('(') 
( M(P i it 
) 
1 if Price <2 
_1"iti if 
2K Price K5 
0 if Price >5 
it' I'ri(cc ;2 ON /'i'1rc ;>h 
Pi it c4 ii 9< Prim <4 
1 if8>Price>6 
if 6< Price <8 
(, 1.1(i) 
(1.17) 
















Figure 4.20: The membership functions of "Price" input variable 
0 if Price <5 
aH (Price) =P ic5 5 if 5< Price <8 (4.18) 
1 if Price >8 
4.4.3 The Fuzzy Inference System and Rules 
Table 4.4 shows the three inference rule of the PRc FL based system. The PRc FL 
control system inference rules are designed so that the users with a low price target are 
assigned to the WLAN because of its lower cost. The users with a high price target (and 
of course better QoS) are assigned to WWAN, which usually costs more. For example, 
the first inference rule can be read as "If the user target price is low then totally rejects 
the WWAN and totally accepts the WLAN". 
4.4.4 The Input-Output Mapping Control Surface 
Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show the control surfaces for the output variables "PRI" and 
"PRc2" respectively. Figures 4.21 and 4.22 show that when the user can pay more (i. e. 
higher "Price" variable value), the chance of the user to be assigned to the WWAN is 
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Table 4.4: The inference rules of the PRc FL based system 
Rule No. Price PRc1 PRc2 
1 Low TR TA 
2 Medium PA PA 













Figure 4.21: The control surface of the output variable "PRi" 
becoming higher (i. e. "PR, I" increases) and the chance of the user being assigned to 
the WLAN is becoming lower (i. e. "PRc2" decreases). On the other hand when the user 
can pay less (i. e. lower "Price" variable value), the chance of the user being assigned to 
the WWAN is becoming lower (i. e. "PR,, " decreases) and the chance of the user being 
assigned to the WLAN is becoming lower (i. e. "PRc2" increases). These behaviours 
reflect the requirements of the PRc FL systems, where the operator needs to assign the 
less important users to the lower cost network and the more important users to the 
higher cost network. 
4.5 The Output of the FL based Systems and the De- 
fuzzification Process 
Every FL system has two output variables, one variable to describe the probability of 
acceptance for the new user in the WWAN network (i. e. the first network) and the 












Figure 4.22: The control surface of the output variable "PRc2" 
other variable to describe the probability of acceptance for the new user in the WLAN 
network (i. e. the second network). Each output variable has four membership functions 
TR (Totally Reject), PR (Probability Reject), PA (Probability Accept), and TA (Totally 
Accept). The systems output variables are "RSSI" and "RSSc2" for the RSS system, 
"MSSc1" and "MSSc2" for the MSS system, "STI" and "STT2" for the ST system, and 
"PRc1" and "PRc2" for the PRc system. Figure 4.23 shows the "MSSc2" variable with 
its membership functions as a sample for the output variables. Equations 4.19,4.20,4.21 
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Figure 4.23: The membership functions of the output variable "MSSc2" 
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0 if MSSc2 <0 OR MSSc2 > 0.25 
aTR(MSSc2) = MSSc2-0 if 0< MSSc2 < 0.125 
(4.19) 
0.125-0 
0.25-MSSc2 if 0.125 < MSSc2 < 0.25 0.25-0.125 
0 if MSSc2 < 0.25 OR MSSc2 > 0.6 
CYpR(MSSc2) = MSSc2-0.25 if 0.25 < MSSc2 < 0.375 (4.20) 0.375-0.25 
0.5-MSSc2 if 0.375 < MSSc2 < 0.5 0.5-0.375 
0 if MSSc2 < 0.5 OR MSSc2 > 0.75 
CYp, 9(MSSc2) = 
MSSc2-0.5 if 0.5 < MSSc2 < 0.625 (4.21) 0.625-0.5 
0.75-MSSc2 if 0.625 < MSSc2 < 0.75 0.75-0.625 
0 if MSSc2 < 0.75 OR MSSc2 > 1.0 
CYTA(MSSc2) = 
MSSc2-0.75 if 0.75 < MSSc2 < 0.875 (4.22) 0.875-0.75 
1.0-MSSc2 if 0.875 < MSSc2 < 1.0 1.0-0.875 
Five important defuzzification methods are used extensively in the design of FL based 
systems. These methods are the Centroid of Area (CoA), Bisector of Area (BoA), Mean 
of Maximum (MOM), Smallest of Maximum (SOM), and Largest of Maximum (LOM). 
Figure 4.24 shows the five methods. 
The CoA method has been used in our study because it has several advantages over 
the other methods. These advantages include a) it is the most accurate method, b) it is 
the most widely used, c) it does not disregard the shape of the fuzzy set as the Maximum 
methods, and d) it does not suffer from ambiguity and can work in any situation because 
it usually has a defined state. 
The main disadvantage of the CoA method is the high computational complexity. 
The computational complexity of this method is reduced using the simple used out- 
put membership functions. The CoA defuzzification technique can be expressed as in 
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equation 4.23. 
XCentroid =äx* ax 
dx (4.23) 
b ax 
4.6 The MCDM Component 
The MCDM system has to rank the considered alternatives according to their attrac- 
tiveness. The MCDM system aims to a) achieve the highest number for satisfied users, 
b) achieve the highest number of users who get better quality, and c) save the resources 
of high cost networks by increasing the usage of low cost network. Two alternatives are 
considered by the MCDM, the first one is a WWAN network and the second one is a 
WLAN network. 
The input criteria of the MCDM are the MSS, RSS, ST, and PRICE. The SMART 
decision making tool described on subsection 2.5.2 is used. The SMART employs a rela- 
tively uncomplicated and straightforward manipulation method, which makes it stronger 
and easier to use in a hybrid and more complex models such as the developed one in this 
study. With the aid of both FL and GA, SMART has all the capabilities required to 
address the specific considerations that are involved in the ANS decision making process. 
SMART can be quickly and easily understood by inexperienced decision makers. How- 
ever, to get better understanding and deeper insights into the selection decision making, 
other advanced MCDM method has been used in the next chapter. 
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Figure 4.24: The main defuzzification methods 
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parallel FL systems in the first component (i. e. "RSSI, "RSSc2i "MSSci, "MSSc2i 
"STci, "STc2i "PRcl, and "PR, 2). It is worth noting that, since all the outputs of 
the FL systems are in the range [0,1], there is not any need to scale the scores of 
the alternatives against the criteria, which is a big enhancement over the traditional 
SMART tool. Equation 4.24 shows the alternatives performance scores matrix "Alts" 





PR, I PRc2 
STc1 STc2 
The criteria weights matrix CW is shown in equation 4.25. 
cw =(W. W, ü w vv. 
) (4.25) 
W, is the assigned weight for the RSS criterion, W is the assigned weight for the MSS 
criterion, Wt is the assigned weight for the ST criterion, and Wu is the assigned weight 
for the PRICE criterion. The criteria weights can be real or integer numbers. For real- 
value weights, it should be between [0,1] and it could be subject to the constraint stated 
in equation 4.26. 
W8+W,, +wt +wu =1 (4.26) 
For integer-value weights, it should be between [0,100] and it could be subject to the 
constraint stated in equation 4.27. 
W, +W, +wt +Wu=loo. (4.27) 
The weights can be assigned manually according to the experience of the decision makers 
about the importance of each criterion. The weights also can be assigned using an 
optimization method. Both method have been used and compared in our study. 
The ranking value (i. e. the total score) of WWAN network XWAN and the ranking 
value of WLAN network XLAN are calculated according to equations 4.28 and 4.29 
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respectively. 
RSS1*We+MSSci*Wv+STj*Wt+PRc XWAN - TW 
i*Wu (4.28) 
XLAN = 
RSSc2 * Ws + MSSc2 * W + STc2 * Wt + PRc2 * W. (4.29) 
TW 
where TW is the total weight and is calculated using equation 4.30. 
TW =W+W, +Wt +W,, (4.30) 
4.7 Illustrative Numerical Examples 
This section illustrates the developed operator ANS algorithm by giving some numerical 
examples for real cases. Let's assume three users {user "A", user "B", and user "C"}. 
User "A" has a mobile terminal that has two radio interfaces for both UMTS and 
IEEE802.11g WLAN networks. While "A" is walking at a speed of 5 km/hr, he is 
trying to access the Internet to check his email. User "A" prefers to get the services at 
as low a price as possible. The measured received signals from UMTS and WLAN are 
-91 and -78 dBm respectively. 
User "B" has a laptop with suitable interfaces for IEEE 
802.16 WiMAX and IEEE802.11g WLAN. While "B" is sitting in his house, he is trying 
to watch some online TV channels through the Internet. The measured received signals 
from WiMAX and WLAN are -80 and -85 dBm respectively. User "C" is running at a 
speed of 11 km/hr, while he is trying to make a voice call using his mobile terminal that 
could support both cdmaOne (i. e. IS-95a) and GSM networks. User "C" is on a macro 
cdmeOne cell and a micro GSM cell. The measured received signals from cdmaOne and 
GSM networks at the mobile terminal interface are -83 and -82 dBm respectively. Both 
users "B" and "C" are waiting for the best quality available at any price. 
The first step is the pre-processing stage (i. e. ANS initiation phase), where the 
suitable information required for the decision is gathered from the different sources to 
be available at the CRRM entity, where the OSA resides. The "RSSI" and "RSS2" 
values are measured at the mobile station interfaces and are sent to the CRRM entity 
(i. e. mobile-assisted network-controlled mode). In fact, the direct measured values 
for "RSSI" and "RSS2" are not used and an average value for "RSSI" and "RSS2" 
during a specific period of time is used instead of that. The "MSS" value is measured 
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Table 4.5: The collected Information from the pre-processing step 
Variables user "A" user "B" user "C" 
RSSI -91 dBm -80 dBm -83 dBm 
RSS2 -78 dBm -85 dBm -82 dBm 
MSS 5km/hr 0km/hr 11km/hr 
Price 3 7 8 
DelayReqc 800ms 400ms 200ms 
RateReqc 64kbps 400kbps 12.2kbps 
at the CRRM entity or mobile station using some mobile speed estimation methods. 
User "C" moves at a speed higher than the maximum value in the "MSS" universe 
of discourse, so it is quantized into the most correct value (i. e. 10km/hr). The delay 
and rate requirements' values depend on the type of the required service. In fact, these 
values depend on the service models adopted by the different QoS standards for the 
different types of networks. If a non-adaptive service model is used, user "A" requests 
email service, which is low bit rate with low delay propagation requirements (e. g. 64 
kbps and 800 ms respectively). The user "B" requests online TV through the Internet, 
which is high bit rate and medium propagation delay services (e. g. more than 400 kbps 
and around 400 ms). The user "C" requests voice call service, which is low bit rate 
and strict delay requirements (e. g. 12.2 kbps and 200 ms respectively). The user can 
specify his/her preferred price using a ten-degrees scale in his/her mobile station and 
send it to the CRRM entity or it can be retrieved from a pre-existing database in the 
CRRM entity. Users "A", "B" and "C" "Price" values are assumed to be 3,7 and 8 
respectively. Table 4.5 summarizes the collected information and measurements in the 
pre-processing step. 
The second step is applying the collected information into the FL parallel systems in- 
puts to get the initial preference score for each alternative with respect to each criterion. 
Figure 4.25 shows the values of both "RSSSI" and "RSSS2" for user "A". The figure 
shows that the values of both "RSScl" and "RSSc2" are 0.625 and 0.625 respectively. 
By applying the values of the "RSSI" and "RSS2" for user "B" and user "C", we have 
got 0.875 and 0.625 for user "B" and 0.733 and 0.625 for user "C" "RSS 1" and "RSSc2" 
values. 
Figure 4.26 shows the values of both "MSS,, " and "MSSc2" for user "A". The figure 
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Figure 4.25: "I? SSci" arnd "13SS(. 2" values for user ,: A" 
shows that the values of both "Al SS. i" and "A$ Sc2" are O. G25 and 0.625 respectively. 
By applying the value of the "A/SS., for riser "I3" and user "C", we have of 0.125 and 
0.875 for user "B" and 0.875 and 0.125 for user "C" "Al SSci" and 'Al "SSea" values. 
Figure 4.27 shows the values of both "ST,., " and "ST-2" for user "A". The figure 
shows that the values of both "ST,., " and "STT. 2" are 0.375 and 0.875 respectively. By 
applying the value of the input, variables for user "B" and user "C", we have got 0.375 
and 0.625 for user -13- and 0.875 and 0.375 for user "C" "ST,., " and "ST. 2" values. 
Figure 4.28 shows the values of bot, li "PR, i" and for user "A". The figure 
shows that the values of both "FRei " and "Y13,2" are 0.354 and 0.761 respectively. By 
applying the value of' the inlntt variable for user "B" and user "C", we have got 0.761 
and 0.354 for user "B" and 0.875 and 0.125 for user "C" "PR, -1" and 
"P/H2. ", " values. 
The total ranking values for both networks are calculated accorºliººg to equations 4.28 
and 4.29. If all criteria have the same importance, then W111V,, =U= IV1 , =1. 
For 
riser "A" a. = 0.495 and XLA, v = 0.7215 Tor user "B" . 
lºvnN =0.43225 and X1.: j. v= 
0.62. For user "C" XV AN = 0.84 and XLAN = 0.3125.13atied on the ranking values, the 
ººwst, attractive network is selected for each user. 
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4.8 Discussion 
A novel generic operator terminal-assisted network-controlled ANS ailt; orithu t that is 
hase(I on the developed framework in chapter 3 has been built, in this chapter. The 
(leveloped algoritlun works on an IIWN that contains co-existed WWAN and WLAN 
networks. It uses parallel FL and SMART MCDM tool. Four important ANS criteria 
have been considered. The considered criteria include the received signal strength, the 
mobile station speed, the service type and the preferred price by user. The developed 
algorithm can be tailored to specific wireless standards inch as UNITS, ISM, HSDPA, 
GYIIS. IEEE802.16x, IEEE802.15x, and IEEE802.1lx. 
Several considerations have to be taken into account when designing and imple- 
menting the FL systems to achieve simple and robust design. The hollowing is it set 
of considerations that have been taken into account while we were developing our four 
parallel FL systems. 
9 The universes of discourses definitions make stare that, the universes are not too 
small. so the input will not be off the scale. 'I'hcy also make sure that the universes 
are not too wide, so the Membership Functions (h1Fs) in both left and right will 
not affect the overall system l)erforimince , hen trying to capture the rare extreme 
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input values. 
" The usage of simple and easy to compute MFs for the inputs and outputs. Mainly, 
the triangular or trapezoidal shaped MFs are used. 
" The usage of significant overlapping between MFs to ensure robust inference and 
usually defined output state. 
" The relationships between the inputs and the outputs in the inference rules are 
mainly based on intuitive understanding and considerations and should consider 
carefully the ANS goals and desirable features. 
" The maximum number of inference rules has been used to ensure that all kinds 
of situations of system behaviour are taken into consideration. The consistency 
of the rules has also been considered, which means that the rule base does not 
contain any contradiction. 
" The CoA method has been used for defuzzification because it is the most accurate 
and widely used method. In addition, it does not suffer from ambiguity and can 
work in any situation because it usually has a defined state. 
The SMART MCDM tool has been chosen and used. The SMART employs a rela- 
tively uncomplicated and straightforward manipulation method, which makes it stronger 
and easier to use in a hybrid and more complex models such as the developed one in 
this study. It is highly recommended to use such simple methods when more number of 
RATs or criteria are added. 
The developed algorithm in this chapter considers only the co-existence of two types 
of networks (i. e. WWAN and WLAN). More complicated situation where more RATs 
are existed need to be investigated in order to test the scalability of the ANS solving 
framework. In the next chapter, a new operator ANS algorithm that considers the 
coexistence of three RATs is developed. 
To get better understanding and deeper insights into the selection decision making, 
other advanced MCDM tool has to be used. In the next chapter, the more advanced 
MCDM tool (AHP) is used. 
Although the well stated advantages of the CoA defuzzifaction method, this method 
is thought to be time consuming and computationally complex. In the next chapter and 
with the aim of achieving scalable and faster solutions, the pre-defuzzified zero-order 
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Sugeno FIS (see Appendix A) is used instead of Mamadani FIS that is used in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 5 
Combined FL and AHP MCDM for 
Operator ANS Algorithm 
Any ANS solution has to be scalable and it has to be able to handle the increased number 
of RATs with controlled complexity. This chapter presents a new and novel OSA based 
on FL and AIIP MCDM tool for a co-existing WWAN, WLAN, and WMAN. Although 
the developed algorithm in chapter 4 and the algorithm developed in the current chapter 
are both based on the same framework (that is developed in chapter 3) and are both 
based on the same four criteria addressed in the previous chapter, they have several 
different aspects. The main differences between both algorithms are summarized in the 
following points. 
" In the previous algorithm, the number of RATs is only two (i. e. WWAN and 
WLAN). The number of RATs in the current algorithm is three (i. e. WWAN, 
WLAN, and WMAN). By increasing the number of RATs, the scalability of the 
developed framework is tested. 
. In the previous algorithm, the simple SMART MCDM tool has been used. In the 
current algorithm, the more advanced AHP MCDM is used. The usage of AIIP can 
bring better understanding and deeper insight into the selection decision making. 
" The zero-order Sugeno FIS [130,127] (see Appendix A) is used instead of the Ma- 
madani FIS. The aim of using Sugeno FIS is to reduce the increased complexity of 
the inference system due to the increased number of RATs, which allows a more 
scalable solution. 
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This chapter consists of three main sections. In the first section, the FL component 
is described and the differences with the FL component in the previous chapter are 
highlighted. The second section presents the details of AHP usage in the ANS solution. 
The third section illustrates the developed solution by means of numerical examples. 
Figure 5.1 shows the new solution. 
5.1 The FL Component 
Like the OSA that is developed in chapter 4, the current OSA contains four parallel FL 
based systems (i. e. RSS, MSS, ST, and PRc systems). The four parallel FL systems 
are described in this section. The used membership functions for the input variables are 
the same membership functions used in the previous OSA, so they will not be described 
again in this chapter. However, due to the increased number of RATs, the number and 
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Figure 5.1: ANS OSA for co-existed WWAN, WMAN, and WLAN 
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type of rules and the control surfaces of the output variables are different. In addition, 
the used inference system is Sugeno based rather than Mamadani based. 
5.1.1 The RSS FL based Systems 
To design the RSS system, the received signals' strengths from the three RATs have to 
be considered. The system has three input variables RSSI, RSS2, and RSS3. It has 
three output variables RSS 1, RSSc2, and RSS . Each input variable describes the 
received signal strength from one RAT and each output variable describes the initial 
preference score for one RAT according to the RSS criterion. Figure 5.2 shows the RSS 
FL system. 
The FL system in Figure 5.2 has one clear and considerable problem, which is the 
big number of inference rules that makes the system more complicated to be built and 
non-scalable for more RATs. The system could have up to 27 complex inference rules. 
Table 5.1 shows our first attempt to build the inference rules for this system using the 
maximum number of fuzzy inference rules. 
The table shows the large number of complex inference rules, where the antecedents 
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Figure 5.2: The RSS FL system 
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Table 5.1: The infe 
system 
rence ru les of th e multi- input multi output RSS F L based 
Rule No. RSSI RSS2 RSS3 RSS j RSSc2 RSSc3 
1 H H H TA TA TA 
2 H H M TA TA PA 
3 H M L TA PA PR 
4 M M H PA TA TA 
5 M L M PA TR PA 
6 H M M TA PA PA 
7 L L H TR TR TA 
8 L H M PR PA PA 
9 L M L TR PA TR 
10 H M H TA PA TA 
11 H L M TA TR PA 
12 H L L TA TR TR 
13 M H H PA TA TA 
14 M H M PA TA PA 
15 M M L PA PA TR 
16 L M H PR TA TA 
17 L L M TR TR PA 
18 L L L TR TR TR 
19 H L H TA TR TA 
20 L H L TR TA TR 
21 H H L TA PR PR 
22 M M H PA TA TA 
23 M L M PA PA PA 
24 M L L PA TR TR 
25 L H II TR TA TA 
26 L M M TR PA PA 
27 M M M PA PA PA 
with more RATs. To reduce the complexity involved with the developed RSS FL system 
when the number of RATs is increased, the system is divided into three Single-Input 
Single-Output (SISO) systems. Each system has only one input variable and only one 
output variable. Each system is dedicated for one RAT. 
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Figure 5.3 shows the SISO RSS system for the WWAN network (named as RSSc31) 
as an example. The other two SISO RSS systems for the WLAN and WMAN networks 
(named as RSSc32 and RSSc33) have similar structures. 
RSSc31 
~ý` 




System RSSc31: I Inputs, i outputs, 3 rules 
Figure 5.3: The RSSc31 single input single output FL system 
RSSc31 FL system has only three very simple rules, where the antecedent and con- 
sequent of each rule contains only one variable. The rules have been built with the 
aim of assigning the users to the network with the stronger signal. Therefore, when the 
value of the input variable is increased, the value of the output variable is increased 
too. Table 5.2 shows the rules of the RSSc31 FL system as an example. For example, 
the second inference rule can be read as "If the received signal from WWAN network is 
medium, the WWAN has equal probability to be selected or to be rejected". 
Table 5.2: The inference rules of the RSSc31 FL based system 
Rule No. I RSS1 I RSS j 
1 1L ITR 
2M EP 
13 1H ITA 
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Figure 5.4 shows the control surface for the output variables RSSSi as an example. 
The figure shows the expected behaviour from the RSS l system, where the value of 
RSSc1 is becoming higher when the received signal from the WWAN is going stronger. 
Appropriate behaviours are also achieved by RSSc2 and RSSc3. 
Each output variable (i. e. RSSc1, RSSc2 or RSSc3) has five constant membership 
functions {Totally Reject (TR), Probability Reject (PR), Equal Probability (EP), Prob- 
ability Accept (PA), Totally Accept (TA)}. TR indicates that the current RAT has to 
be totally rejected according to the RSS criterion. PR indicates that the current RAT 
has to be rejected with high probability according to the same criterion. EP indicates 
that the current RAT has an equal chance to be selected or rejected for the user. PA 
indicates that the current RAT has to be accepted with high probability. TR indicates 
that the current RAT has to be totally accepted according to the RSS criterion. All the 
output membership functions are represented using single spike (i. e. singleton) rather 
than a distributed fuzzy set. It can be thought of as a pre-defuzzified fuzzy set and 
it greatly simplifies the computation required by the more general Mamdani method, 












Figure 5.4: The control surface of the variable RSS j 
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5.1.2 The MSS FL based System 
Figure 5.5 shows the MSS FL system. The system has one input variable MSS to 
describe the mobile station speed. MSS has the same universe of discourse and mem- 
bership functions mentioned in the previous chapter. The system also has three output 
variables, namely MSSI, MSSc2, and MSS , 3. Each output variable describes one RAT 









System MSS3 I ftds, 3 outputs, 3 tubs 
Figure 5.5: The MSS FL system 
The MSS system has only three inference rules. They have been designed with the 
aim to assign the user with high speed to the RAT with a larger coverage area and to 
assign the user with low speed to the smaller coverage area RAT. For example, the second 
inference rule can be read as "If the mobile station speed is medium, the probability 
accept the WWAN, probability reject the WLAN and totally accept the WMAN". 
Table 5.3: The inference rules of the MSS FL based system 
Rule No. MSS MSS,, MSSc2 MSS 
1 L TR TA PR 
2 M PA PR TA 
3 11 TA TR PR 
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Figure 5.6 shows the control surface for the output variable MSS j. The figure 
shows that the chance of selecting the WWAN network increases (i. e. MSS j increases), 
when the value of MSS increases because WWAN is a large-area coverage network. 
Appropriate behaviours are also achieved by MSSc2 and MSSc3. MSSc2 decreases 
when the value of MSS increases because the WLAN is a small-area coverage network. 
MSS increases when the value of MSS increases until a specific point where MSS 











Figure 5.6: The control surface of the variable MSS j 
Each output variable has five constant membership functions {Totally Reject (TR), 
Probability Reject (PR), Equal Probability (EP), Probability Accept (PA), Totally Ac- 
cept (TA)}. TR indicates that the current RAT has to be totally rejected according 
to the MSS criterion. PR indicates that the current RAT has to be rejected with high 
probability according to the MSS criterion. EP indicates that the current RAT has an 
equal chance to be selected or rejected for the user according the MSS criterion. PA 
indicates that the current RAT has to be accepted with high probability according to the 
MSS criterion. TR indicates that the current RAT has to be totally accepted according 
to the MSS criterion. Again, singleton membership functions are used for the output 
variables. 
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5.1.3 The ST FL based System 
Figure 5.7 shows the ST FL system. The system has two input variables, DelayReqc 
and RateRegc, to describe the one-way propagation delay and bit rate requirements re- 
spectively. Both variables have the same universe of discourse and membership functions 
mentioned in the previous algorithm that has been developed in chapter 4. Also, the 
system has three output variables, namely STI, STc2i and STS. Each variable describes 
the network score against the ST criterion. 
The ST FL based system has nine rules as shown in table 5.4. The inference rules of 
the ST system are designed to assign the service requests with strict delay propagation 
time and low bite rate requirements to the WWAN networks, to assign the service re- 
quests with low propagation delay and high bit rate requirements to the WLAN network, 
and to assign the services with medium propagation delay and bit rate requirements to 
the WMAN network. For example, the fifth inference rule can be read as "If the delay 
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System ST3: 2 Inpus, 3 outputs, 9 rules 
Figure 5.7: The ST FL system 
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Table 5.4: The inference rules of the ST FL based system 
Rule No. DelayReqc RateReqc ST j STc2 STc3 
1 H L TA TR PR 
2 H M PA PR PA 
3 H H PA PA PA 
4 M L PA PR PA 
5 M M PA PA PA 
6 M H PR PA PA 
7 L L PA PA PA 
8 L M TR TA TA 
9 L H TR TA PA 
Figure 5.8 shows that by decreasing the value of "DelayRegc" or the value of 
"RateRegc", the chance of selecting the WWAN network increases (i. e. ST j increases). 
If both variables decrease together, the chance of selecting the WWAN network becomes 
higher. Appropriate behaviours are also achieved by STc2 and STc3. 
One important advantage to notice in the current surfaces over the same variables' 
surfaces in the previous algorithm (that has been developed in chapter 4) is the usage of 
the full range of the output variable (from 0 to 1). This advantage is due to the usage 
of the Sugeno type, which can bring the output variables to extremist values. 
The membership functions of the output variables have the same structure and values 
used in the RSS31 and MSS systems. Five membership function are used {TR, PR, EP, 
PA, TA} to reflect the degree of RAT attractiveness according to the ST criterion. 
5.1.4 The PRc FL based System 
Figure 5.9 shows the PRc FL system. PRc system has only one input variable "Price" 
to describe the user preferred price. The system has three output variables PR,,,, PRc2i 
and PRc3. 
Table 5.5 shows the three simple inference rules of the PRe FL based system. The 
PRc FL inference rules are designed so the users with a low-price target are assigned 
to the WLAN because of its low cost. The users with high price target are assigned to 
WWAN, which usually costs more. The users with a medium price target are assigned 
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Figure 5.8: The control surface of the ST j 
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System PR3 1 inputs, 3 outputs, 3 rules 
Figure 5.9: The PRc system 
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Table 5.5: The inference rules of the PRe FL based system 
Rule No. Price PRci PIIcz PRc3 
1 L TR TA PR 
2 Ni PA P11 TA 
3 II TA T11 PA 
value), the chance of the user being assigned to the WWVAN is becoming higher (i. c. 
PR, 1 increase). This behaviour reflects the requirements of the PRc FL systern, where 
the operator needs to assign the less import ant users to the lower cost network and 
the more important users to the higher cost, network. Appropriate behaviours are also 
achieved by PRc2 and Y11,; 3. PR(-2 increases when the value of "Price" decreases, 
because the WLAN is a low cost network. PR increases when the value of Price 
increases until a specific point where Price becomes very high, then the Pi? (; starts 
decreasing. 
Figure 5.10: TIw control surface of the I'II(ý 
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5.2 The MCDM Component 
The MCDM system has to rank the considered alternatives according to their attractive- 
ness. The MCDM system aims to a) achieve the highest number for satisfied users, b) 
achieve the highest number of the users who get better quality, and c) save the resources 
of high cost networks by increasing the usage of low cost networks. The MCDM has 
three alternatives to consider, the first one is a WWAN network, the second one is a 
WLAN network and the third one is a WMAN network. The input criteria of the MCDM 
are the RSS, MSS, ST, and PRICE. The AHP decision making tool that is described 
in subsection 2.5.2 is used. AHP allows the complex problems with many criteria and 
alternatives to be solved through decomposition. It allows the different aspects of the 
problem to be examined in detail and its true and relative importance to be established. 
AHP has a hierarchical structure, which provides a simple visualization for the problem. 
The steps of applying AHP to the ANS problem are described as follows: 
Stepl: The pairwise comparison of criteria: the criteria pairwise weight compari- 
son matrix PWW is described as in equation 5.1. 
(w11 W12 W13 W14 
W21 w22 w23 w24 
PWW - (5.1) 
TV31 W32 W33 W34 
W41 W42 W43 W44 
WWj is the pairwise comparison weight that reflects the relative importance of criterion 
i with respect to the criterion j. If i=j then WWj=1, otherwise 
Wii = 1/Wii (5.2) 
In equation 5.1, Wlj is the pairwise comparison weight between the RSS criterion and 
the MSS, ST, and PRICE criteria. W2 is the pairwise comparison weight between the 
MSS criterion and the RSS, ST, and PRICE criteria. W33 is the pairwise comparison 
weight between the ST criterion and the RSS, MSS, and PRICE criteria. W4j is the 
pairwise comparison weight between the PRICE criterion and the RSS, MSS, and ST 
criteria. 
Wig could be any number between 1 and 9. Wj =1 indicates equal importance or 
preference. Wij =3 indicates moderate importance or preference of one over another. 
W; f=5 indicates strong or essential importance or preference. Wtj =7 indicates very 
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strong or demonstrated importance or preference. Wzj =9 indicates extreme importance 
or preference. 
Step2: calculating the criteria priority vector or the normalized criteria 
weights: to calculate the Normalized Criteria Weights (NCW), the Geometric Mean 
(GM) is used. GM is less affected by extreme values than the arithmetic mean. In 
general, the geometric mean is the nth root of the product of the n pairwise comparison 
weights of the criteria. In our case, it is the 4th root of the product of the 4 pairwise 
comparison weights of the criteria. In general, the geometric mean of the i criterion 
weight GMz is calculated as in equation 5.3 
GM1= ' IIj=1W; (5.3) 
For example, the geometric mean of the RSS criterion weight GMRSS is calculated as 
shown in equation 5.4. 
GMRSS =' Wl l' W12 ' VI13 ' W14 (5.4) 
After calculating the geometric mean, the normalized weights of the different criteria 
NCW are calculated. In general, the normalized weight of the i criterion NCW is 
calculated by dividing its geometric mean GMB by the sum of the geometric means of 




The normalized weights for the RSS, MSS, ST, and PRICE criteria are calculated as 
shown in equations 5.6,5.7,5.8, and 5.9 respectively. 
NCW GMRss 5) Rss = GMRSS + GMMSS + GMST + GMPRJCE .6 
NCWMSS = 
GMMss 
(5.7) GMRSS + GMMSS + GMST + GMPRICE 
NCWST - 
GMST 
GMRss + GMMSS + GMST + GMPRICE 
(5.8) 




GMRSS + GMMSS + GMST + GMPRICE 







Step 3: pairwise comparison of alternatives with respect to criteria: three 
alternatives WWAN, WMAN, and WLAN are considered. Arrays of dimensions 3X3 are 
used to represent the pairwise comparison matrices of alternatives' scores with respect 
to the different criteria. Equation 5.11 shows a general pairwise comparison matrix of 
alternatives' scores with respect to one criterion PWS. 
S11 S12 S13 
PW S= S21 S22 S23 (5.11) 
S31 S32 S33 
SS; is the pairwise comparison of the i and j alternatives' scores with respect to one 
criterion. For the RSS criterion, it is calculated according to equation 5.12. 
,. Sij = RSSc; /RSSc3 (5.12) 
The pairwise comparison of alternatives' scores with respect to MSS criterion mSij is 
calculated according to equation 5.13 
mSij = MSSci/MSSc; (5.13 
The pairwise comparison of alternatives' scores with respect to ST criterion Si; is cal- 
culated according to equation 5.14 
sSzj = STci/STcf (5.14) 
The pairwise comparison of alternatives' scores with respect to PRICE criterion pSij is 
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calculated according to equation 5.15 
pS; j = PRcti/PRc3. (5.15) 
Step4: calculating the normalized alternative score with respect to criteria: 
to calculate the normalized alternative score, again, the geometric mean is used. The 
geometric mean for the normalized alternative score is the 3rd root of the product of the 
3 pairwise scores of the alternative. In general, the geometric mean of the i alternative's 
score with respect to one criterion j is calculated as shown in equation 5.16 
GM; =3 IIj_1S; j (5.16) 
For example, the geometric mean of the WWAN score with respect to criterion j, 
jGMWWAN, is calculated as shown in equation 5.17 
jGMWWAN =3 SI1 ' S12' S13 (5.17) 
Then, the normalized score of the i alternative NS; with respect to one criterion j is 
calculated by dividing its geometric mean by the sum of the geometric means of all the 
alternatives as in equation 5.18 
NSa = 
GM, 
' II, 3_1GM, (5.18) 
For example, the normalized weights for the WWAN, WMAN, and WLAN alterna- 
tives with respect to the RSS criterion are calculated as shown in equations 5.19,5.20, 
and 5.21 respectively. 
, 
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The matrix of the normalized alternatives' scores with respect the RSS criterion 






Step5: calculating the alternatives total scores and identifying the preferred 
alternative: to identify the preferred alternative, every normalized alternative score 
with respect to criterion i is multiplied by the corresponding normalized weight of cri- 
terion i (i. e. NCWW) and the results for each alternative with respect to the different 
criteria are summed. The preferred alternative is the one that has the highest total score 
ATS. The total score for alternative i ATS; is calculated according to equation 5.23. 
4 
ATS _> NCWi " NS; j (5.23) 
NCWW is the normalized weight of the criteria i. NS;; is the normalized score of alter- 
native j with respect to criteria i. 
5.3 Illustrative Numerical Examples 
This section illustrates the developed algorithm by giving some numerical examples for 
real cases. Let's assume three users {user "A", user "B", and user T"}. User "A" has 
a mobile terminal that has three radio interfaces for UMTS, IEEE 802.11g WLAN, and 
IEEE 802.16 WMAN networks. While "A" is walking at a speed of 5 km/hr, he is trying 
to access the Internet to check his email. User "A" prefers to get the services at as low 
a price as possible. The measured received signals from UMTS, WLAN, and WMAN 
are -91, -70 and -91 dB respectively. User "B" has a laptop that has the suitable radio 
interfaces for DVB-H, IEEE802.11g WLAN, and IEEE 802.16 WiMAX. While "B" is 
sitting in his house, he is trying to watch some online TV channels through the Internet. 
The measured received signals from DVB-H, WLAN, and WiMAX are -80, -85 and -100 
dB respectively. User "C" is running at speed of 7 km/hr, while he is trying to make 
a voice call using his mobile terminal that could support cdmaOne (i. e. IS-95a), GSM 
and IEEE 802.11g networks. User "C" is on a micro GSM cell and a macro cdmeOne 
cell. The measured received signals from cdmaOne, IEEE802.11g, and GSM networks 
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at the mobile terminal interface are -83, -82, and -100 dB respectively. Both users "B" 
and "C" are waiting for the best quality at any price. 
The first step is the pre-processing stage (i. e. ANS initiation phase) where the 
suitable information required for the selection decision is gathered from the different 
sources to be available at the CRRM entity, where the developed OSA resides. The 
RSSI, RSS2, and RSS3 values are measured at the mobile station interfaces and are 
sent to the CRRM entity. Practically, the averages of these variables that are taken 
during a specific period of time are used instead of the instance values. The MSS value 
is measured at the CRRM entity or mobile station using some mobile speed estimation 
methods. The delay and rate requirements' values depend on the type of the required 
service as mentioned on section 4.7. The same values used on 4.7 for the delay and 
rate requirements are used in this section. Users "A", "B" and "C" values for Price 
variables are assumed to be 3,7 and 8 respectively. Table 5.6 summarizes the collected 
information and measurement in the pre-processing step. 
Table 5.6: The collected Information from the pre-processing stage 
Variable User "A" User "B" User "C" 
RSSI -91 dB -80 dB -83 dB 
RSS2 -78 dB -85 dB -82 dB 
RSS3 -91dB -100 dB -100dB 
MSS 5km/hr 0km/hr Tkm/hr 
Price 3 7 8 
DelayReqc 800ms 400ms 200ms 
RateReqc 64kbps 400kbps 12.2kbps 
The second step is applying the collected information into the FL parallel systems 
inputs to get the initial score for each alternative with respect to each criterion. Fig- 
ures 5.11,5.12, and 5.13 show the values of RSS 1, RSSc2 and RSSc3 for user "A". 
The figures show that the value of both RSS,, I, RSSc2 and RSSc3 are 0.5,0.5 and 0.5 
respectively. By applying the values of the RSS1, RSS2 and RSS3 for user "B" and 
user "C", we have got 1,0.5, and 0.05 for user "B" and 0.7,0.5 and 0.05 for user "C" 
RSSSI, RSSc2 and RSSa values. 
Figure 5.14 shows the values of MSSI, MSSc2 and MSS for user "A" . The figure 
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shows that, the values of MSS1, MSSC2 and 111 SSC3 are 0.5,0.5 and 0.75 respectively. 
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Figure 5.15 shows the values of ST 1, STci2 and STT3 for user "A". The figure shows 
that the values of ST,,,, STT2 and ST, -3 are 
0.75,1 and 0.75 respectively. B applying 
the values of the Input variables for user "B" and user "C", we have got 0.25,0.75 and 
0.5 for user "B" and 1,0.25 and 0.5 for user "C" 51;.,, ST(. 2 and ST(.; j vaaln('s. 
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Figure 5.16 shows the values of PH, 1 , 
f'R,: * a"(1 P1? (. 3 
for user "A"". The figure 
shows that the values of t'R,. i, /'R,. z and IR(.: are 0.136,0.893 and 0.607 resp& Lively. 
By applying the value of the Input variable for user "13" and nisei "C"'. we have got. 
0.679,0.161 and 0.893 for user "B" 1,0.25 and 1 for user "C" 
values. 
The total ranking values for the three networks are ealenl. a, ted according to the steps 
that are ºneiºtiuned iii the previous section. If all criteria have the same inºport, ance, then 
all weights' values in the PWVW ºnatrix in equation 5.1 are equal to 1. 'I'll(, geoiiwt ric 
means of the criteria weights GAIkss, G'MAI, ss, Gll15ý,,,, C; III1,1r1cf; are (ºº1ºn1<ºteº1 as 
follows. 
Glllrr. 5s = ý%W'>> ti 12 ý'ýýýs ýt%ý_ý _ý]111=1 (5.24) 
GMISs =a Wzi " 1'22 ''V23 " 24 _1111=1 (5.25) 
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(5.26) 
(5.27) 
The normalized weights for the RSS, TASS, ST, and I'll ICE criteria NCIb'AISS, 
NC1'Vs, j . acid 
NCWj, flJ(/ are calculated as follows 
NCLVI? ss = 
Gý1Rss 
= 1/. 1 (5.28) GAII? ss + GMniss + CAlST + CMJ'IRICF 
NCW7ss = 
G11 MSS 
ý. ý1 =1 
/A (5.29) 
1? ss+GlNSS+GAIs7, +GAlpHIC 
NG Wsl, _=1 /4 (5.30) GAII? ss + Glllh, ss + GMs-1, + 
G. ýIfýýricýH" 
(5.31) NCWPR ICE _= IM G119rrss + GA1niss + GMST + GM///(j 
The pairwise comparison matrix of the alternatives' scores wit ii respect to R SS criterion 
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for user "A" is shown as follows: 
f RSSc1/RSSc1 RSSc1/RSSc2 RSSc1/RSSc3 1 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.5 PW SRSS = RSSc2/RSSc1 RSSc2/RSSc2 RSSc2/RSSc3 J=0.5/0.5 1 0.5/0.5 
RSSc3/RSScl RSSc3/RSSc2 RSSc3/RSSc3 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.5 1 
(5.32) 
The pairwise comparison matrix of alternatives' scores with respect to MSS criterion for 
user "A" is shown as follows: 
f MSSc1/MSSc1 MSScl/MSSc2 MSSc1/MSSc3 1 0.5/0.5 0.5/0.75 
PW SMSS = MSSc2/MSSc1 MSSc2/MSSc2 MSSc2/MSSc3 = 0.5/0.5 1 0.5/0.75 
MSSc3/MSSc1 MSSc3/MSSc2 MSSc3/MSSc3 0.75/0.5 0.75/0.5 1 
(5.33) 
The pairwise comparison matrix of alternatives' scores with respect to ST criterion for 
user "A" is shown as follows: 
STcl/STcl STc1/STc2 STc1/STc3 1 0.75/1 0.75/0.75 
PW SST = STc2/STc1 STc2/STc2 STc2/STc3 = 1/0.75 1 1/0.75 (5.34) 
STc3/STc1 STc3/STc2 STc3/STc3 0.75/0.75 0.75/1 1 
The pairwise comparison matrix of alternatives' scores with respect to PRICE criterion 
for user "A" is shown as follows: 
PRc1/PRc1 PRc1/PRc2 PRc1/PRc3 1 0.136/0.893 0.136/0.607 
PWSPRICE = PRc2/PRc1 PRc2/PRc2 PRc2/PRc3 = 0.893/0.136 1 0.893/0.607 
PRc3/PRc1 PRc3/PRc2 PRc3/PRc3 0.607/0.136 0.607/0.893 1 
(5.35) 
The geometric means of the alternatives' weights TGMwwAN, ,. GMWLAN, and,. GMWMAN 
for user "A" with respect to RSS criterion are calculated as follows: 
rGMWWAN =3 S11 " S12 ' S13 =31.1.1 =1 (5.36) 
rGMWLAN =3 
S21 ' S22 ' S23 =31"1'1=1 (5.37) 
rGMWMAN =3 
S31 ' S32 ' S33 =31'1'1=15.38) 
The geometric mean of the alternatives' weights mGMWWAN, mGMWLAN, and mGMWMAN 
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for user "A" with respect to MSS criterion are calculated as follows: 
mG'MWWAN =3S" 
S12 . Sll3 = 3/l -1-0.50.75 = 0.8735 (5.39) 
mGMWLAN =3 S21 - 222 " S23 = 3/l -1"0.5/0.75 = 0.8735 
(5.40) 
mGMWMAN =3 Ssi " S32 " 
533 = 
yo-. 75/0.5 . 0.75/0.5.1 = 1.31 (5.41) 
The geometric mean of the alternatives' weights , GMWWAN, GMWLAN, and, GMWMAN 
for user "A" with respect to ST criterion are calculated as follows: 
eGMWWAN =3 
Sii " S12 " S13 =31.0.75.1 = 0.909 (5.42) 
, GMWLAN =3 
S21 " 222 " S23 =3 1/0.75.1.1/0.75 = 1.211 (5.43) 
SG. 
N1WMAN =3 S31 - 332 - S33 = 
3/-l " 0.55 1"1=0.909 (5.44) 
The geometric means of the alternatives' weights,, GMWWAN, , GMWLAN, and uGMWMAN 
for user "A" with respect to PRICE criterion are calculated as follows: 
UGMWWAN =3 
Sil " S12 " S13 =31.0.136/0.893.0.136/0.607 = 0.324 (5.45) 
uGMWLAN =V 
S--21 " 
_S22. S23 =VO. 893/0.136 . 1.0.893/0.607 = 2.13 (5.46) 
UGMWMAN =3 S31 " S32 - 
S33 =30.607/0.136.0.607/0.893 .1=1.447 (5.47) 
Then, the normalized score of the i alternative NS; with respect to one criterion is 
calculated by dividing its geometric mean by the sum of the geometric means of all al- 
ternatives as in equation 5.18. For RSS criterion ,. NSWWAN, rNSWLAN, and rNSWMAN 
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are calculated as follows: 
rGMWWAN = 1/3 (5.48) rNSWWAN - 
rGMWWAN +r GMWA! AN +r 
GMWLAN 
TGMWLAN - 1/3 (5.49) rNSWLAN - 
rGMWWAN 
+r GMWMAN +r GMWLAN 
(5.50) rNSWMAN - rGMWMAN 1/3 
TGMWWAN 
+r GMWMAN +r GMWLAN 
For MSS criterion,,, NSWWAN, mNS'WLAN, and .. NSWMAN are calculated as follows: 
mGn'7WWAN = 0.2857 (5.51) mNSWWAN - 
mGMWWAN 
+m GMWMAN +m GMWLAN 
mNSWLAN 
mGMWLAN 
= 0.2857 (5.52) = 
mGMWWAN 





= 0.429 (5.53) 
mGMWWAN +m 
GMWMAN +m GMWLAN 
For ST criterion NSwWAN, BNSWLAN, and , NSWMAN are calculated as follows: 
sNSWWAN - 
sGMWWAN 
= 0.3 (5.54) 
sGMWWAN +s 
GMWMAN +s GMWLAN 
SGMW LAN 
= aNSWLAN = 
8GMWWAN 






Gn'1WMAN +3 GMWLAN 
o3 (5.56) 
For PRICE criterion,, NSWWAN,, NSWLAN, and uNSWMAN are calculated as follows: 
UNSWWAN = 
uGMWWAN 
= 0.083 (5.57) 
uGMWWAN 
+u GMWMAN +u GMWLAN 
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uNSWLAN : -- UGMWLAN = 0.546 (5.58) 
UGMWWAN '+'u 
GMWMAN +u GMWLAN 
UNSWMAN = 
uGMWMAN 
= 0.371 (5.59) 
UGMWWAN +u 
GMWRIAN '+'u GMWLAN 
The total score ATSJ for alternative j is calculated according to equation 5.23. The 
total scores of the WWAN, WLAN, and WMAN for user "A" are 0.2315,0.3909, and 
0.358 respectively. According to the total score of all networks, the final ranking for user 
"A" is 1) WLAN, 2) WMAN, and 3) WWAN. The total scores and final ranking of the 
alternatives for users "B" and "C" can be carried out using the same process done for 
user "A" . 
5.4 Discussion 
A novel operator terminal-assisted network-controlled ANS algorithm that is based on 
the developed framework in chapter 3 has been built in this chapter. The developed 
algorithm works on an HWN that contains co-existed WWAN, WLAN, and WMAN 
networks. It uses parallel FL and AHP MCDM tool. 
Usually the ANS solutions are becoming more complex when new RATs are added. 
Accordingly, this chapter develops a new ANS algorithm where three RATs rather than 
two RATs are used. In fact, the solution can be expanded to deal with any number 
of RATs. The MFs of the input and output variables, the universes of discourses, 
and the linguistic variables remain the same. Howver, The inference rules have to be 
reconstructed. 
Although AHP tool is more advanced than SMART tool and can give more robust 
and deeper insights into the selection decision making, the usage of AHP method shows 
much more complex calculations than SMART tool. This should be avoided when more 
RATs and more criteria are added. However, the number and type of the mathematical 
operation is still low enough to ensure real-time process. 
One important problem that needs to be tackled in the two developed ANS algorithms 
is to find the suitable weights for the ANS criteria. The next chapter presents the usage 
of GA to find the suitable criteria weights that could achieve the objectives and goals of 
the users, operators, and QoS. 
Chapter 6 
Criteria Weights Optimization Using 
GA 
One problem that needs to be tackled is the way of assigning the criteria weights on 
the SMART and AIIP tools that are used in the operator ANS algorithms presented 
in chapters 4 and 5. Several optimization methods could be used to find out good or 
optimal values for these weights. We are not going to compare the different optimization 
methods that could be used and this is left for future work. This chapter presents the 
usage of the GA as a global heuristic search method to optimize the criteria weights in 
the SMART and AHP MCDM tools. The GA is used for finding the suitable weights 
in offline mode. GA is not used in every selection decision. It is an optional component 
where the operator can use it or not in offline mode prior to the selection process. 
Beside its advantages over all the local optimizers that are summarized in subsec- 
tion 2.5.3, our decision to use GA among the other local and global search methods was 
based on the nature of our objective functions that have several dynamic and stochas- 
tic components, where any other derivative-based optimization method cannot perform 
well. Another important issue that encouraged the selection of GA to our problem is 
the high interaction between different variables. At the end, in our study, the GA is not 
used to find an optimal solution and it is only considered as a very promising option to 
find good and acceptable solution. 
Although the GA has proven to be a very powerful tool in many areas and application, 
it can perform very poor if not suitable settings for its parameters and operators that 
are tweaked to the considered problem are chosen. To determine good GA parameters 
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and operators settings for our developed objective functions, several number of tests and 
experiments have been conducted. Based on the achieved results by the tests, the most 
suitable population size, crossover fraction, mutation rate, elitism account, selection 
function, crossover function, mutation operator for our application have been suggested. 
GA is a stochastic heuristic search algorithm, which utilizes pseudo random numbers 
during initialization, mutation, crossover, and selection. As a consequence, two runs 
are never producing the same results. Therefore, statistics are needed to evaluate the 
performance of a GA algorithm under the different operators and parameters. To do 
this properly, each test needs to be repeated for several iterations while the performance 
is recorded. The results from all the iterations are then combined by calculating the 
average (and standard deviation) for each test. Usually testing GAs includes mainly 
two issues, how far the result obtained by GA is from the benchmark results, which 
can be measured by the average best fitness value achieved. The second issue is how 
fast GA is at finding the best solution, which can be measured by the total number 
of function evaluations. Since our GA is working offline, only the average best fitness 
value achieved by the GA is used. The average best fitness and the standard deviation 
are plotted against the tested parameters or against the generations. When studying a 
parameter all the other parameters and operators are kept constant. Some expectations 
about the performance of GA with respect to the second performance metric are also 
given. 
In the following sections the main components of our GA are presented. On each 
section one component is discussed and several tests (if needed) are conducted to find 
proper setting for that component. Two functions are used for testing, ObjFun1 and 
ObjFun2. The structure and pseudo-code for these functions are presented on section 6.2. 
More functions can be tested in future work, however using the proposed two functions 
is thought to be enough due to the similar structure of the rest of the objective functions. 
6.1 The Weights Encoding 
The ANS algorithm weights Ws, W, Wt, and W,, of the SMART tool are encoded using 
real-valued numbers between 0 and 1. The length of the real-valued chromosome is 
4-real floating numbers. The ANS algorithm weights W12, W131 W141 W23, W241 W341 of 
the AHP tool are encoded using real-valued numbers between 0 and 1. The length of 
the AHP real-valued chromosome is 6-real floating numbers. The length of each floating 
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number is dependent on the internal precision and round-off used by the machine to 
define the precision of the floating numbers. The used short length of the chromosomes 
helps to speed up the GA convergence because a long one slows down the global search 
of the GA. 
In our work only the real-valued representation is used and the binary representation 
is not a considerable option, because the weights of the SMART and AHP methods 
are either integer or real in nature and converting variable values to binary numbers is 
unnecessary. In addition, after extensive comparisons between binary and real-valued 
GAs, Z. Michalewicz [1311 says 
"The conducted experiments indicate that the floating point representation 
is faster, more consistent from run to run, and provides a higher precision. " 
Moreover, the real-valued GA is usually faster than the binary GA, because there is 
no need for decoding the chromosomes prior to the evaluation of the fitness function. 
The real-valued GAs are easier and more compatible to combine or hybridize with other 
local or global optimization algorithms, since most of the optimizers use real-valued 
variables [1251. 
6.2 The Objective Functions 
In this study, different objective functions are developed to cover the different and op- 
posite objectives of the users, the QoS requirements and the operators. The developed 
objective functions for SMART and AHP tools are outlined in the following two subsec- 
tions. 
6.2.1 The SMART Tool Objective Functions 
The developed objective functions for SMART tool are outlined in the following points. 
1. The first objective is to maximize the percentage of users who are assigned to 
networks with stronger signal strength (Pq): since the solutions considers multiple 
criteria, they may assign a user to a network with weaker signal strength. Pq is 
considered as a simple indicator for performance evaluation from the QoS point of 
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view. To maximize Pq the objective function ObjFunl shown in figure 6.1 is used. 
for i 4-- 1 to Na of Users do 
Vett=, 'tfSS, 1"IV, +RSS. 1*1 ; +STi`IV#+UPt" W. 
Nett= AMSSc2 WI + RSSc2* 1Ve + ST 2 NV + UP c2* W 
If RSScl > RSSc2 tlxn 
z=netllnet2; 
else 
I z=net2/netl ; 
end 





Figure 6.1: The objective function ObjFunl 
2. The second objective is to maximize the percentage of satisfied users who are as- 
signed to a network of their preference (P,, ): since the developed solutions consider 
multiple criteria, they may assign a user to a network different from his/her origi- 
nal preference. P,, is considered appropriate for performance evaluation from the 
user point of view. To maximize P,, the objective function ObjFun2 shown in 
Figure 6.2 is used. 
for a-1to Na of Users do 
Net 1= AISS,, I'4V. + RSSC1.4V. + ST. 14 Wt + UPP1. W 
Ne12= MSS, 2'44'r + RSS, 2 It's + ST 2 4t'# + UPS' 44 










Figure 6.2: The objective function ObjFun2 
3. The third objective is to achieve higher operator benefit by saving the high cost 
network resources by increasing the usage of the low cost network resources. Po 
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is the percentage between the number of users in WLAN to the total number 
of users. Po is considered appropriate for performance evaluation from network 
operator point of view. To achieve this objective, the objective function ObjFun3 
shown in figure 6.3 is used. 
for i 4- I to No. of Users do 
N¬t1= AISSci"I6 v+ RSScl' IV' A+ STci* WYt + UPc1' I 
Nct2.. AJSSca'WYv + RSSc2* 1Va + ST2' 11"t + UPc2' Iv u 






ObjFun3=netlsel/ net2se t; 
Figure 6.3: The objective function ObjFun3 
4. The ANS problem can be considered as a multi-objective problem where the opera- 
tors need to consider more than one objective at once. To achieve a multi-objective 
optimization using GA a simple multi-objective function that can consider any 
combination of the previous objectives is used. This function evaluates each ob- 
jective for each individual and then score all dominated individuals lower than all 
non-dominated individuals. One individual dominates another if it scores lower in 
every objective function (i. e. minimization problem). This multi-objective func- 
tion is borrowed from the Matlab GA toolbox and updated as appropriate and it 
is named ObjFun4. 
6.2.2 The AHP Tool Objective Functions 
The developed objective functions used to optimize the pair-wise comparison weights 
between criteria for the AHP tool are outlined in this subsection. The equation 6.1 
shows the matrix of the pair-wise comparison weights between criteria. 
W11 W12 W13 W14 
W21 W22 W23 ß'V24 
PWC = (6.1) W31 W32 W33 TV34 
W41 W42 W43 IV44 










pro33-w31 *w 32*w 33lw (6 ); 
; pra1J=w41`w42"w43'w44 
GM1 = nthrvut(prol1,4); 
GM2 - nthmot(pro22,4); 
GM3 - nthroot(pr033,4); 
GM4 = nthwot(pro44,4); 





for t-1 to No. of Users do 
Net,   AISS t"W + RSS, t' W, + STot' W, + 
UP t" W. 
Netz= AISS4"W. + RSSif W. +ST. 2" W, + 
UP3'W. 
Net, - Af SS,, 'W. + RSS,, W. + ST . s* 14 i+ 
UP$*W. 


























p ro33=w31"w32'w 33'w(6); 
pn)S4=w41`w42'w43*w44 ; 
CM1 = nthroot(proll, 4); 
GM2 = nthroot(pro22,4); 
Ghl3 = nthroot(pro33,4); 






for i .-l to No. of Urs do 
Net, = AMSSt'1V + RSSat' Ft's + STt' Wo + 
UPi' LV. 
Nets= MMSS 2"W. + RSSsd" W. + ST<a' W. + 
UP 2. W. 
Nets= MSS s'W., + RSS4' W. + STýy' IV, + 
UI? W. 




if (UPc2onm)> UPcl (mm)) AND (UPc2(mm)> 
UPc3(nm )) then 
z-(nett+net3)/net2; 
end 








Figure 6.4: The objective functions AlHP3RATObjFun1 and 
AHP3RATObjFun2 
The weights Wll, TV22, W33, and W44 are equal to 1. For the other weights' values 
Wij = 1/W3i. Hence, the weights that need to be considered are reduced to six weights' 
values which are W12, W13, W14, W231 W24, and TV34. The same objectives stated for 
SMART tool are considered for AHP tool. The developed functions have the same idea 
and methodology of the previous SMART functions. The developed objective functions 
for AHP tool are outlined in the following points. 
1. The first objective is to maximize the percentage of users assigned to networks 
with stronger signal strength (Pa) using the objective function AIIP3RATObjFun1 
shown in the left part of figure 6.4. 
2. The second objective is to maximize the percentage of satisfied users who are as- 
signed to a network of their preference (P) using the objective function AIIP3RATObjFun2 
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shown in the right part of figure 6.4. 
3. The third objective is to achieve higher operator benefit by saving the usage of the 
high cost network resources (i. e. WWAN and WMAN). This objective is achieved 
using the objective function AHP3RATObjFun3 shown in figure 6.5. 
4. The forth function is the same simple multi-objective optimization function that 
has been considered for SMART tool and that could consider any combination of 
the above three objectives. 
The above objective functions are descriptive and not written in compact mathematical 
forms. However, the most important criteria that have been considered when designing 
the objective functions is that they perfectly represent the desired objectives. It is worth 
mentioning that the above objective functions suffer from the changing cost surface and 
non-smooth landscape due to the dynamic components (e. g. RSSSI, UPc2i etc) that 
are included and that could not be avoided in the objective functions. All the desired 
objectives are achieved by minimizing the objective functions. The global minimum 
value for the objective functions is zero in all cases. 
6.3 The Constraints 
Most optimization problems require constraints or variable bounds to deal with any 
unfeasible solutions that may appear outside the feasible solution space. For our problem 
under consideration, the constraints are needed to set upper and lower bounds on the 
different weights' values and to express the relationship between the variables. The 
number of constraints has to be as low as possible to make the search process smoother 
and more effective. 
Different types of constraints could be applied to express the conditions that should 
be satisfied by the GA solution. These types include the Linear Equalities (LE), Linear 
Inequalities (LI), Non-linear Equalities (NE), and Non-linear Inequalities (NI). 
6.3.1 SMART Weights Constraints 
The assigned weights for the SMART MCDM tool have to be positive numbers because 
negative values have no meaningful value. Any weight minimum value is set to 0.1 in 









pro22=w21 *w 22*w (4)*w (5); 
pro33=w31 *w 32*w33*w (6); 
pro44=w41*w42*w43*w44 ; 
GMl = nthroot(proll, 4); 
GM2 = nthroot(pro22,4); 
GM3 = nthroot(pro33,4); 






for i-1 to No. of Users do 
Nett= IfSSci*lVv + RSScj* 1V, + STcl* 11t + 
Dpci* IV. 
Netz= JllSSc2*lt'a + RSScz* 1179 + STcz* 11"t + 
UIcz*'ü 
Net3= AISSc3*li'v + RSSc3* Its + S7! 3* It+ 
UPc3* It u 
if (netl> net2) AND (netl> net3) then 
netlsel=netlsel+l; 
end 
if (net2> net! ) AND (net2> net3) then 
net2sel=net2sel+1; 
end 




AHP3 RATObjFun3=ne t1 sel/netsel2+ne tse l3; 
Figure 6.5: The objective function AHHP3RATObjFun3 
order to guarantee that no criterion has been totally ignored or underestimated. The 
weight maximum value is set to 1. To take the above conditions into account, the 
weights' values are subject to the two bound constrains LB and UB. Lower bounds 
LB = [0.1 0.1 0.1 0.11 and Upper bounds UB = [1 11 11. The condition of the total 
summation of the weights is not applied. 
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6.3.2 AH P Weights Constraints 
Again, the weights' values have to be positive numbers. The original AHP tool uses 
integer numbers between 0 and 9 for the pairwise weights. However, these specific 
values have not been chosen based on any theoretical foundation and they have been 
selected in this way to help the user to assign the weights in easy and user friendly 
manner. Using other values do not affect the original tool because the most important 
aspect in the AHP tool is the pairwise comparison concept regardless of the weights 
type. As a result, the real-valued representation is used. 
Important conditions that have to be considered to ensure proper working of the 
AHP tool is to a) ensure that W11, W22, W33, and W44 equal to 1 and b) ensure that 
usually the weight values W{j is usually equal to 1/Wji. Rather than using complex 
constraints to consider these conditions, these conditions are involved in the design of 
the objective functions. 
The LB constraint is used to ensure that no criterion is totally neglected or assigned 
negative value. LB = [0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1]. The UB constraint has not been applied, 
since it will complicate the cost surface. 
6.4 The Population Settings 
The uniform creation function is used to create the initial population. This function 
creates a random initial population with a uniform distribution. The initial range of 
weights is set to the range of [0.1 1]. The population size determines the size of the 
population at each generation. The population size has a significant impact on the ability 
of the GA to find an acceptable minimum. Consequently, several tests are presented here 
to find out the most suitable population size for our application. 
In figure 6.6, the lower plot shows the mean and standard deviations of the ObjFunl 
best fitness values over 20 runs, for each of the values of the population sizes 10,30,50, 
70, and 90. The upper plot shows a colour-coded display of the best fitness values in 
each run. For ObjFunl fitness function, setting population size to 30,50, or 70 yields the 
best results. However, a different setting for population size yields comparable results. 
In figure 6.7 the lower plot shows the means and standard deviations of the ObjFun2 
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Figure 6.7: The effect of population size on object iv' hin tion ()l))ii« 
best fitness values over 20 runs, for each of the values of the 1>o1)ulat io11 size,,, 10,30,50, 
70, and 90. For ObjFuii2 fitness function, settiii population sire to 30 yields. the best. 
result. However, setting the population size for it lower value yields ("oiul>; ir<ii, le rcsiuIt, s. 
It is clearly noticeable that the optiiiial I)O1>ulation size is fiepe i lcººt uºº the lit- 
ness function. There are not exact values that could be recommended for all objective 
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functions. However general recommendations can be given to set the population size. 
Increasing the population size enables the genetic algorithm to search more points and 
thereby it obtains better result. However, the larger the population size, the longer the 
genetic algorithm takes to compute each generation. 
For our objective functions and with respect to the best fitness value metric, both 
large and small population size settings can achieve comparable results, but with respect 
to the number of function evaluations, small size is much preferable. 
6.5 The Selection Function 
Three different selection functions are compared to pick up one. The first selection 
function is the Uniform selection function. Uniform function selects parents randomly 
using a uniform distribution that is based on the expectations and number of parents. 
The second selection function is the Roulette wheel selection. Roulette wheel selection 
picks a particular individual to be a parent with a probability equal to its fitness divided 
by the total fitness of the population. The third selection function is the Tournament 
selection with a tournament size equals to 4. Tournament selection picks a subset of the 
population at random (in our case 4 individuals in the subset), and then, it selects the 
member with the best fitness. The tournament repeats for every parent needed. The 
size of the subset size is called the Tournament size. 
To study the efficiency of each selection operator, several tests are carried out. In each 
test, the GA performances for one objective function using the three selection operators 
are compared. Figure 6.8 shows that the Tournament and Roulette selections achieve a 
slight better results for Objfunl function than the Uniform selection. Figure 6.9 shows 
that all the three operators achieve comparable results. 
Each of the parent selection schemes results in a different set of parents. As such, 
the composition of the next generation is different for each selection operator. However 
it is clear that there is no big difference between the best fitness values achieved by the 
different operators, which means that the type of the selection operator does not have a 
big impact on the GA work. It is very difficult to give advice on which selection operator 
works best. However, Roulette wheel and Tournament selection are de-facto standard 
and widely used for most GAs. Generally speaking that Tournament selection works 
better for larger population sizes in terms of convergence time because sorting used by 
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other selection operators becomes time-consuming for large populations. 
6.6 The Elitism Count 
Tu endue elitism, the number of individuals that are guaranteed lu suiviyv tu the next 
generation is usually set to a certain value called elitisrn count. To study the effects 
of the elitism count on the GA performance. the population size has been set to 20 
individuals and the elitism count has been increased from 0 to 20 with step size equals 
to 2. 
In Figure 6.10, the lower plot shows the means and standard deviat ions of' t is ()l, j- 
Funl best fitness values over 20 runs, for each of the values of the elft isnr count, 2, . 1,6, 
8,10,12,14,16, and 18. The upper plot shows a colour-cO(lccl disphr\ of tic hest fitIl(SS 
values in each run. For OhjFunl fitness function, setting elitism count to lower values 
yields better and fixed results and setting the elitism count to higher values, yields worse 
results. 
In Figure 6.11, the lower plot shows the means and standard ºleviaºtioººti of the O1º. j- 
Fun2 best fitness values over 20 runs, for each of the values of thee elitistu count 2,1,6, 
6,10,12,14,16, and 18. For OhjFun2 fitness function, setting (41tisin count to (s ()1.10 
vieldls the lest result. Because of the non-sinooth sind st (>ch: ºst ic Ii it 110 " of 111c oh) je(t i vc 
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function, no general recotiiinenda. tions cart be given except thr, t v('rV lUgh elite <"uuut 
should be avoided to allow more time for exploration by GA. 
Deciding how ºnany elite chromosomes to keep tºý the next. gelwrratiººu is ti Ili wlmt, 
arbitrary and highly dependent on the objective fmnct iOºº. 'hlmerc are not exact viºlues 
tlºat could 1>c reºoººººnclAccl for all objective fIIIIctiOººs. It' 11ºc (Tite frfclMII is ºIºefitU'(l to 
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values 
he the percentage of the elite count to the population size then, it, is highly reco11iliiend(51 
to set this fraction to value more than 0, because this can guarantee to suºue extent that 
the best fitness value can only decrease from one generation to time next. This is what we 
want to happen, since the genetic algorithm minimizes the objective functioll, 
elite count to a high value causes the fittest individuals to cloiººinºute the i)Ui)1tljjt iou , 111º1 
limits the crossover and mutation children, Which in s tun c; uº lead to less effective scarch 
and increase the probability of trapping by local nºiººiºu; º. IIoweVer, the smaller 11ºe Glitt 
fraction, the longer the genetic algorithm takes to compitt e eiº< Iº generaºt iou <ºui l1 he less 
efficient in terms of convergence time. 
6.7 The Crossover Function 
Fuur ciiIlcrcIit cro55uvcr operators with rliIfen, nt (It - '(F Criucl R)II ', (-t h, IV itecII 
tested. The tested crossover operator", girre the Single-point, Two-poiul,, Scattered, lind 
Heuristic operators. The Single-point crossover chooses one random crussoVer l)rriiit ,t 
he 
vector entries frone the beginning of chroniosonle to the crossover point is coflit'(I train t In» 
first parent, the rest is copied from the second parent. , irnrl concat (flat es I hcsc rut nies ter 
form the child. The Two-point crossover selects rainlouuly two raurluuº crostiuver n iiits. 
The vector eilt rii's from the beginning of chrom osom e to the first cro, tiover point iý c<rpie'I 
from the first parent, the part from the first to the secuncl crossover p(, int is copied frmll 
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the second parent and the rest is copied again from the first parent. The function then 
concatenates these entries to form the child. The Scattered crossover creates a random 
binary vector. It then selects the genes where the vector is a1 from the first parent, 
and the genes where the vector is a0 from the second parent, and combines the genes 
to form the child. The Heuristic crossover uses the fitness values of the two parent 
chromosomes to determine the direction of the search. It creates children that lie on the 
line containing the two parents, a small distance away from the parent with the better 
fitness value in the direction away from the parent with the worse fitness value. 
The crossover fraction is used to specify the fraction of the next generation that is 
produced by crossover. The remaining individuals, other than elite individuals, in the 
next generation are produced by mutation. A crossover fraction of 1 means that all 
children other than elite individuals are crossover children, while a crossover fraction of 
0 means that all children are mutation children. 
Several tests are carried out using several fitness functions with various crossover 
fractions and operators to study the impact of the variations on the crossover fraction 
on the ability of the GA to find an acceptable minimum. Figure 6.12 shows the means 
and standard deviations of the ObjFunl best fitness values over 20 runs, for each of 
the values of the crossover fractions 0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8, and 1. For ObjFunl fitness 
function, setting crossover fraction to 0.8 or lower yields the best result. No clear 
difference between the best fitness values that are achieved by the different methods 
is found. 
Figure 6.13 shows the means and standard deviations of the ObjFun2 best fitness 
values over 20 runs, for each of the values of the crossover fractions 0,0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8, 
and 1. For ObjFun2 fitness function, setting crossover fraction to 0.8 or lower yields the 
best result. However, the different crossover operators achieve comparable results. 
6.8 The Mutation Function 
Three different mutation functions have been tested to find out the most suitable one for 
our GA based application. The three functions are the Uniform, the Gaussian, and the 
Adaptive feasible mutation functions. The Uniform mutation function selects a fraction 
of the vector entries of an individual for mutation, where each entry has a probability of 
"Mutation Rate" of being mutated. Then, it replaces each selected entry by a random 
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number selected uniformly frorn a range for that entry. The (ß, 0I 1aII IluIt , It i(, n f, II t 0)0 
adds a random number to each element of an individual vector. 'I'll's random 111,1111)(q 
i5 taken from a Gaussian distribution centred Oil Zero. Mallab controls the ýaI'lall('e 
amount of this distribution using two para111eters. The Scale 1)aralneter determines, Ih(' 
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variance at the first generation. The Shrink parameter controls how variance shrinks 
as generations go by. Adaptive Ceasible inutatioui generates r<, ndonº direct ions t 1l it are 
adaptive with respect to the last successful or unsuccessful generation. A stcp length 
is chosen along cacti direction so that linear constraints and hounds that S, Iw ilv they 
feasible region are satisfied. 
Figure 6.14 shows the achieved hest fitness values for tIw t hree tested mut, ºt icon fºuic- 
tions for ObjFunl function. The figure shows that the usage of Gaussian and m1a1ºt ive 
feasible mutation functions do not achieve any enhanc eºneut over the t radii iuwºl uni- 
forin function. Again, figure 6.15 shows that all the three tuntationº functions achieve 
comparable results on finding the best fitness value for OhjFun2. 
According to the above tests results, the imitation flulctioti t V1)(' has not collsider, il, I(' 
effect on the GA f>erforniance in teriiis of the achieved best fitness value. 1IO'ever. iii ac 
constrained problem, the adaptive feasible method is preferable because it can mnedt the 
applied problem's constraints. 
6.9 The Mutation Rate 
The GA can converge too ral)i(l1y into one area of the oI) j(i"t ivv I IInº 1 iun of sº f g. e, 
while leaving many other regions that nºay contain other minim a. As ºo sººlt , the 
(,, A 
could end up in a local rather than a global rnininºnuº. To avoid this Iºrol)lenº, time (. A 
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Figure 6.15: C)bjFttn2 best fitness values u sing different fuu1 aat iun 1IU1(11( 1I 
is enforced to search of her areas of the cost surfaces by irrt rudin iug sinaa11 changes (i. (!. 
mutations) in sonne of the variables. However two important issues arise lien ,t 
lie first 
issue is how these changes are applied (i. e. the mutation operator tyf)e) and tlU seecou(l 
issue is how much these changes are applied (i. e. the mnutaition rate). 'I'll firtit issw 
has been already discussed in the previous section and this section discusses the seecoil(l 
issue 
The mutation rate is the percentage of bits in a population ºuººt,, t(, (1 (. aeli itenºtion 
of the GA. In fact the mutation rate is so important issue to is cmisidere(I, Iýe<, ýºº5e 
it provides and controls the genetic diversity and enables the CA to search a I)r(m(ler 
space by controlling the number of changes in the GA individuals. The diversity of the 
population is one of the most, important factors that (leternºine lIw l)erforºuauº("e (>1 the 
genetic algorithm. The diversity shows the average distance Iietweell the iurlivirlujºIs, if 
the average distance between individuals is large, the rliversit. y is high; il' the , ºverjºl; ºý 
distance is small, the diversity is low. 
Figure 6.16 shows the effect of mutation alte on (liversity for ( 1). lFu i1 as iitic n- 
strained problem. The intitatiotº rate has been set, to a vº1. riº1l)le t11,11 clýýº re, cses wit h 
time. The upper plot displays the average distance l. )etweeti iuclivicfººaIs in ('ºº("Iº gc ner- 
ation. As the amount of nintation decreases, the average (listan(c I)ctýýýýýýtº iuýliýýiclºt<ºlti 
also decreases which is approximately 0 at the final generatitºtº. 'I'lttý lower 1)lut ýlisf)Iays 
a vertical line at each general icon, showing the range frottº t 11e smallest J() t h(' largest 
fitness value, as well as the iiie8I1 fitness value. As the aIIIOllllt of lillltat Iull (1l'1'reaseti, 5() 
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does the range. These plots show that reducing the amount of imitation de rviises t 1w 
diversity of sitl)se(tnent generations. 
Basic tests have been conducted to find out the most suitable value, ) of mmºt at ion rate 
for our objective functions. Figure 6.17 and figure 6.18 show the effect of' the nn taition 
rate on the achieved best fitness value. They show that mutation rate inore than 0.1 
has not a big impact on the achieved best fitness function. 
In fact, a slight change has appeared during the variation of mutation rate fruuº 0.1 
to 1. Worse results appear when the mutation rate is set to sinaller value. In teruºs 
of convergence time and number of function evaluations, usually lower nnit at iuºº rate 
ensures lower convergence time. 
6.10 The Stopping Criteria 
The GA stops when one of the stopping criteria is inet. Stopping (I'll (. 1M rcfl((t Ili, it 
no improvement in the objective function is achieved a) during an interval of tiiiu iºº 
seconds equal to Stall Time Limit, b) after running the GA for X number of iterations 
called Stall Generations, or c) in the best fitness value of the c"ºurreut ImIºººl; ºt i()u that is 
less than or equal to Fitness Limit. If the GA does not. stop for one of t iºV ncai, ()Iis above, 
then Timte Lirreitt or Generations Limit has to be applied to linºit the rºtnniug t iuºº, (Jr 
the inaxinºtnn number of iterations. Otherwise, GA can go oºº Inrevvr ººnless stººI, j), 1. 
What is the criterion that should he used and whit is the proper viiiiie that could I, e 
Mutation effects on diversity 
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assigned for each criterion are still questions wit hont good anº1 (dear answers. I Iuwever, 
more attention has to be paid when select the stopping criteria because the ('. A ("(o11(1 
be stuck at local minima rather than lind global good global auºswer. 
Based on the achieved results of the large min it) of runs for the (lif icreIIt ol)lectivc 
functions in the previous sections and according to our observations, our Ci\s stob if 
there is no improvement in the best fitness value for nºunber of (()usecut ive eiierýºt ioitti 
(i. e. Stall Generations Limit) equals to 50 generatioººs or if the tu(ºxiºnººnº nuuºI)er ol* 
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the GA iterations (i. e. Generations Limit) reaches to 100 or 300 iterations. 
6.11 Optimizing the SMART and AHP Weights using 
GA 
Based on the experiments carried out on the previous sections, the following GA settings 
have been used to optimize both the SMART and AHP weights. 
" The population size: the population size has been set to different values 20,50, 
70, and 100 individuals to check the GA convergence. 
9 The selection operator: the Tournament selection function with Tournament- 
size set to 4 has been used. 
9 The crossover operator and fraction: the Heuristic crossover function has 
been used. The crossover fraction has been set to 0.8. 
" The elitism count: the elitism fraction has been set to 10% from the population 
size. 
" The mutation operator and rate: an adaptive feasible mutation operator has 
been used for constrained GAs. The mutation rate has been set to 0.1. 
" The constraints: the above mentioned constrains in section 6.3 have been ap- 
plied. 
" The stopping criteria: the Stall Generations Limit has been set to 50 Gener- 
ations. The Generations Limit has been set to 100-300 generations. The other 
stopping criteria have been set to either Inf or -Inf. 
For every objective function, the GA has been run to determine the best weights' val- 
ues in terms of the best fitness value achieved. The runs are carried out for different 
population sizes to check the convergence of the GA. 
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6.12 Discussion 
Selecting GA parameters like mutation rate, crossover rate, and population size, is a very 
difficult task due to the many possible variations and combinations in the algorithm op- 
erators and objective functions. In addition, the GA relies on random number generators 
for creating the population, crossover, and mutation. A different random number seed 
produces different results. Comparing all the different combinations of parameters set- 
tings and operators options and averaging the results to reduce random variations for a 
wide range of objective functions is an intimidating task. After all, another dimension of 
complexity is the high sensitivity and dependency of parameter settings to the objective 
functions. Parameter setting that could achieve excellent performance with objective 
function A, could easily achieve poor results with objective function B. Consequently, 
different studies result in different conclusions about the optimum parameter values and 
type of GA operators. 
Although there are obstacles that still need to be tackled in the way of the GA, our 
study in this chapter performs several sets of basic experiments to find general recom- 
mendations for the GA parameters and operators settings for dynamic and changing 
cost surface objective functions. Based on our experimental study, some general recom- 
mendations are given. First, the Tournament selection operator usually performs best 
and outperforms the other selection operator. It performs better with a large population 
in terms of GA convergence time because it does not need ordering for the different indi- 
viduals. Small Tournament-size allows wider search space and worse convergence time, 
whilst high Tournament-size allows better convergence time and smaller search space. 
Second, the deterministic crossover operators such as arithmetic and heuristic operators 
outperform the random crossover operators such as single-point or two-point crossover 
because their expected behaviours help out in reducing the randomness nature of the 
GA. Third, the Matlab Gaussian mutation and adaptive feasible operators are usually 
a superior option over uniform mutation because they are based on variable mutation 
rate. Finally, several tests have to be carried out to check the best value for mutation 
rate, crossover rate, and population size for the problem under consideration. These 
parameters have high impacts on the GA performance. However they are tightly de- 
pendent on the objective functions. Usually the crossover operator is less than 0.8 and 
the mutation operator is less than 0.2. Extreme values for both parameters (i. e. 0 or 1) 
perform poor in most situations. 
Chapter 7 
The Performance Evaluation and 
Results Study 
The performance evaluation and results study for our developed algorithm are conducted 
in this chapter. Practically, four developed algorithms are simulated, evaluated, and 
compared with three different reference algorithms that are developed and simulated 
using the same simulation environment and models. The first ANS algorithm has been 
developed for co-existed WWAN and WLAN in chapter 4. It is based on both FL 
and SMART MCDM. The second algorithm is a GA-optimized version for the first 
algorithm. The third ANS algorithm has been developed for co-existed WWAN, WLAN, 
and WMAN in chapter 5. It is based on both FL and AIIP MCDM. The forth algorithm 
is a GA-optimized version for the third algorithm. 
This chapter is organized into six sections. The following points present the outlines 
of the sections in this chapters. 
Section 7.1: presents the most common evolution mechanisms for the ANS algorithms 
and justifies our usage for the simulation based evolution approach. 
Section 7.2: builds out the system, mobility, propagation, service, and traffic models 
that are used to simulate our algorithms. 
Section 7.3: presents the used performance metrics and the reference algorithms. 
Section 7.4: presents the simulation results of our FL-SMART and FL-SMART-GA 
algorithms and compares them with the results of the reference algorithms. The section 
consists of four subsections. Each subsection shows the achieved results with respect to 
one performance metric. 
Section 7.5: presents the simulation results of our FL-AIHP and FL-AIIP-GA algo- 
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rithms and compares them with the results of the reference algorithms. The section 
consists of four subsections. Each subsection shows the achieved results with respect to 
one performance metric. 
Section 7.6: discuss and analyzes the achieved result in sections 7.4 and 7.5. - 
7.1 The Evaluation Mechanisms 
The most common evolution mechanisms for the ANS algorithms and the other CRRM 
and RRM solutions include the analytical approach, the field trials approach and the 
simulation approach. This section justifies the usage of the simulation approach for 
performance evolution of our algorithms. 
The analytical approach is based on simple mathematical models. This approach 
can quickly give a preliminary idea about the performance of some ANS algorithms for 
simplified ANS scenarios. This type of study has the advantages of having a lower cost 
and requiring less effort than other methods. However, more detailed studies for complex 
systems such as heterogeneous systems with heterogeneous traffic are problematic due 
to the high complexity and uncertainties involved in these systems. This approach is 
valid only under specified constraints such as the assumptions of a very low number of 
users and a very small number of RATs and cells. Actual ANS procedures are quite 
complicated and real world situations and scenarios make this approach complex and 
mathematically intractable. As a result, the use of the analytical approach is often 
limited to obtaining general trends for the performance of the RRM mechanisms. 
The field trials approach is to carry out field tests in a trial or operational network. 
For a specific network configuration, this method can provide the most accurate evalu- 
ation for the system performance. However, this option requires the availability of the 
network itself, which is much more difficult in our case where more than one network 
have to be possible. Moreover, the results achieved by this approach tend to be network 
specific, depend on the network configuration and environment and differ from network 
to network. 
The computer aided simulations of the system under study is another performance 
evaluation approach. The processing power of current computers allows the inclusion of 
complex models and algorithms in the system evaluation with reasonable cost and time. 
The simulation approach allows incorporation of many features of the required system 
into the evaluation framework and obtaining more precise results provided that the 
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simulation models adequately capture the real system behaviour. As a result, computer 
based simulations are the most widely used and preferred solution for the evaluation 
and validation of the different RRM mechanisms including the ANS algorithms. This 
approach provides a common, easy, fast, cost-effective test-bed for the comparison of 
different ANS algorithms and a clear insight into the behaviour of the system with 
reasonable accuracy. 
Before going further in building our simulation models, some of the simulation ap- 
proaches that have been used for evaluating the ANS solutions in the literature so far 
are briefly touched here. 
[132] addresses the impact of multi-mode terminals in an EDGE/UMTS heteroge- 
neous network with multi-service provisioning. A simulation scenario with UTRAN and 
GERAN access technologies is used. A 2.25x2.25 km2 area with 7 collocated omni- 
directional cells for GERAN and UTRAN is considered. For the propagation model, the 
urban macrocells model is assumed with a shadowing deviation of 10 dB. Mix of voice 
and data services with users moving at 3 km/hr are considered. 
In [133] a mechanism to perform JRRM that is based on fuzzy-Neural methodology is 
introduced. A multi-cellular and multi-RAT scenario including 4 UMTS cells, 2 GERAN 
cells and one WLAN access point is considered. Each cell is characterized by a circular 
coverage area. The cell radius for UMTS is 650 meters, for GERAN it is 1 km and for 
WLAN it is 150 meters. A mobility model with users moving according to a random 
walk model is adopted, with a randomly assigned speed between 0 and 50 km/hr. Two 
different propagation models are used, one for both UMTS and GERAN and the other for 
WLAN. Both models are Hata based models and consider a shadowing model with 7 dB 
standard deviation. The services model considers three types of services: conversational, 
streaming and interactive. 
An algorithm to solve the problem of selecting the optimum network for multicast 
services in the overlapping coverage of mobile and broadcasting networks is proposed 
in [134]. The proposed algorithm is evaluated by means of simulations using Matlab. 
The overlapping networks consist of 3GPP Multimedia Broadcast and Multicast Services 
(MBMS) with seven cells and Digital Video Broadcasting-Bandheld (DVB-II) with one 
cell. Four types of service with different QoS requirements are assumed. In [135] an 
RAT selection algorithm based on the fittingness factor concept, which is a generic 
representation of the different factors that may influence the RAT selection decision is 
proposed. The same simulation environment and models proposed in [134] are used. 
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[136] proposes a joint admission control and scheduling scheme based on fairness, 
available bandwidth and user mobility characteristics in the context of co-existed CDMA- 
2000 and IEEE 802.11 wireless technologies. A Matlab based simulation environment 
that comprises one CDMA-2000 macrocell and one IEEE 802.11 microcell is used. Each 
cell has a square shape, where the length of macrocell and microcell are 2000 meters 
and 200 meters respectively. The number of users in the system is 100 users. The speed 
is assumed to be normally distributed with a mean speed of 0 km/hr and standard 
deviation 14.4 km/hr. 
In fact, [139,132,133,134,135,136] shows that there is not standard and common 
simulation models that could be used to evaluate the ANS solutions. It is believed 
that, the most impact on the ANS simulation results comes from the system and service 
models. However, the existed works use many different system and service models. To 
give our results more creditability, we use more than one system and service models. 
Simulation Environment 
Mobility II Propagation II Services and II System 
Model Model Traffic Models Model 
The mobility of the users The type of services and 
inthe system environment the traffic characteristics 
  The M SS FL system Inputs The ST FL system Inputs 
The differe ntIos sex and " Type and size of cells gains during the signal The Layout of the 
10v-Iv 
propagation simulated HWN. 
  The RSS FL system inputs 
Figure 7.1: The simulation models 
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7.2 The Simulation Models 
The FL and GA components have been implemented using the Matlab (R2006) [137] 
FL and GA toolboxes respectively. The MCDM components have been implemented 
using the Matlab programming language. Our developed algorithms are evaluated using 
the simulation approach. MATLAB-based toolbox called RUNE [17] has been used 
for creating the simulation models and environments. RUNE is originated by Ericsson 
research [138] and it is a special purpose simulator that makes it possible to simulate 
the RRM mechanisms in the cellular networks. RUNE is well verified and widely used 
simulator in the wireless communication field [139,140,141,142,143]. 
To create the simulation environment, we need to define several models including 
a system model, a mobility model, a propagation model, a traffic model, and services 
model. All the models are borrowed from the RUNE toolbox. Figure 7.1 summarizes 
the needed simulation models. The following subsections describe in detail the different 
simulation models. 
7.2.1 The System Model 
The system model specifies the type of networks and the number and characteristics 
of the cells. In our model, all the cells have standard hexagonal shapes with omni- 
directional antennas. Two different system models are used. The first one is used 
to simulate the ANS algorithm for co-existing WWAN and WLAN that is developed 
in chapter 4. The second one is used to simulate the ANS algorithm for co-existing 
WWAN, WMAN, and WLAN that is developed in chapter 5. 
The first system model considers the coexistence of two types of wireless access 
networks. The first network is a CDMA based WWAN with seven macro cells with cell 
radius of 1000 meters and the second one is a TDMA based WLAN with eighty one 
micro cells with a cell radius of 250 meters. Figure 7.2 shows the first system model. 
The second system model considers the coexistence of three types of wireless access 
networks. The first network is a CDMA based WWAN with seven macro cells with a 
cell radius of 750 meters. The second one is a TDMA based WLAN with eighty four 
micro cells with a cell radius of 100 meters. The third one is a CDMA based WMAN 
with twelve macro cells with a cell radius of 375 meters. Figure 7.3 shows the second 
system model. 
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Figure 7.2: The first system model 
Figure 7.3: Tlºotie(uuul s\'stº'ºu 1111 c1 
To model a very large network and to avoid borders, the wrap around fýuict iý, u ui' 
RUNE is used. This consists of wrapping the whole cells in a way that l 1w servilv mu 
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does not have any borders. Then, it is not possible for a mobile to move over the edge 
outside the service area and when mobiles move across one edge, they are automatically 
moved to the opposing edge. 
It is worth mentioning that, we have also consider other system models in our related 
works in [145]. [145] considers the coexistence of two types of wireless access networks. 
The first network is a CDMA based with seven macro cells and cell radius = 1000 
meters and the second one is a TDMA based with twelve micro cells and cell radius = 
500 meters. The aim of using several system models is to give the simulation results 
more credibility. 
7.2.2 The Mobility Model 
The mobility model simulates the mobility of the users in the system environment. In 
our mobility model, the mobiles are randomly distributed over the system. Each mobile 
is moved a random distance in a random direction at defined time steps. The movement 
pattern of each mobile depends on the velocity and acceleration. The velocity is a vector 
quantity with magnitude and direction. The velocity of the ith mobile V is updated 
according to equation 7.1. 
=Vi_1"P+ 1-P2"Vmean- X (7.1) 
Vi is the new velocity of the user in [km/hr] and Vi-1 is the previous velocity of the 
user. Vmean is the mean velocity of mobiles. X is a Rayleigh distributed magnitude with 
mean equals to 1 and a random direction. P is the correlation of the velocity between 
time steps. P depends on both amean, which is the mean acceleration of the mobile user 
and Vmean. P is calculated according to equation 7.2. 
-dt' amenn 
P= exp( ) (7.2) Vmean 
Vmean has been set to 10 km/hr and amean has been set to 1 km/hr2. Again, thanks 
to the wraparound, if a mobile moves across the left edge it is moved to the right edge. 
Figure 7.4 shows the users, in blue, over the wireless environment. 
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7.2.3 The Services Model 
The services model specifies the type of services and their percentages (& iii Ow 
system environment. Two different service models have been considered. In I1w first 
model, four types of services have been considered in our Simulat io nn. TII(se services 
are mainly characterized by their Required Bit lltitc (Hl3fz) and one-W; iv' end-tu-end 
Propagation Delay Requirements (PDß). The first service tvYpe needs low bit nice and 
low propagation delay such as speech and voice. The second service type need" mediiiu1 
bit rate and low propagation delays such as low bit rite real Buie video telephuuy. 'l'lic 
third service type needs medium bit rate and lneditun propagation delay sncli as high 
bit rate streaming video. The forth service type needs high hit arte , ind it (., III a(-(-(, pt 
high propagation delay seich as non-real timte data traffic. N mobiles , in geelierýºted a ndl 
randomly distributed among the four classes of services. Table i .1s niiinarizes pnwt i(-aal 
values for RBR and PUR characteristics of the considered services [I l(i, 1.171. 
In the second model, adaptive service model is considered in mll. sill, 111(it i(),,, Ill 
model, the services are mainly characterized by their 111311 and PUR. The servicºi is 
characterized by an integer nunºher for 1? 13R, in the range Of 12 kbps to 38.1 khpti and 
by an integer number for PDR, in the range of 50 ins to 1()UO uºs. 
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7.2.4 The Propagation Models 
The performance of wireless communication systems depends on the mobile radio channel 
significantly. The radio wave propagates through the mobile radio channel through 
different mechanisms such as reflection, diffraction, and scattering. The propagation 
model simulates the different losses and gains during the signal propagation between 
the transmitter and the receiver in the system environment. The wireless propagation 
model that is used in this study is described in a logarithmic scale as in equation 7.3. 
Equation 7.3 contains four components, distance attenuation GD, antenna gain GA, 
shadow fading GF, and Rayleigh fading GR. These components are described in the 
following paraghraphs. 
G= GD + GA + GF + GR (7.3) 
The Distance Attenuation GD and the Antenna Gain GA 
The signal attenuates due the distance between the transmitter and the receiver. The 
attenuation GD is given by the Okumura-Hata formula 7.4 [148]. In this formula, d 
is the distance to the transmitter. The parameter a is the distance attenuation coef- 
ficient. It determines how much the power decays as a function of distance from the 
base station. P is a constant used to model the effect of carrier frequency, the antenna 
size and other physical parameters. It is interpreted as the free space path gain at a 
distance of one meter from the transmitter antenna. Figure 7.5 shows an example when 
only the distance dependent component is modelled, whilst the other components of the 
propagation models are set to zero. In this example, a has been set to 4 and 0 has been 
set to -28 dB. The GA component adds the antenna gain in dB given the mobiles angle 
Table 7.1: The services RBR and PDR, characteristics in the first service model 
Service Type RBR value (kbps) PDR value (ms) Service type example 
First Type 12.2 200 speech and voice 
Second Type 64 600 real time video telephony 
Third Type 144 400 streaming video 
Forth Type 384 1400 non-real time data traffic 
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The distance dependent component of the propagation model 
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Figure 7.5: The distance dependent. component, 
relative to the base station's forward direction. 
[t]GD =- {ß + 10 "(" log(d) 1 (I ) 
The Shadow Fading GH 
The signals are more attenuated when a large objet, such a, ti it hill or it I, nilºliººg, is 
located between the transºnitter and the receiver, than in the case whet (t hr t\\, () ºuºit s 
are in line of sight, This effect is statistically modelled by the shadow f<iºliu g cuntl>i, nº9 11. 
The lognormal distribution with 0 dB mean and standard ºleviation a is tti'lºic, ºllN. ºttieºI 
for this purpose. Figure 7.6 shows the profile of the 11SS from I'XX() bases t 1º. ºt al-c Il(at cd 
1000 meters away frone each other as the mobile station moves alouig t I, (, line joining 
the bases in case no shadow fading is considered (i. e. only distance fad big mid sºtutý uina 
gain are considered) and both bases have onuºi directional alºtenuººti. R58 º1(ecreaties 
monotonically as the mobile station moves away from the lases. rº hºiti l)eeui St tI, 
and 0 has been set, to -28 dB. 
Figure 7.7 shows t1ºc RSS profile 1'ro111 the two tM, -; ('1, ' III case ()f 
corrdist has been set to 110 meters and (i 1ººLs been ý(t to (i dB is (ýuºitiidereol. 1'hc 
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a=6 dB, shadow fading is considered, omni antennas 
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Figure 7.7: RSS from two bases when shadow fading is, <ý ýusiý l(0 (1 
zig-zag line includes the shadow fading component effeý tý. 
Shadow fading has two important, properties First., it is space correlial ('(l «h(r(' Ih 
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Figure 7.8: Example cif shadow fading flwps 
shadow effects for a large object cover a larger area and therefore, the extra atteººu; ºt, ioºn 
due to this object is quite similar in a neighbourhood. I(' the object is large (e. g. 11i11), 
the correlation is strong because olle needs to ºYwve it large distance iu order tº4 ()I, I, aiu 
uncorrelated shadow values. If' the object is small, the col-relation is sºualler. 
This correlation is modelled using a spatial correlation variable < ailedl t Iºe º urrelat iý, u 
distance corrdist. Usually corrdist. is defined as the distance wheel Ilu Orrºelati, n t'. ºIls 
to c-i. Second, the shadow fading is time invariant, which means that oue wailed expe- 
riences the Same value of the, shadow fading random variable by returning to ih(. saue 
place. A convenient way to model both properties and to aclºiev'e repeat al 11it ý III 111e 
generation of the shadow fading is to use reaps. However. lumps (aºn l)º' tiººº. ºller I liar t lie 
area to be simulated, in such case the reap is repeated ill a wall-paper fashiº, u. it; iºrº7.8 
shows the generation of a square shadow fading ºnap wit lº aº 1000 ºneters edge. 'I'lºe ºu; cp 
can be cyclically repeated. 'this is shown by level curves iºº Figure 7.8, where the I11º11º 
is repeated once. 
The Rayleigh Fading GR 
This component considers the effect of the signal IflUlti-path proioit atio)n With nO lice 
of sight, or dominant. path between the transmitter and receiver and it is it Rayleigh 
distributed. The nature of this type of fading catiirses the changes to occur very ym(kly, 
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Figure 7.9: Two Rayleigh maps 
and sornetinies this type of fading is called fast fading. To iiu klt his ý ý>>ul, ouýut ,a 
Rayleigh fading reap is created with complex samples. This map is geu('rat('d I, y filter- 
ing white noise through it Bessel function. To make the iuap periodic, a Fourier tunet hod 
is used, so the designated area is covered with a Rayleigh patterrº iunu"h like is wall pMp r. 
Then, based on the position of the user, a Rayleigh value is u seed from th(ý ,, ilp (, d. 
Figure 7.9 creates two Rayleigh fading maps spanning it square area of 1()()o III [(),. it 
carrier frequency equals to f, = 1950 Milz. Table 7.2 shows, the main l,, ýrýiuieI( rs of 11, 
developed propagation models. 
7.2.5 The Traffic Model 
The users of' all four services are generated according to tile l uistion process [ 11! ), I r5U1. 
This means that the time between subsequent arrivals of new calls (I un us) is exl)uuº'n- 
tially distributed, as are the times between subsequent departures (death). The scrvice 
holding time is exponential distribution with it nwau holding tine equal to 50 seconds. 
No specific traffic models for packet based services are considered (i. e. t lie serviý ýý are 
assumed to be like circuit-switched services). This assumption does not ºtlfect the o siºIts 
of the initial ANS algorithms, because the initial ANS does not, coººsicler the resuºuro e 
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Table 7.2: Parameters of the propagation models 
Parameter Value 
Gain at 1 meter distance (, ß) -28 dB 
Thermal noise floor -118 
(dBm) 
Microcells distance attenuation coefficient (al) 3.3 
Macrocells distance attenuation coefficient (a2) 4 
Macrocells standard deviation for the log-normal fading (a2) 6 dB 
Microcells standard deviation for the log-normal fading (al) 7 dB 
Log-normal correlation down link p 0.5 
Log-normal fading correlation distance corrdist 20 m 
allocation and network traffics issues. 
7.3 The Performance Evaluation Metrics 
The popular performance metrics for radio resource management algorithms include 
the network (call) level parameters, link (packet) level parameters and physical (bit) 
level parameters. The main network level parameters are call blocking probability, call 
dropping probability, and handoff dropping probability. The most important link level 
parameters are the packet error, loss rate and the packet delay. On the physical layer 
level, bit error rate is the most important metric. It can be noticed that all the above 
parameters have to be minimized to achieve better 
QoS and resources utilization. It is 
clearly noticeable that all these metrics are dependent on the local admission control and 
horizontal vertical handover algorithms in the loose coupled NGWN environment and 
they are also dependent on the JAC and VHO algorithms on the tight coupled NGWN 
environments. 
It is worth mentioning that many ANS soultions do not distinguish between the 
initial ANS that happens due a new service request and the vertical handover ANS that 
happens due to different reasons such as severe signal degradation, bad link quality or to 
achieve load balancing. Furthermore, other works do not distinguish between the initial 
ANS and JAC. JAC usually goes one further step and allocates the resources for the 
user in the selected network. As a result, the used performance evaluation metrics in 
the previous work are more suitable for VHO and JAC rather than the initial ANS. In 
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our study' a new set of metrics are used to address solely the initial ANS performance 
independent from the other RRM and CRRM mechanisms. 
Three performance evaluation metrics have been used to evaluate the performance 
of our algorithms. The used metrics are described briefly as follows: 
" The percentage of users who are assigned to networks with better QoS conditions. 
This metric reflects the QoS point of view about the performance of the selection 
process. For simplicity, we can use the percentage of the users who are assigned 
to networks with stronger received signal (P. ). 
" The percentage of users who are assigned to networks of their preference (Pa). 
This metric reflects the user point of view about the performance of the selection 
process. 
" The usage percentage of the low-cost network resources (P0). This metric reflects 
the operator point of view because it saves the resources of the high cost networks. 
Po can be calculated as the percentage between the number of users in WLAN and 
the total number of users. 
Three different reference algorithms are used to compare with our developed algo- 
rithms. The first algorithm is a service-type based selection algorithm where the services 
with low bit rate and high propagation delay requirements are directed into the WWAN, 
the services with high bit rate and low propagation delay requirements are directed into 
the WLAN, and the services with medium bit rate and medium propagation delay re- 
quirements are directed into the WMAN. The second algorithm is a terminal-speed 
based selection algorithm where high speed users are sent to the high-coverage network 
and the low and medium speed users are sent to the smaller coverage area networks. 
The third algorithm is a random-based selection algorithm where the users are assigned 
randomly to the co-existed networks. 
7.4 The Performance Evaluation of the Combined FL 
and SMART based Algorithms 
Some simulation results for the developed algorithms in chapter 4 are presented and 
analyzed in this section. The achieved values of Pq, P, and Po by our algorithms are 
compared with the values achieved by the reference algorithms. 
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7.4.1 Percentage of Users with Better QoS (1'(, ) 
Frone both Figure 7.10 and the numerical samples for Pq values shown in Table 7.3. the 
improvement in the percentage of the users who are assigned to networks with stronger 
received signal can be seen. For example, with 1050 users in the envirouhnent. the 
percentage of the users who are assigned to networks with stronger received signal is 
48.7%, 48.2%, and 50`% in the service-type based selection, the terminal-speed based 
selection, sind the random- based selection respectively. The same percent age wit iº t lip' 
combined FL and SMART solution is around 51.7% and around 61.9% in the GA- 
optimized Version. In average, our developed FL-SMART solution achieves, acrouud : 3(/( 
enhancement over the different reference algorithms. The optimized FL 5ýIA ß'I' solýit ion 
achieves around 13% enhancement over the different reference algorithms and around 
10% over the non-optimized FL-SMART solution. 
The criteria weights achieved by ObjFun1 (see chapter 6) are used fur the (; A_ 
optimized solution. Figure 7.11 shows the weights assigned by GA for IIw SNIAI3"l' tool 
first objective function. The figure shows that the GA achieves best fit,,,. " IUIR tiun 
value equals to zero. GA gives the weight U. high value while it keeps the rest of 
weights with much lower values. For the non-optimized version, all criteria, vt iglits have 
been set to 0.25, which ineaais that all criteria have equal iýntýortan< c. 
Pa 
  FL MAO' bated Se ecbon 
" FLSMART. (A based selection 
Service'ype based Selettlon 
  Termna- Soeeo based Select, on 
x Ae! UCir b. eJ Sele-". ur 
Na of Ufen 
Figure 7.10: Pq values of the combined FL and SMA11R'I' })týSccl algtjritliiiis against 
the reference algorit1niis 
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7.4.2 Percentage of Satisfied Users (Pa) 
From both Figure 7.12 crud the numerical samples for P, values' shown in Table 7.1, the 
treat, improvement in the number of the satisfied users in our solutions can be seen. 
For example, with 1050 users in the environment, the percentage of satisfied users is 
50.1%, 51.1%, and 45X( in the service type based selection, the terºninal-speed based 
selection, and the random-based selection respectively. The sane percentage with the 
combined FL and S1\IATRT solution is around 82.5% and it is around 96/c in the GA- 
optimized version. In average, our developed FL-SMART solution achieves around : ill, /(, 
enhancement over the different refercm-c algorithms in terns of tºumbersof sat isfied ºº>erti. 
The optimized FL-SMART solution achieves around 54% enhancement over the different 
reference algorithms and around 14%/o enhancement over the non-optimized I' 1, SI\lAi 1' 
solution 
The criteria weights achieved by ObjFun2 are used for the GA-optimized , ()lilt, on. 
Figure 7.13 shows the weights assigned by GA for the SN1AUT tool second ohjective 
function. The figure shows that the GA achieves best fitaies, value egiiUils to, zero. (; A 
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Figure 7.12: P,, values of the combined FL and SMART base<1 algurit. hºus agaiººst 
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Table 7.4: /' values of the coiiibiiied FL acid SMART based algoritliiiis agaiirsl t lic 
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Figure 7.13: The weights wssigue(l by GA for 01)JI 1iu2 
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7.4.3 Percentage of Users Assigned to Low-Cost Network (P,, ) 
From both Figure 7.14 ºim1 t he numerical samples Ihr P, values shown in Table 7.5, t he 
improvement in the percentage of the users who are assigned to low-cost network (i. e. 
WLAN) can be secn. For example, with 1050 users in the environment, the percentage 
of the users who are assigned to the low-cost network is 51.3%, 53.5%, and 50.2% in the 
service t. 
_ype 
based selection, the terminal-speed based selection, and the random-based 
selection. Time saine percentage with the combined FL and SMART tool is around 58.1c% 
and it is around 65%in our GA-optimized solution. In average, FL-SKIART solution 
achieves around 7`% enhancement over the service type based selection and randoººº- 
based selection. It also achieves around 4% enhancement over the terminal-speed based 
selection. The optimized solution achieves around 14% enhancement, over the seq, vicce 
type based and random-lased selection algorithms and around I1`% over the Ierºnimmal 
speed based selection algorithm. It also achieves around 7%I enhaºn(eºmqºt over 11w 
non-optimized FL-SNIART solution. 
The criteria weights achieved by ObjFun3 are used for the GA-optimized soliit ion. 
Figure 7.15 shows the weights assigned by GA for the SMART tool tlºird obj(ý(-tive 
function. The figure shows that the GA achieves best fitness value approximately equals 
to zero. It shows that, the GA converges and gives low values for W. aIid lt' ; uid higher 
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Table 7.5: Y values of the combined FL and SMART based algorithms against the 
reference algoritluus 
No. of FL-SMART FL-SMART-GA Service type Teri ninal-speed 1611doui 
Users Selection P, selection Po selection PO selection /' scledtion 1' 
135 0.507 0.663 0.452 0.556 O. 17 1 
345 0.558 0.628 0.513 0.493 0.172 
429 0.573 0.634 0.452 0.517 0.517 
518 0.550 0.629 0.496 0.539 O.: ) 11 
600 0.582 0.672 0.497 0.560 0.. ln0 
782 0.580 0.656 0.483 0.523 0.7,2 
866 0.571 0.639 0.482 0.525 O. ")() 
1050 0.581 0.650 0.513 0.535 0.502 
1143 0.559 0.644 0.517 0.540 0.508 
1244 0.561 0.639 0.514 0.53.3 0.1. `32 
1347 0.586 0.645 0.496 0.529 0.4911 
1434 0.585 0.648 0.475 0.532 0.500 
1617 0.569 0.664 0.483 0.553 O. 51 ; 
1709 0.584 0.666 0.499 0.560 0.47-5 
1809 0.585 0.665 0.483 0.55.1 0.1'11 1 
1903 0.556 0.63-1 0.511 0,525 1.192 
Bat 0 088967 Maas 012315 
025 
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7.4.4 P1, P, 1, and Po Values using the 
Multi-objectives Function 
(ObjFun4) 
To achieve better results in ilnilti-objective manner, the ObjFun 1 that hits Iýtýu d, v, 1 
oped in chapter 6 is used. II' ObjFun4 with the three objectives, of maximizing both 
Pq, Pv,, and P is considered, the new results shown in figures, 7.17.7.16. and 7.1tß and 
tables 7.7 . 
7.6 and 7.8 are achieved. 
Frorn both Figure 7.16 and the numerical samples for Pq values shown in Tabl(- -i. (), 
the gain results from using optimal weights achieved by GA can be seen. For exainplkk, 
with 1050 users in the environment, the percentage of the users who are assigned to 
networks with stronger signal in the non-optimized FL-SKIART solution is 51.77(/( sind it 
is 53.66% in the GA-optimized solution. In average, the GA-optimized solution adileVes 
around 2% enliancerneut over the non-optimized solution ill terns of' the 1nunber of users 
with better signal conditions. 
From both Tigerre 7.17 and the numerical samples for P values sliow li iii Tabb- 7.7, 
the gain results from using optimal weights achieved by GA can be scen. 1. '()I. vxalliple, 
with 1050 users in the environment, the percentage of the users Nv1ºo are ,L sign 1 to 
networks of their preferences in the non-optimized FL-SNIARI' -()Nilion is S2.5`/( and it 
is 95.4% in the GA-optimized solution. In average, the GA-opt iiuired solnt iun ýiý beeves 
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Table 7.6: Pq values of the FL-SMART based selection algorithms using the weights 
achieved by ObiFun4 
No. of Users FL-SMART selection Pq FL-SMART-GA selection PQ 
135 0.644 0.663 
345 0.554 0.568 
518 0.535 0.554 
694 0.542 0.536 
866 0.521 0.548 
1050 0.517 0.536 
1244 0.535 0.559 
1434 0.511 0.529 
1617 0.530 0.563 
1809 0.512 0.525 
1903 0.539 0.549 
Table 7.7: P, l values of the FL-SMART based selection algorithms using the weights 
achieved by ObjFun4 
No. of Users FL-AHP selection P,, FL-AIHP-GA selection P,,, 
135 0.815 0.941 
345 0.774 0.951 
518 0.793 0.956 
694 0.817 0.950 
866 0.826 0.941 
1050 0.825 0.954 
1244 0.784 0.936 
1434 0.799 0.939 
1617 0.813 0.961 
1809 0.826 0.960 
1903 0.811 0.952 
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Figure 7.17: P. values of the FL-SMART based selection algorithms using the 
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Figure 7.18: 1,, values of the FL-SMART based selection algorithms using the 
weights achieved by ObjFuu4 
From both Figure 7.18 and the numerical sample's for P,, vallics shown ill Table 7., S. ;I 
small gain results from using optimal weights achieved by GA can b(' SCCII. For example, 
with 1050 users in the enviroll tºlent, the percentage of the users who , ºre ºLLsit; uj. (l to 
networks with low-cost links in the non-optimized FL-ShlAftl' s( hitiu)u is im (I it 
is 59% in the GA-optimized solution. In average, the GA-opt iºuixº'ºI tiolitt iuu ýºý IºiýV( 
around 0.4% enhancement over the 11011-opt iºnireº1 sulººt loll ill t crºººs I )t I',,. 
Figure 7.19 shows the achieved weights when the all 1l1rl'c mre (()Hsldlýlcd 
using the multi-ohjectives ftitlction OhjFtut4. It shows that the (; A gives 1(m, values fur 
Wy and W,, and higher values for 6V' and IV1 . 
, ý, p0 Ph ' ,, pO 
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Table 7.8: P(, values of the FL-SMART based selection algorithms using the weights 
achieved by ObjPun 1 
No. of Users FL-AIIP selection PO FL-AlIP-GA selection /' 
135 0.507 0.53 
345 0.558 0.569 
518 0.550 0.562 
694 0.545 0.565 
866 0.571 0.563 
1050 0.581 0.59 
1244 0.561 0.56 
1434 0.585 0.589 
1617 0.569 0.57 
1809 0.585 0.592 
1903 0.556 O. 56 , 
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Figure 7.19: The weights assigned by GA fur Ohj l'h eul 
7.5 The Performance Evaluation of the Combined FL 
and AHP Algorithms 
Surre simulation results for the developed aIt; urit. hººº, ill uhil1, t('F :, <c 
analyzed ill this section. The achieved values of P,,, 1,,, and /' for our all; urithnºs , ºre 
compared with t 1ºe values achieved by the reference algorit hºººs. 
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7.5.1 Percentage of Users with Better QoS (P. ) 
Froin both Figure 7.20 and the numerical samples for P'J values sho iº in l'aºble 7.9. 
the improvement iii the percentage of' the users who are assigned to networks with 
stronger signal in oin' solutions can be seen. For example, with 1050 users. I he perceººt age 
of satisfied users is 29.6%, 26.4%>, and 32.5º/( in the service type lased select iotº. the 
terminal-speed based selection, and the random-based selection respectiV"elV. The same 
percentage with the FL-AIIP selection is around 38.1% and it is around . 11. iu t hºw 
GA-optimized version. In average, our developed FL-A1111 solution achieves around 
enhancement over the service type and terminal-speed based selection algorit hºu.. lt 
also achieves around 2/(, enhancement over the random-based selection algorit hu t. The 
optimized FL-AIIP solution achieves around 9% enhancement over the 11011-oh tiºººir. e I 
version 
The weights achieved by AlIP3RATOb, jFun1(see chapter 6) are used fur t 1(" 
optimized solution. Figure 7.21 shows the weights assigned by GA for the A III) tool 
first objective function. The figure shows that the GA achieves best fiti ss 
to zero. The GA gives the weights W12, Wi3, and [1t. t higher values while keeping the 
rest of weights with lower values. For the non-optituizecl version, all pairwise (rite ri, a 
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Figure 7.20: 1', values of the combined FL and AI 11' f>a sNNc1 arlgorit hills ýlgaiiist 
the reference algorithms 
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Table 7.9: Py values of the combined FL and AUF based algorit lirirs against 
the reference algorithms 
No. of FL-AIII' FL-AIIP-GA Service type Terminal-speed Raiid ur 
Users selection I selection P selection P selection P selection f' q q y , 
246 0.399 0.375 0.297 0.402 0.358 
367 0.313 0.422 0.365 0.341 0.328 
424 0.343 0.449 0.330 0.259 (1.316 
554 0.350 0.457 0.379 0.356 0.357 
630 0.370 0.386 0.265 0.286 0.368 
694 0.364 0.498 0.326 0.285 0.373 
807 0.382 0.409 0.284 0.276 0.320 
867 0.389 0.421 0.294 0.250 0.333 
935 0.322 0.448 0.319 0.288 0.333 
993 0.362 0.365 0.283 0.273 0.343 
1050 0.381 0.414 0.296 0.264 0-325 
1112 0.322 0.449 0.300 0.286 0.3.1 
1171 0.396 0.421 0.290 0.290 (1.327 
1292 0.346 0.360 0.266 0.251 0.312 
1360 0.342 0.465 0.317 0.296 0.3.11 
Best 1 Mean 295 
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Figure 7.21: The weights assigned by GA i'm- 
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7.5.2 Percentage of Satisfied Users (Pu, ) 
Froin both Figure 7.22 and the numerical samples for P,, valuesu sl>c>vý ii in 'I'I, It 7,1 (). 
the great miprovenwnt in the number of the satisfied users in our solutt ions can he senil. 
For example, with 1050 users, the percentage of satisfied users is 32.5`%;, 33.3%, and 
32.3% in the service type based selection, the terminal-speed based selection, and t 1w 
random-based selection respectively. The same percentage in the combined FL awl AI IP 
is around 55.6% and around 75`%o iii the GA-optimized version. In average, our d(wel- 
oped FL-AIIP solution achieves around 21% enhancement over the difiereiit reference 
algorithms. The optimized FL-AMP solution achieves around =10`% cutianc<'inelit over 
the different reference algorith u ms and around 19% over the non-optimized version. 
The weights achieved by AIIP3RATObjFun2 are used for the GA opt imizc(l s(, lut iuii. 
Figure 7.23 shows the weights assigned by GA for the A111) second objective function. 
The figure shows that the GA achieves best fitness value equals to zero. It gives the 
weights W12 and f[ 23 high values while keeping the rest of the weights wit li uiiniiuiiiu 
values. 
7.5.3 Percentage of Users assigned to Low Cost Networks (P) 
From both Figure 7.24 and the numerical samples for P, values showlº Iii 'l'. ºhl 7.11, the 
improvement in the percentage of the users who are assigned In lint'-("O I 11ý1ýý i'k (1 ýWLAN) 
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Figure 7.22: P,, values of the combined FL and Alll' based jºlgoritluiiti against 
the reference algorithms 
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Table 7.10: Y Values of the combined FL and AllP based algorithms algaainst 













246 0.451 0.679 0.325 0.260 0.350 
311 0.550 0.691 0.347 0.376 0.392 
367 0.523 0.730 0.343 0.324 0.278 
424 0.528 0.743 0.323 0.342 0.323 
554 0.536 0.720 0.327 0.298 0.329 
630 0.5.16 0.730 0.332 0.365 0.330 
694 0.579 0.739 0.321 0.336 0.295 
807 0.551 0.740 0.326 0.332 0.371 
867 0.546 0.730 0.302 0.351 0.233 
935 0.532 0.725 0.303 0.339 0.320 
993 0.554 0.737 0.339 0.360 0.328 
1050 0.556 0.750 0.325 0.333 0.323 
1112 0.576 0.751 0.354 0.345 0.333 
1171 0.572 0.756 0.320 0.332 0.350 
1292 0.559 0.729 0.337 0.3.17 0.33.1 
1360 0.532 0.717 0.328 0.323 0 
.; 
355 
Best 0 Mean 1 75 Best I Man 
66 
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Figure 7.23: The weights assigned by GA for All Y3H ATOb jl iiu2 
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For example. with 1050 users iii the environment. the perceintag f they user. " who 
are assigned to the low-cost network is 25.1c%. 34.1`%. and 35.3`1 in the service tv1)e 
based selection, the terminal-speed based selection, and the random-teased selection 
respectively. The same percentage with the combined FL and AII1' i, around I1 acid 
it is around 19.8`% in our GA-optimized solution. In average. mir (levelhqwd 1 I. AIII' 
solution achieves around 16V enhancement over the service type I, wSed selection iind 
around 8cV over bot h the terminal-speed lased select loll and t he randoill-biLsed select ion 
algorithms. The optimized FL-AIIP version achieves around I0'% etºhanceiiient over the 
non-optimized FL-AIiP solution. 
The weights achieved by AII1 31Z: A'FOhjFun3 are used ! ()i º1w G: 1 t, tin, ir, ýý1 ýulºº 
t ion. Figure 7.25 sl-iuw the weights a signed by G: 1 for the :\IIlto( )l ýc c unc lc, l>Ii vv 
function. The figure show that the GA achieves best fitnctiti iclcºo , -quids tu rc9r(,. '1'1ºc 
GA gives the weights 11'12 and IVºs low values, the weights ll'ºa, I1'1 a anti W,., tuecliººnº 
values and the weight W3.1 high value. 
7.5.4 Pq, P, and P,, Values using the Multi-objectives Function 
ObjFun4 
TO . uchie\c" }, etter reSººIt. " iºº ºuºtlt1-ul, jc"c ti\( uº tººuc r. Ow OI, ji ººu l tIº, ct IºiL' IX (fl (ý vc l 
Oped in chapter 6 is used. If tie Ol, jFiºul with tiw objectives of ºnaximizing !; º, 
/',,, 
and J), is considered, the nm results t hilt are 5hUWºº in figures 7 . 2(i, 
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Figure 7.24: I' values of the cººnºlýiuº cl Fl, and : \I II' Iº; ºsotl algurit 1ºtus . tgaiiist 
t l1( 1(1, (, n-11t. c , t1gº, rit hats 
4, 
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Table 7.11: PO values of the conºhined FL and Ail l) based ºilgorit lºnºs iig inst 












sclec tion 1' 
246 0.329 0.486 0.22.1 0.317 0.325 
311 0.441 0.495 0.2-11 0.338 0.357 
424 0.401 0.529 0.236 0.366 0.3,12 
487 0.450 0.509 0.267 0.3.11 11.322 
554 0.417 0.512 0.2-14 0.357 0.31 ti 
630 0.424 0.513 0.265 0.359 0.300 
694 0.434 (1.537 0.2-12 0.363 O. 331 
807 0.420 (1.523 0.258 0.356 0.3013 
867 0.415 0.515 0.257 0.3.13 0338 
935 0. -103 0.528 0.262 0.373 0.329 
993 0.411 0.486 0.2.11 0.337 (1.333 
105(1 0.419 0.198 0.251 0.13.11 0.3,53 
1112 0.397 0.479 0.277 0.333 0.312 
1171 0.421 0.507 0.253 0.3.1.5 0.325 
1292 0.428 0.510 ((. 2.19 0.3.13 0.359 
1360 0. -119 0.52.1 0.23.1 0.376 0 33 1 
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Figtire 7.25: The weights assigned l, V" GA for AII1'3I \'1'OI, jI'iºua 
tables 7.13,7.12, and 7.14 are ºu hievecl. 
From both Figure 7.26 and the uiiniecical saiiiples f'oir /;, ý" ýln( shown in Table 7 12. 
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Table 7.12: PU values of the combined F I. and : 1111' ku"ecI sclec"t iuu ailgorit Iiin, 
using the Nveigbts iicliievecl bV Ob. jFiuº-1 
No. of Users FL-AIIY based SclcOiuu /' Fl. - AI l l'-(,: A 1, a"'od S 1oct iu, ii l' 
2.16 0.451 0.311 
367 0.523 0.61O 
487 0.559 (1.661 
630 0.5,16 0.61(1 
7.17 0.303 0.60 1 
867 0.546 ftGSG 
1050 0.556 0.658 
1 112 0.576 (1. (175 
123.1 0.52-1 0.63.1 
136(1 ((. 332 0.6339 
the l, aiu results frunº iisiil ul)t iiiial weights achieved l, V the GA tuiilt i-oi, je("t iVe fuu< t iu, n 
ObjFnti-1 coin be seen. for exatnpW with 1U5O isms in the euvirc, nIIent. ffiv pen-village 
of lie ii., wrs who are assigned to networks of their prefereii(-cs iu the 
1' L-AlIF solution is 55.6c% anti it is G18`% in the soluitit, n. In 
t lie G -\-o, ptilliizccl So lut ion ac'liiPves around ll` ('nlianc'cinPut over t lie nuu ul, t iinirýýýl 
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Figtir 7.26: P, values of the ccmºhiucýl IL and . \III' based "". 1, c ti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Figure 7.27: Pq values of the combined FL and A111, based selection algorit ums 
using the weights achieved by OhjFun4 
Table 7.13: /', values of t lie (urul, iue(l FL and A111) lard ,, cle t iu, n ; ºIt, ()rit hººº. s 
using the weig lºt', achieved by obj itu I 
No. of Users FL-: A Il l' based Selection l F 1. -: A II I' (;: A I,; º., ed Sclect i(u P, 
2,46 0.399 00 
367 0.313 H. 3-13 
487 0.316 0A 10 
630 0.370 O. 372 
747 0.357 11 11)1 
867 0.389 0,393 
1050 0.381 u 1111 
1112 0.322 u 3-10 
123,1 U 311 0., 311 
136(1 1). 3 . 12 0.38"1 
Fruuº Figure 7.27 and and thc ººutueril"a1 sººni}, Ies iu, r /) viºIlº, ", . }ºuýý"u in 'I, ºl)l(. i . 
13, 
tl gaill resnitti from usiut; optimal criteria weights auhieVecl bv Ob jFºuiI call Im. scelº. 
For example, with 11)50 users ill the c ººviromºnc ººt , the }, erc ººt; ºt;, of i hp itýc ls %\, 11() Uºrc 
t>^5sigtuecl tcº networks with stronger signal ill the non-upl iiniirl III.: \ II I' , ()lilt iºi i 
38.1`2 and it is 1U. 4% ill the GA-0ptitttizell su>ltttiotº. In ilvcr; 1p, (.. till. GA 
sulººt iuºº iu"lºieves aroIIIIII 2`I enhancement cn"cýr t lw ni un-c, }>t inºizect sollitwil Ill 11.11w, (it 
the ºntºtºl, er of users with better signal cl, nllitiouls. 
eb ,, b, 
ý ýP b1 yp, ,, 
p ýP P'1 01 b1 , ýh ýý h0 , 
tiv l yl 4;;. L ý. 
1 'L 'y 'y PPh 'o b1b49a ýC ýl ý> ,L 1- 
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Figure 7.28: I', values of the combined FL , ti l All i' 
using the weights achicvc(l by ObjFtiu-l 
Table 7.14: /' values oft lºe cmilbiued FL ºIli I A111) ha', j« lº", t iºº ; ºIt; u, rit luu5 
using the weights achieved 1) 01 huº"l 
No. of Users FL-AIIN hii ed Sch tiun, Fl, : \I1{' (; A based SelecGal V 
246 0.329 0.371 
307 0.417 0.112 
487 0.450 0.47: 3 
630 (. 42.1 (). 139 
747 u. 11., n 1: 33 
867 (1.51151 1) . 125 
1050 0.119 0 4: 37 
1112 0.397 0.111 
1231 0.406 0, Ii1 
1360 0.119 Al 12 
From Figure 7.28 and and tluc numerical samples for /' va1ti(s Shown in 'I', diI( 7.1 1, 
the ! aiºº results fron Using optimal criteria weights achieved bY ()hif., ºtn l, , ººº he 
For exatnpl . weit 
li 1050 User, ill t he cºº\ irt, ººnºvnt . the J) IT(. ººt , w, (. )I 11w users who, ar(. 
assigned to networks low-cost links in the rº(ºn-opt itttiz('d Fl, : 1111' sIººtioºº is . 11.! )' Mid 
43.7(% in the GA-optimized solution. In average, the (. A-(, lit itniicc1 solution ; ºc'hic'vi's 
around 1.5`/ enhancement over t Iºe 11un-01)t iºnize(I sulººt in. 
Figure 7.29 shows the wcigiits assigned by (1\ for the AM) IIJIII (l)jPPc t ivP function, 
ýoý p{o , ýti b'ý 
p ý'ý , yp , gyp ýp y1 C1 b1 ,, 
ý, yý, hp 
.; 
>" .,? at 
'ti' 
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Figure 7.29: The weights assigned by GA for O}, jFuu 1 
The figure shows that the GA achieves best litiws ý<<1w ýýýýýi<<lý tO ''11, 
weights tit'12 W13,11'14 lll(l lt 23 high values. 
7.6 Discussion 
'I'll(. simulation result,,., tilm 
lu11'l' 11('('n pic. "(. 111"d III III, - IlvO H( 111 )11.11111 I'll, 111,11 
O )t inºirºý(1 versiý, tºti our algorithms (that are developed in chapters 1 and 5 and O wir 
in chapter 6) omit t)erf(ºrnº the referen(e algorithms is in tern, of the ý)( F(lýilt; it; ýý of . at is- 
fie(1 1i5('rti, the pvrcent; tge ºof utters with better (tuiºlit`" cn ditio, ºº, ; ºiltl iºº 1crºu5 ()f Ow 
1)cr(ci1tage of the usage (of' low-cost links. 
'I'dtl)1c 7.15 sliuws the average values (aritIIIII tic iiicanti) of t1w cliffeIvIIt per fe, rtu; III(. i. 
iiiel ric ti in our FI -SNIA1Z'F algurit 
lins with c oniparisulI tu t by r fertiicc alF; urit Illus. T hc- 
tril)le ,, Ii 'v a great enhancement in our algurithicºs performance 
itº terms of ni1tul, (-r 
of' satisfied users (i. c. f') and smaller eillau( eiuc1its in terms of of cis i with 
l)ettcr QoS conditions (i. e. PJ) and tiiuulber of risers with low-o ot links (i. e. 
'1'lie GA-optimized version usually achieve Iniu"li better rý sitlt. 111; 111 1111. n()ii opt iiniii, (. d 
V('T"S1OI1. 
Table 7.16 shows tIR avcragr Vacltt("s (alit lititit II titi"aui, ) id IIIr ill lfctcIt II'll 1(, " 
metrics in our FL-AIII> algorithms with comparison tu ill(- ref, -retºc"c alga rithuis l iii 
table shows great, (111 1I( inci is ill our algorithms imrfurlitai e ill terms (If num1wr of 
satisfied users (i. c. /') and ill terms of nuntlwr 1, f users with Iiw-cL, st links (i. v. iutd 
a stna, ller c illia tc"euwut ill terms of number of users with bet ter Q)ti c (niclit icins (i. e. I',, ). 
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Table 7.15: Average values of the performance metrics in the FL-SMART 
algorithms against the reference algorithms 
The ANS algorithm Pq P. Pa 
FL-SMART based selection 0.528 0.81 0.57 
FL-SMART-GA based selection 0.628 0.954 0.65 
Service type based selection 0.501 0.503 0.5 
Terminal-speed based selection 0.466 0.505 0.54 
Random-based selection 0.500 0.496 0.5 
Table 7.16: Average values of the performance metrics in the FL-AIIP algo- 
rithms against the reference algorithms 
The ANS algorithm Pq Pu Po 
FL-AHP based selection 0.353 0.544 0.415 
FL-AHiP-GA based selection 0.424 0.732 0.509 
Service type based selection 0.302 0.326 0.252 
Terminal-speed based selection 0.286 0.336 0.351 
Random-based selection 0.33 0.33 0.33 
The GA-optimized versions usually achieve much better results than the non-optimized 
version. 
To check the spread of the results around the average values, the standard deviations 
are used [151,152]. After calculating the standards deviations for all sets of achieved 
results, we have noticed that, they are very low (the maximum standard deviation does 
not exceed 0.04), which means that the performance does not change so much and keep 
performing around the average values. Consequently, stable performance metrics values 
are usually expected. 
In one hand and for reasons of simplicity and computational complexity, the sim- 
ulation cannot be carried out at higher number of users. In the other hand, although 
the achieved simulation results show that our algorithms outperform the reference al- 
gorithms, no clear monotonic decreasing or increasing relationship could be directly 
observed between the number of users and the performance metrics. To check if there 
is any linear relationship between the number of users and the achieved performance 
metrics, the Pearson's Correlation Coefficient (PCC) [151,152 is used. PCC investi- 
. 499 
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gates the strength and direction of a linear relationship between two random variables. 
PCC = +1 means very strong positive linear relationship. PCC = -1 means very strong 
negative linear relationship. PCC =0 means no linear relationship is existed between 
both variables. 
Table 7.17 shows the PCC values that refelct the relationship between the perfor- 
mance metrics and the number of users in the FL-SMART and reference algorithms. It 
is clear from the PCC values that, there is not strong linear relationship between the 
different performance metrics and the number of users in the different algorithms. How- 
ever, we could notice that with very high number of users, the Pq values in FL-SMART 
algorithms is going down. On the other hand, with higher number of users the P. and 
P,, values are expected to be better. 
Table 7.18 shows the PCC values that refelct the relationship between the perfor. 
mance metrics and the number of users in the FL-AIIP and reference algorithms. It 
is clear from the PCC values that, there is not strong linear relationship between the 
different performance metrics and the number of users in the different algorithms. How- 
ever, we could notice that with very high number of users, the Pu and P, values are 
expected to be better in FL-AHP algorithms. On the other hand, with higher number 
of users, the Pq values are expected to be stable and around the average value. 
The mentioned expectations about the values of the Pa, P,,, and P. are based on the 
calculations of PCC. PCC performs weak when no clear linear relationship is existed. 
As a result, we also calculate another type of correlation coefficient called Spearman's 
Correlation Coefficient (SCC) [151,152]. Unlike the PCC, SCC does not require the 
assumption that the relationship between the variables is linear. 
Table 7.17: PCC between the performance metrics and the number of users in 
the FL-SKIART and reference algorithms 
Algorithm/PCC PCC of Pq PCC of P PCC of P, 
FL-SMART based selection -0.667 0.066 0.556 
FL-SMART-GA based selection -0.36 0.157 0.158 
Service type based selection -0.236 -0.314 0.281 
Terminal-speed based selection -0.6 0.407 0.278 
Random-based selection -0.216 0.185 -0.025 
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Table 7.18: PCC between the performance metrics and the number of users in 
the AHP-SMART and reference algorithms 
Algorithm/PCC PCC of Pq PCC of Pu PCC of P, 
FL-AHP based selection -0.007 0.553 0.335 
FL-AHP-GA based selection 0.067 0.561 0.218 
Service type based selection -0.381 -0.035 0.202 
Terminal-speed based selection -0.503 0.284 0.306 
Random-based selection -0.0198 0.153 0.22 
Table 7.19: SCC between the performance metrics and the number of users in 
the FL-SMART and reference algorithms 
Algorithm/SCC SCC of Pq SCC of P. SCC of P. 
FL-SMART based selection -0.6383 0.0218 0.4889 
FL-SMART-GA based selection -0.2031 0.2762 0.1657 
Service type based selection -0.1701 -0.2175 0.1818 
Terminal-speed based selection -0.6031 0.2959 0.195 
Random-based selection -0.2696 -0.0997 -0.0G92 
Both Table 7.19 and Table 7.20 show that, there is not strong non-linear relationship 
between the different performance metrics and the number of users in the different 
algorithms. This confirms the expectations of the PCC values in tables 7.17 and 7.18. 
Again, because of the positive values of SCC, we can expect better P. and P. values 
and worse Pq values with higher number of users in our developed algorithms. 
Table 7.20: SCC between the performance metrics and the number of users in 
the FL-AIHP and reference algorithms 
Algorithm/SCC SCC of Pq SCC of P. SCC of P. 
FL-AIHP based selection -0.0338 0.4351 0.1159 
FL-AIIP-GA based selection 0.0843 0.3298 0.0391 
Service type based selection -0.4069 -0.0226 0.1572 
Terminal-speed based selection -0.284 0.2422 0.19.11 
Random-based selection 0.0263 0.2838 0.1355 
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At the end of this discussion, we can define the total performance (Pt) as a simple 
metric that reflects the whole performance of the algorithm according to equation 7.5 
Pt _ 
Wpg ' PQ + Wp " Pu + WPO Po (7.5) 
3 
wem, wem, and w, are the weights that reflect the importance of Pq, P,,, and P. metrics 
respectively. If all metrics have the same importance then, the total performance metric 
(Pt) equation can be described as in equation 7.6. 
Pg + Pu + Po (7.6) 
3 
Table 7.21 shows the Pt values of the reference algorithms against our FL-SMART 
algorithm. For instance, with 1050 users in the environment, the percentage of the users 
who get better total performance is 50%, 51%, and 48.4% in the service type based se- 
lection, the terminal-speed based selection, and the random-based selection respectively. 
The same percentage with the non-optimized FL-SMART solution is around 6.1.1%. In 
average, our non-optimized FL-SMART solution achieves around 14% enhancement over 
the different reference algorithms. The optimized versions of the FL-SMART solution 
usually outperform the non-optimized version. 
Table 7.21 shows the PP values of the reference algorithms against our FL-AIIP 
algorithm. For instance, with 1050 users in the environment, the percentage of the 
users who get better total performance is 29.1%, 31.3%, and 33.4% in the service type 
based selection, the terminal-speed based selection, and the random-based selection. 
The same percentage with the combined FL and AIIP is around 45.2%. In average, 
our non-optimized FL-AIIP solution achieves around 14% enhancement over the service 
type based selection and around 10% over the terminal-speed based selection and the 
random-based selection algorithms. The optimized versions of the FL-AIIP solution 
usually outperform the non-optimized version. 
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Table 7.21: Pt values of the combined FL and SMART based algorithm against 











135 0.656 0.499 0.504 0.491 
345 0.629 0.513 0.495 0.503 
518 0.626 0.500 0.499 0.506 
694 0.635 0.500 0.500 0.496 
866 0.639 0.488 0.506 0.496 
1050 0.641 0.500 0.510 0.484 
1244 0.627 0.496 0.495 0.495 
1434 0.632 0.498 0.495 0.498 
1617 0.637 0.502 0.502 0.495 
1809 0.641 0.503 0.505 0.501 
1903 0.635 0.494 0.503 0.502 
Table 7.22: Pt values of the combined FL and AIIP based algorithm against 











246 0.393 0.282 0.327 0.3.14 
367 0.418 0.313 0.3.13 0.287 
487 0.441 0.292 0.309 0.335 
630 0.447 0.287 0.337 0.33.1 
747 0.426 0.310 0.332 0.331 
867 0.450 0.285 0.314 0.308 
1050 0.452 0.291 0.313 0.33.1 
1112 0.432 0.311 0.321 0.329 
1234 0.414 0.284 0.321 0.340 
1360 0.431 0.293 0.332 0.312 
Chapter 8 
Conclusions and Future Work 
The significant conclusions of our research are discussed in this chapter. Several major 
areas and new directions of future research are also proposed. 
8.1 Conclusions 
A suitable design for the ANS algorithms is a highly important issue. Choosing the most 
suitable RAT for the new service request has considerable effects on the whole NGWN 
performance. The wrong selection can easily lead to many undesirable situations such 
as congested networks, unsatisfied users, bad service quality, and wasted networks re- 
sources. This thesis explores the issue of ANS in the IIWN. It presents a new generic 
framework to solve the selection problems that utilizes the advantages and strengths 
of the parallel fuzzy logic decision making, the multiple criteria decision making and 
the genetic algorithms. Based on the developed framework, several novel ANS algo. 
rithms have been designed, implemented, simulated and evaluated. The developed ANS 
solutions attempt to increase the user satisfaction, the operator benefits, and the QoS. 
Most of the previous works address the ANS as a single-criteria and single-objective 
problem, which is unrealistic and has certain conflicts with the multi-criteria and multi- 
objective nature of the ANS problem. The ANS is a multi-criteria problem where dif 
ferent sets of criteria that reflect the different conditions and measurements from the 
NGWN have to be considered. In addition, the ANS is a multi-objective problem since 
several conflict objectives for operators, users, and applications have to be satisfied, As 
a result, our developed algorithms are based on multiple criteria and objectives. 
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All the previous multi-criteria solutions do not address the roles of the different par- 
ties in the selection process and they do not provide a deployable and complete solution 
that could work in the NGWN environments. Practically, both user and operator want 
to control the process of the ANS and their roles have to be different according to the 
coupling degree between the co-existing RATs in the NGWN. New fair roles for the op- 
erators and the users in the ANS process have been suggested. The new roles satisfy the 
expected advantages of the NGWN for both users and operators. They increase both the 
operator benefits and users satisfaction and service personalization. In a non-coupled or 
a multi-operator loose-coupled NGWN, the user has the total right for controlling the 
selection decision using a network-assisted mobile-controlled ANS algorithm that resides 
in his/her terminal. In a single-operator loose-coupled or a tight-coupled NGWN, the 
ANS solution is divided into two modules. The first module uses a network-assisted 
mobile-controlled ANS algorithm that resides in the user terminal and the second mod- 
ule uses a mobile-assisted network-controlled ANS that resides in the CRRM entity. 
Both modules have to interact to make the final selection decision. 
Most of the multi-criteria algorithms do not utilize the advantages of the Al tools to 
overcome the difficulties and complexities involved in the NGWN environments. Fur- 
thermore, they do not address suitable methods for finding suitable criteria weights. 
The existed FL based ANS suffer from scalability and complexity problems when more 
RATs or membership functions are added due to the expected huge number of complex 
inference rules. A generic and new Al-based framework to solve the ANS problem has 
been developed in this study. The developed framework utilizes the advantages of the 
parallel fuzzy logic, GA, and MCDM over the traditional methods. Our framework is a 
very promising solving scheme for any optimized selection problem in a changing envi- 
ronment such as the NGWN. It is a scalable and able to handle any number of RATs 
with a large set of criteria. The framework scheme can easily cope with the different 
viewpoints and goals of the operators and users. It can react to the accumulated hu- 
man knowledge about the problem by adapting the MCDM weights or by tuning the 
FL membership functions and rules. It can handle the trade-off between the different 
criteria and assign suitable weights for each criterion according to its importance. 
The developed framework has been used to present and design two novel network- 
controlled mobile-assisted operator ANS algorithms. The first algorithm is used in 
co-existing WWAN and WLAN environments and utilizes the SMART MCDM tool 
and Mamadani FIS. The second algorithm is used in co-existing WWAN, WLAN, and 
WMAN environments and utilizes the AIIP MCDM tool and Sugeno FIS. In both algo- 
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rithms, several considerations have been taken into account when designing and imple- 
menting the FL and MCDM systems to ensure simple and robust design. In this stage, 
the weights of the MCDM criteria have to be chosen manually based on the operator 
knowledge about the importance of each criterion. 
The GA global search ability has been utilized to optimize the criteria weights and 
to help the operator to find the best weights according to his/her objectives. Our se- 
lection decision for GA was based on the nature of our objective functions that have 
several dynamic and stochastic components, where any other derivative-based optimiza- 
tion method cannot perform well. Another important issue that encourages the selection 
of GA to our problem was the high interaction between the different variables of an ob- 
jective function. The GA is used with different objective functions to find out the best 
weights that could maximize (a) The number of users who are assigned to networks of 
their preferences, (b) The number of users who are assigned to networks with stronger 
signal, and/or (c) The number of users who are assigned to low-cost links. Several 
single-objective functions and one multi-objective function have been built to represent 
the different objectives. The main problem when working with GA is to select and 
set-up its parameters and operators. As a result, several tests have been carried out to 
check the best values and types for mutation rate, crossover rate, population size, selec- 
tion function, mutation function, crossover function, and elitism count for the problem 
under consideration. We have found that these parameters and operators have different 
impacts on the GA performance. However, they are tightly dependent on the objective 
functions. 
Our developed algorithms (both non-optimized and optimized versions) are simu- 
lated, evaluated, and compared with three reference algorithms. In average, our devel- 
oped FL-SMART solution achieves around 3%, 30%, and 7% enhancements over the 
different reference algorithms in terms of number of users assigned into network with 
stronger signal (Pq), number of satisfied users (Ps), and number of users assigned into the 
low cost network (Po) respectively. The optimized FL-SMART solution achieves around 
10%, 15%, and 8% enhancements over the non-optimized FL-SMART solution in terms 
of Pq, P,,, and P,, respectively. In average, our developed FL-AIHP solution achieves 
around 3%, 20%, and 8% enhancements over the different reference algorithms in terms 
of number of users assigned into network with stronger signal (Pq), number of satisfied 
users (Pu), and number of users assigned into the low cost network (P, ) respectively. 
The optimized FL-AHP solution achieves around 10%, 20%, and 8% enhancements over 
the non-optimized FL-AIIP solution in terms of Pq, P, and P,, respectively. 
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The different algorithms have been simulated in twenty different numbers of users. 
Although our algorithms achieve good enhancement with respect to the different perfor- 
mance metrics, no clear monotonic decreasing or increasing relationship could be directly 
observed between the number of users and the performance metrics. Because it is too 
complex and meaningless to keep increasing the number of users in the simulation; we 
have used some statistical indicators such as the arithmetic means, standard deviations, 
and correlation coefficients to predict the behaviours of the algorithms on the future 
based on the achieved results. All the statistical indictors show that our algorithms will 
keep performing around the mean value of the achieved results. They also show that, it 
is expected to get better P,, and Po and worse Pq values with very high number of users. 
8.2 Future Work 
Different aspects of our work can be further developed. Possible directions for further 
research are listed and briefly discussed here. 
" The user software assistant. OSA based on different network-controlled terminal- 
assisted ANS algorithms is developed in this study. A User Software Assistant 
(USA) that is based on our developed framework can also be built. The USA can 
use a terminal controlled with network assistant ANS algorithms that use different 
subjective user criteria. In addition, the interaction between the USA and OSA 
to find the most optimal access network for both the user and operator can be 
considered. 
" Other optimization methods. Other global search methods such as simu- 
lated annealing and heuristic random search can be used, evaluated and compared 
against the GA to optimize the criteria weights. Another possibility here is to use 
multi-objective optimization methods (such as the multi-objectives GA) to solve 
the conflicted objectives of the ANS problem. 
" The relationship between the initial ANS and the other CRRM and 
RRM mechanisms. The developed ANS algorithms can be integrated with 
other CRRM mechanisms such as JAC; JCC, and VHO. A joint optimization of 
these mechanisms can enhance overall system performance. For example, ANS 
can help the JCC to reduce any possible congestion in the future by selecting the 
network with better resource availability. 
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" The application of the developed ANS algorithms to specific standards. 
This study has developed generic ANS algorithms. The algorithms can be tailored 
to specific wireless standards such as UMTS, IEEE802.16, and IEEE802.11. 
" The addition of more criteria. In the developed ANS algorithms, more crite- 
ria can be included such as Resources Availability (RA) and Signal-to-Noise Ratio 
(SNR). Resource Availability (RA) is an important criterion that could be consid- 
ered when accepting or rejecting the new or handoff service request. However, RA 
is usually considered at the admission and resource allocation stage by the local 
or common admission and load control algorithms. In fact, we think it would be 
more desirable to consider the RA criterion at both the initial selection stage and 
the resource allocation stage. In the initial selection stage, the network with more 
available resources has more credits to be selected for the new service request. In 
the resource allocation stage, the required resources for the new or handoff service 
are allocated from the low congested network. 
" The consideration of more realistic traffic models. In our study no specific 
traffic models for packet based services are considered. This assumption does 
not affect the results of the initial ANS algorithms, because the initial ANS does 
not consider the resources allocation and network traffics issues. However, it will 
be more desirable to consider a wider variety of traffic conditions and mobility 
scenarios. 
" The building and tuning of rules and membership functions. The used 
rules and membership functions of the fuzzy systems are still subjective, so they can 
be built or tuned using suitable learning methods such as the genetic algorithms 
or the neural networks. 
" More reference algorithms. Our algorithm can be compared with more refer- 
ence algorithms and especially with the widely used utility-function based algo- 
rithms. 
. The elimination factor. A very nice idea that could be used to achieve a 
more scalable solution and accept more criteria and RATs is to use elimination 
factors. For example, in a co-existing WLAN, WMAN, and WWAN RATs, it is 
not practical to consider the WLAN as an option for a very fast user. In such case, 
the user velocity is used as the elimination factor that eliminates the WLAN from 
the considered RATs list. A list of elimination factors could be considered and the 
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RAT that could not achieve a minimum value for each factor is directly removed 
from the considered list of RATs. 
" The choices of the system models. It is believed that different system models 
can produce a large impact on the results. Two different system models have been 
used in our study to give more creditability to our results, but more models can 
give more creditability. 
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Appendix A 
Types of Fuzzy Inference Systems 
The Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) maps the input fuzzy sets into output fuzzy sets and 
handles the way in which the rules are combined just as humans use many different types 
of inferential procedures. The most common inference systems are the Mamdani 
FIS 
and the Sugeno FIS. These two types have been widely employed in various 
FL based 
applications. The differences between these two FIS lie in the consequents part of the 
fuzzy rules and the aggregation and defuzzification procedures. 
A. 1 The Mamdani FIS 
Mamdani FIS was proposed in 1975 by Ebrahim Mamdani 
[129. It consists of the four 
main parts that are described in chapter 2. The main difference between Mamdani 
FIS and other types of FIS systems is that it usually expects the output membership 
functions to be fuzzy sets. After the aggregation process, there is a fuzzy set for each 
output variable that needs defuzzification process. A typical rule in a Mamdani fuzzy 
model has the form 
If Input 1=A and Input 2=B, then Output is z=C 
where all A, B, and C are linguistic variables to describe the membership degree of each 
variable. 
The following are some important features for the Mamdani Method. 
9 It is intuitive and it allows us to describe the expertise in more human-like manner. 
" It has widespread acceptance for capturing expert knowledge and well suited to 
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human input. 
" It is flexible in terms of choosing the fuzzifier, fuzzy inference engine, and defuzzi- 
fier. As a result, it is efficient in obtaining the most suitable fuzzy logic system for 
a particular application. 
" Mamdani-type fuzzy inference needs a substantial computational efforts and re- 
sources. 
A. 2 The Sugeno FIS 
Sugeno or Takagi-Sugeno-Kang FIS was introduced in 1985 [130]. It is similar to the 
Mamdani method in many features. The main difference between Mamdani and Sugeno 
is that the Sugeno output membership functions are either linear or constant. As a 
result, it avoids defuzzification because we get a crisp value in the output. A typical 
rule in a Sugeno fuzzy model has the form 
If Input 1=x and Input 2=y, then Output is z= ax + by +c 
For a zero-order Sugeno model, the output level z is a constant (i. e. a=b =0). A 
single spike (called a singleton), is used in the zero-order Sugeno model as the output 
membership function. A fuzzy singleton is a fuzzy set with a membership function that 
is unity (i. e. = 1) at a single particular point on the universe of discourse and zero 
everywhere else. 
The following are some important features for the Sugeno Method. 
" It is computationally efficient, because it avoids the complex defuzzification process 
required in Mamdani. 
9 Because it has a well-defined and compact output function, it works well with 
optimization and adaptive techniques. 
"A weakness of Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system is that the consequents part of its rules 
are not fuzzy, therefore, it does not provide an easy way to incorporate linguistic 
rules from human experts or operators. 
